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ABSTRACT

We study the sensitivity of fixed target neutrino experiments (LSND, T2K, CENNS,

and COHERENT) and proton beam dumps (MiniBooNE off-target, and SHiP) to

sub-GeV dark matter. In order to reproduce the observed thermal relic abundance,

these states are coupled to the Standard Model via new, low mass mediators in the

form of a kinetically mixed U(1)′ vector mediator or a vector mediator gauging baryon

number. We present a model for the production of low mass dark matter from proton-

nucleon collisions in fixed targets. Sensitivity projections are made using signals from

elastic electron- and nucleon-dark matter scattering, as well as coherent nuclear-dark

matter scattering and dark matter induced inelastic π0 production. A fixed target

Monte Carlo code has been developed for this analysis, and documentation is included.

We find that analyses using current and future proton fixed target experiments are

capable of placing new limits on the hidden sector dark matter parameter space for

dark matter masses of up to 500 MeV and mediator masses as large as a few GeV.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There exists overwhelming astrophysical and cosmological evidence for the presence

of some abundant yet unseen source of mass in the universe. Observations have

made it clear that this is not simply non-luminous baryonic matter1 or a sea of

the known neutrinos, but is instead an entirely different and undiscovered species of

matter. We call these elusive particles dark matter, a catch-all term for a range

of hypotheses that attempt to explain the nature of this unseen matter. While it

may seem outrageous to postulate that the majority of the matter in the universe is

made up of some invisible substance, the dark matter hypothesis provides an elegant

explanation for numerous phenomena observed across a wide variety of length scales

and different time periods in the evolution of the universe.

Thus far, all attempts to observe dark matter non-gravitationally, barring a num-

ber of intriguing but mostly contradictory anomalies, have failed to capture any sign

of its particle nature. These searches embrace a plethora of different approaches,

including direct searches using detectors buried deep beneath the Earth’s surface,

indirect searches with ground and satellite based telescopes hoping to catch a hint

of dark matter decay or annihilation somewhere in the galaxy, and collider searches

using the collision of high energy beams of particles at experimental facilities in hopes

of creating dark matter in a controlled environment. The null results from particle

searches have led to impressive limits on the dark matter parameter space that must

be taken into account when formulating a dark matter theory.

1In this context baryonic matter refers to protons and neutrons, the particles which make up
most of the Standard Model mass density of the universe. The electron, a non-baryonic Standard
Model particle, is also extremely common, but its mass is approximately 2000 times smaller than
that of the proton, significantly reducing its effect on the mass density of matter.
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The Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) provides a simple and effective

scaffolding for the formulation of dark matter scenarios. While the WIMP framework

allows for many scenarios, conventional WIMP masses range from several GeV to

several TeV. We will focus on light dark matter with a sub-GeV mass. Our interest

in this mass regime was originally motivated by the INTEGRAL 511 keV line, a

narrow high-intensity signal of monochromatic photons from the center of the galaxy

[23, 24]. The intensity of the signal pointed to the creation of enormous numbers

of positrons in the center of the galaxy, which could have been produced by the

annihilations of dark matter particles with masses of a few MeV. The presence of

numerous recently discovered binary stars is a more likely explanation for the signal

at present [25], but this has not diminished interest in sub-GeV dark matter, in part

because their small mass provides a natural explanation for the null results of direct

detection experiments.

Low mass dark matter introduces some complications in model building. This

particle, were it to be produced as a thermal relic with annihilations proceeding

through Standard Model states, would possess an annihilation cross section too small

to generate a dark matter energy density compatible with that which is presently

observed in the universe [26]. In order to bring the relic abundance of a weakly-

interacting low mass dark matter scenario into agreement with empirical observations,

new annihilation channels must be introduced. A convenient method of accomplishing

this is to have the dark matter particles self-annihilate to Standard Model particles

via new, low mass states belonging to a hidden sector, uncharged under the Standard

Model gauge group [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].

We will primarily be concerned with a scalar hidden sector dark matter candi-

date whose interactions with the Standard Model are mediated by a sub-GeV vector

boson. Two versions of the scenario are considered, one in which the vector medi-

ator kinetically mixes with the photon, and a second in which it couples to baryon

number. The p-wave velocity-suppression of the annihilation cross section greatly

weakens constraints on the candidate’s mass from cosmological and astrophysical ob-

servations. As a member of a hidden sector, its coupling to Standard Model states

can be extremely weak, which spares the scenario from many, though not all, of the

constraints placed by collider experiments on new particles and by precision tests of

the Standard Model.

With so many of the conventional means of searching for this dark matter scenario

ruled out or greatly weakened in their sensitivity, the question naturally arises of
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whether there are any unconventional means by which it could be found. Direct

dark matter detection experiments attempt to discover dark matter by recording the

recoils of nucleons from nucleon-dark matter scattering events. The low sensitivity

of direct detection experiments to low mass dark matter is not due to the weak

interaction strength of the dark matter with the Standard Model (though this does

play a part), but rather because non-relativistic, low mass dark matter induces nuclear

recoils too small to be detected by current generation experiments. However, the

scattering interactions between dark matter and nucleons suggest the possibility of

its production through proton-nucleon collisions in collider experiments, where the

dark matter would then be boosted to relativistic speeds, rendering it detectable

through its scattering in the experiment’s detector.

As was previously suggested by Batell, Ritz and Pospelov [33] the proton beams at

fixed target neutrino facilities have the ability to both deliver enormous luminosities,

and are built to filter out most Standard Model particles so that the weakly interacting

neutrinos can be detected, a combination of qualities that make them natural testing

grounds for low mass hidden sector scenarios. There has been significant interest over

the last several years in low mass hidden sector dark matter, resulting in a number

of noteworthy papers proposing possible experimental searches (see e.g. [34, 35, 36,

37, 38, 39, 40, 33, 41, 42, 41, 43, 44, 16, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,

57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]).

This dissertation describes our efforts to calculate the sensitivity to hidden sector

dark matter of a number of fixed target experiments that are conducting or have

completed their experimental program: LSND, MiniBooNE, and T2K [65, 66, 15]. In

addition, we have also made projections for experiments that are still in the planning

stages, partly in hopes of providing additional motivation for their approval and sub-

sequent funding. These include: SHiP [67], COHERENT and CENNS [22]. Finally,

we assisted in the motivation of a year-long light dark matter focused beam dump

run at MiniBooNE, and joined the collaboration in order to aid in the analysis of

their data [14]. Towards this end, a Monte Carlo code was written to simulate the

production of dark matter and its interactions with a neutrino detector. While this

code was originally written with MiniBooNE in mind, it has been used in projections

for a number of other fixed target experiments.

The work in this thesis is based upon four primary publications:

1. “Observing a light dark matter beam with neutrino experiments” [65] in which

we consider the sensitivity of the LSND and MiniBooNE fixed target neutrino
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experiments to kinetically mixed U(1)′ dark matter scenarios. This paper fo-

cused on dark matter masses of a few MeV, which could in theory explain the

511 keV INTEGRAL signal [13]. Dark matter production from π0 and η decay

to an on-shell mediator boson was considered, and we wrote a very basic Monte

Carlo code to simulate the dark matter production distribution. Both elastic

electron- and nucleon-dark matter scattering were considered as signal channels.

It was determined that this scenario was strongly constrained for the parameter

space that could explain the 511 keV line, and was later updated to use null

results from the LSND experiment to place strong limits on dark matter with

masses less than the pion mass.

2. “Signatures of sub-GeV dark matter beams at neutrino experiments” [66] ex-

panded on the previous paper by introducing direct parton level production,

extending the mediator masses for which dark matter production could be sim-

ulated to several GeV. The focus was shifted from low mass dark matter to a

broader attempt to cover the kinetic mixing parameter space. This involved a

reanalysis of the sensitivity of MiniBooNE, as well as new analyses employing

T2K’s ND280 detector and the MINOS near detector.

3. “Leptophobic Dark Matter at Neutrino Factories” [15] examined a variant of

the kinetic mixing scenario, in which the mediator coupled to baryon number

rather than mixing with hypercharge. This paper introduced new vector mixing

production channels that bridged the gap in mass coverage between the η mass

and the GeV scale required for parton level production. A new version of

the simulation was written to handle the now significantly larger number of

production channels. This work focused on the sensitivity of the MiniBooNE

experiment in beam-dump configuration to the leptophobic scenario, which was

determined to possess a reach in terms of the baryonic fine structure constant

of αB ∼ 10−6.

4. “Light new physics in coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering experiments” [22]

examined the reach of two prospective coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering fixed

target experiments, COHERENT and CENNS. This was the first publication

to make use of the most recent version of the simulation code, now written in

C++. These experiments were determined to possess sensitivity for low mass

mediators well beyond current limits in both the kinetic mixing and leptophobic
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scenarios.

This work is divided into seven chapters, including this short introduction. We

now provide a brief overview of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter 2 makes the case for the existence of dark matter, covering the many pieces

of gravitational evidence that support its existence, and provides an overview of

current experimental and observational efforts attempting to discover details of

its particle nature. We also touch on the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle

paradigm and review a possible production mechanism for the presently ob-

served dark matter energy density: it is a thermal relic from the early universe.

Chapter 3 establishes our motivation for studying low mass hidden sector dark mat-

ter, and lays out how such a scenario can be constructed. We will review the

phenomenology of a hidden sector dark matter scenario gauged under a U(1)′

symmetry and coupled to the Standard Model through kinetic mixing between

the U(1)′ gauge boson and the photon. The existing constraints on this scenario

will be reviewed, along with the conditions for reproducing the observed relic

density. We will also consider, in less detail, a leptophobic scenario in which we

gauge baryon number, allowing the mediator to couple to any particle possess-

ing baryon number with the option of not directly interacting with leptons or

photons.

Chapter 4 suggests a relatively new search avenue for light dark matter, Fixed Tar-

get Neutrino Facilities. We will cover a number of channels through which dark

matter might be produced at such a facility, and calculate both the amount and

the distribution of the dark matter that would be produced under both the ki-

netic mixing and leptophobic scenarios. We will also discuss the signal channels

through which the presence of hidden sector dark matter could be detected by

these experiments.

Chapter 5 tackles the numerical challenges of calculating the expected dark mat-

ter signal at a fixed target neutrino facility. A dark matter production and

scattering code was written for this purpose, originally to support the Mini-

BooNE beam dump analysis and later adapted for use in predicting potential

dark matter signals at other fixed target experiments. This section documents

the operation of the simulation, and provides a guide on how the code is run

and customized for any fixed target facility of interest.
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Chapter 6 summarizes all of the results found by implementing the results of chapter

4 with the code described in chapter 5. We provide a brief description of a

number of fixed target experiments, some of which are still in the proposal

stages, and describe expected dark matter signals for each. We propose cuts

which could allow the experiment to discriminate between dark matter and

neutrino events when necessary, and make estimates of constraints that could

be imposed by each experiment where possible. Plots of the hidden sector

parameter space with sensitivity curves for each fixed target experiment are

also included.

Chapter 7 brings this work to an end with a summary of what was accomplished,

and some words on future possibilities.
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Chapter 2

Dark Matter Background

2.1 Introduction

There is an overwhelming case for the existence of Dark Matter, some hidden mass

which dominates the matter density of the universe. Many observational and ex-

perimental efforts are under way to observe it by non-gravitational means, none of

which have detected an unambiguous signal. We know nothing of its particle nature,

and have placed only the weakest of limits on its mass. The nature of its interac-

tions with the Standard Model are unknown beyond their incredible weakness. All

evidence of its existence comes to us indirectly from its gravitational effects on the

visible baryonic matter.

Despite the many dark matter unknowns, it is not a complete mystery. It is clear

that while some of the dark matter is composed of baryonic matter, either tied up

in dim, low mass stars and black holes or large clouds of gas surrounding galaxies,

the majority is non-baryonic. Cosmological and astrophysical estimates show that

27% of the energy density of the universe is made of dark matter, more than five

times the baryonic matter’s 5% [68]. The remainder of the energy density is largely

composed of the even less well understand dark energy, with a small contribution from

radiation in the form of photons. In addition, dark matter does not appear to be hot,

or relativistic, and is instead cold, non-relativistic, or warm, some intermediate state

between the two extremes.

We will discuss the astrophysical and cosmological evidence for the existence of

dark matter in section 2.2, how experimental efforts search for it by means other than

its gravitational interactions in section 2.4, and review one of the most straightforward
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production mechanisms in section 2.3. We draw heavily from lecture notes and review

papers for the material in this section [69, 70, 25, 71, 72].

2.2 The Case for Dark Matter

The influence of dark matter is felt on a wide array of distance scales, from the

smallest dwarf galaxies to cosmological measurements of the universe as a whole.

Its effects are visible throughout the universe’s history, beginning with the Cosmic

Microwave Background and extending to present day. In this section, we will discuss

the various means by which dark matter’s influence on the universe are measured,

and have drawn heavily from Bertone, Hooper and Silk’s excellent dark matter review

[69], as well a more recent review of astrophysical signatures of dark matter [71].

The first indication that an invisible source of mass was present in the universe

came from the work of Fritz Zwicky in the 1930’s1 [73, 74]. Zwicky applied the Virial

theorem to the Coma Cluster, comparing the amount of visible mass in the cluster

to the rotational speed of its component galaxies. The Virial theorem is a simple

statement that relates the kinetic energy of a stable system to its potential energy,

〈T 〉 = −〈U〉
2
, (2.1)

where T is the kinetic energy, U the potential energy, and the brackets indicate time

averaging. Zwicky found that this relation was not satisfied by the Coma Cluster.

The observable galaxies were moving far too rapidly to be bound in stable orbits

by their gravitational potentials, to the extent that the mass of the Coma Cluster

would have had to be on the order of a hundred times larger than was suggested

by its observable luminous matter. Zwicky did not know at the time that galaxies

were surrounded by several times their mass in hot gases, but even with this added

contribution the cluster would have required six times the baryonic mass in order to

be stable. This observation was unfortunately ignored for the next forty years [69, 25].

1This statement is not entirely accurate. The existence of Neptune, an until then unseen source
of mass in the solar system, was predicted by French astronomer Verrier and English astronomer
Adams due to its gravitational effects on the orbit of Uranus. Anomalies in the orbit of Mercury
were also posited to be due to the presence of an undiscovered planet called Vulcan, though they
were later explained by corrections from General Relativity[69].
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2.2.1 Galactic Scale

Figure 2.1: Rotation curves of M31, frequently called the Andromeda Galaxy. The
rotation curve strongly suggests that the mass contained within the radial distance
continues to increase at a roughly constant rate out far past the optical disk of the
galaxy. The majority of the luminous matter is concentrated in the optical disk,
and were it the primary source of gravitational potential, the rotational speed would
be expected to drop as r−1/2 for r > rdisk [1]. Copyright AAS. Reproduced with
Permission.

Galactic rotation curves clearly demonstrate the influence of dark matter on ob-

servable luminous matter. These curves plot the average rotational velocity at a given

distance from the center of a galaxy. Using the equation for uniform circular motion,

we can calculate the expected speed of an object orbiting the center of a galaxy,

v =

√
GM(r)

r
, (2.2)

where G is the gravitational constant, M(r) is the the mass contained inside an orbit

of radius r, M(r) = 4π
∫ r

0
dr′r′ρ(r′), and ρ(r) is the mass density at some radius r.

If we assumed that the majority of the mass in a galaxy is concentrated in the disk

(ρ(r > rdisk) = 0), then M should be almost constant for radii greater than that of

the luminous disk, and we expect v ∝
√

1
r
. Observations of 21 cm atomic hydrogen

lines tell a very different story, as the rotational speed is observed to become constant

at large radii (see Fig. 2.1) [75, 1, 70]. This suggests that the mass increases as
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M(r) ∝ r beyond the galactic disk, and that the luminous matter of the galaxy is

actually embedded in a much larger dark matter sphere or halo.

There are a number of other anomalies that provide evidence of the existence of

dark matter at the galactic scale [69]. The virial theorem and velocity distributions

return as evidence of dark matter when looking at satellite galaxies around spiral

galaxies [76, 77, 78]. One can also look at the velocity dispersion of the baryonic

components of dwarf galaxies, small galaxies that appear to be massively dominated

by dark matter [79] to the extent that a mere 5% of the galaxy’s mass may be

baryonic. The weak gravitational lensing of distant objects by unseen foreground

structures [80, 81], and the modulation of strong lensing around massive elliptical

galaxies [82, 83] provide additional clues.

As an interesting side note, models of Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND),

theories which posit that Newton’s laws of gravity are altered at large distances, can

also be used to explain the behavior of galactic rotation curves. However, they have

more difficulty explaining other anomalies, such as the weak gravitational lensing

phenomena mentioned previously, for which the dark matter hypothesis provides a

natural explanation [71, 84, 85].

2.2.2 Galaxy Cluster Scale

Galaxy clusters, large conglomerations of hundreds or thousands of gravitationally

bound galaxies2, provide the next mass scale of interest. Evidence of hidden mass

can be found by estimating the mass of the cluster (e.g. through the use of the Virial

theorem on the observable objects) and comparing this to the mass of the luminous

galaxies and slightly less visible hot gas present in the cluster.

One can use hydrostatic equilibrium in a spherically symmetric system to derive

an estimate of the temperature of an ideal gas in galaxy cluster[69],

kT ≈ (1.3− 1.8) keV

(
M(r)

1014M�

)(
1 Mpc

r

)
, (2.3)

where M� ≈ 2 × 1030 kg is a solar mass, 1014M� is the expected baryonic mass for

the cluster. The observed temperature of 10 keV is considerably higher, suggesting a

dark matter component of the cluster that is far larger than the baryonic component.

2Our galaxy, the Milky Way, is part of the Virgo Cluster. The Coma Cluster, mentioned in the
introduction, provides another example.
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Two other techniques for measuring the mass involve the use of X-ray emissions

from the aforementioned hot gas of the cluster to trace its distribution and move-

ment, and the use of weak gravitational lensing of distant objects to measure the

mass in the foreground. These two techniques have been combined when analyzing

the collisions between galaxy clusters, with perhaps the most famous example coming

from the Bullet Cluster3. By combining X-ray observations of the cluster’s hot gas

[86] from the Chandra X-Ray Observatory with weak gravitational lensing data [87]

from the Hubble Space Telescope, the Wide Field Imager and the Magellan Tele-

scopes, astronomers can map the distribution of both the baryonic matter and the

gravitational potential in the cluster. The x-ray observations show that the baryonic

gas has slowed due to collisions, while most of the gravitational potential of the two

clusters, as mapped by gravitational lensing, has continued moving along a ballistic

trajectory, leaving much of the observable gas behind. This provides a clear example

of two dark matter halos passing through one another with minimal disruption due

to their very weak self-interactions.

2.2.3 Cosmological Scales

While reasonable estimates of both baryonic and dark matter densities in the universe

can be made by observing galaxies and galaxy clusters in the night sky, the best

measurements come from cosmological observations of the early universe. Before we

can discuss these signals, it is best to cover some history as it is currently understood.

Temperatures will be expressed in terms of electron volts with the conversion

eV = kB × 11604.505 K, (2.4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The universe began in an incredibly energetic

state called the Big Bang, and has been expanding and cooling ever since. The

early universe was sufficiently high temperature (T & few GeV) that heavy, exotic

particles could be produced efficiently, but they largely decayed or annihilated to

lighter Standard Model particles as the temperature of the universe dropped below

their masses (We will return to this later when discussing thermal relic dark matter

in section 2.3). The earliest signal originates from O(100 keV), when protons and

neutrons fused together in a process called Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). The

3Also called 1E 0657-56
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abundances of the light elements observed in the universe today can be compared

with those predicted by BBN, and barring some significant anomalies show good

agreement with theoretical predictions. At this point the universe was opaque, that

is, it was full of free electrons and charged nuclei and photons could not travel far

before scattering. As the universe cooled further, photons lost the energy required to

regularly ionize Helium and Hydrogen, and electrons were soon bound with protons

into neutral atoms. This is somewhat oddly called Recombination, and it marks the

formation of the Cosmic Microwave Background, when photons last scattered before

the universe became transparent (as defined by their mean free path becoming larger

than the size of the universe).

Figure 2.2: Map of temperature differences created with nine years of WMAP data.
The range of temperatures shown vary by ±200µK. The effects from our own galaxy
were subtracted from the image. From NASA / WMAP Science Team http://map.

gsfc.nasa.gov/.

Satellite telescopes like Planck[88], WMAP4[89, 90] and COBE5 [91] allow us to

make precise measurements of CMB temperature anisotropies (see Fig. 2.2). The

CMB has cooled over time as its constituent photons have been redshifted to lower

temperatures, and today its temperature is measured to be T = 2.726 K. The CMB

is very near to isotropic, with fractional variations of O(10−5). The temperature

4Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
5Cosmic Background Explorer

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Figure 2.3: A plot of the CMB power spectrum l(l + 1)Cl/2π made using WMAP
data. From NASA / WMAP Science Team http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/.

anisotropies are expressed as a power series in terms of spherical harmonics

δT

T
(θ, φ) =

+∞∑
l=2

+l∑
m=−l

almYlm(θ, φ). (2.5)

Normally plotted is the variance,

Cl ≡ 〈|alm|2〉 ≡
1

2l + 1

+l∑
m=−l

|alm|2 (2.6)

in the form l(l + 1)Cl/2π (see Fig. 2.3). By comparing the relative heights of the

peaks, and in combination with other measurements, precision calculations of the

matter density, Ωm = 0.315 and the baryon density, Ωb = 0.0499, can be made [68].

Other cosmological means can be employed to estimate the baryonic matter den-

sity, including comparisons with the predictions of BBN and the Lyman-α forest. The

abundances of light elements produced in the early universe during BBN provides the

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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earliest data point available. The ratios of light elements: D/H, He/H, and Li/H

can be predicted from BBN calculations and compared with actual measurements of

their abundances [92]. One can measure the abundance of elements at later times by

examining the absorption lines in the light of very distant quasars in the Lyman-α

Forest [93]. Constraints can be placed on cosmological models by comparing these

measurements with model predictions derived from large simulations (see e.g. [94]).

2.3 Dark Matter Production: The Thermal Relic

The most popular paradigm for dark matter scenarios is that of the Weakly Interact-

ing Massive Particle (WIMP), and for the remainder of this work we will assume that

dark matter follows this convention. This is not to say there are no other possibilities

(see [95] for a discussion), but WIMPs provide a wide array of natural dark matter

models with a natural production mechanism.

WIMP dark matter brings with it a natural production process: the present day

dark matter density is a relic left over from the much higher temperature early uni-

verse. We will begin by positing the existence of a stable state χ, which will serve as

our dark matter candidate. In the early universe, χ could be produced through pro-

cesses involving Standard Model particles Y , and consequently could also annihilate

into SM particles Y : χχ̄ ↔ Y Ȳ . Alternatively, should our dark matter candidate

be a Majorana particle, it would be written as χχ ↔ Y Ȳ . In the early universe,

when the temperature T � mχ, where mχ is the mass of the dark matter candidate,

the production and annihilation processes would be equally efficient, and χ would be

present in large abundances alongside the more familiar Standard Model particles. As

the temperature declines, the χ production processes will be increasingly suppressed,

while annihilation will proceed at a rate proportional to n2
χ where nχ is the number

density of the dark matter. So long as χ remains in thermal equilibrium with the

thermal bath of Standard Model particles which fill the universe, it will constantly ap-

proach its equilibrium number density. In the nonrelativistic regime, where T . mχ,

this can be written as,

neq = gχ

(
mχT

2π

)3/2

e−mχ/T , (2.7)

where gχ is the number of internal degrees of freedom for our dark matter particle.

Were production and annihilation the only processes affecting the number density,

we would expect the dark matter number density to rapidly dwindle to near zero as
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the temperature declined, a behavior which is in large disagreement with the dark

matter domination of the matter density observed in the present day universe. One

possible solution is that dark matter is asymmetric, somehow favoring dark matter

particles over antiparticles. However, we will instead consider the concept of thermal

freeze out, in which the dark matter number density is diluted by the expansion

of the universe to the point that annihilation also becomes inefficient due to the

paucity of dark matter particles with which to annihilate. The combined effect of

Hubble expansion and the tendency for the dark matter density to move towards its

equilibrium density are captured in the Boltzmann equation,

dnχ
dt

+ 3Hnχ = −〈σv〉
(
n2
χ − (neq

χ )2
)

(2.8)

where H is the Hubble parameter representing the expansion rate of the Universe. H

can be written as,

H =
ȧ

a
=

√
8π3ρ

3MPl

, (2.9)

where a is the scale factor of the universe, MPl is the Planck Mass, ρ is the energy

density of the universe and 〈σχχ̄v〉 is χ’s self-annihilation cross-section multiplied by

the relative speed between two dark matter particles v, thermally averaged over the

velocity of χ particles. The velocity distribution is normally taken to be a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution centered on some average speed 〈v〉.
The Boltzmann equation is frequently rewritten in terms normalized by the en-

tropy density, s, which due to the conservation of entropy per comoving volume,

S = sa3 = constant, (2.10)

effectively hides the effect of Hubble expansion. We define new dimensionless variables

Y ≡ n/s and x ≡ m/T , and can then rewrite 2.8 as

dY

dx
=

1

3H

ds

dx
〈σv〉

(
Y 2 − Y 2

eq

)
. (2.11)

The temperature at which freeze-out occurs, TFO, is determined by numerically

solving the Boltzmann equation. To do this, we expand the thermally averaged cross-

section in terms of velocity,

〈σχχ̄v〉 = a+ b〈v2〉+O(v4). (2.12)
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We then determine the freeze-out solution by iteratively solving the following equation

[69],

xFO =
mχ

TFO

≈ ln

(
c(c+ 2)

√
45

8

g

2π3

mχMPL(a+ 6b/xFO)

g
1/2
∗ x

1/2
FO

)
, (2.13)

where c has been numerically determined to be ∼ 0.5, g is the number of degrees

of freedom of the dark matter and g∗ is the total number of relativistic degrees of

freedom in the Standard Model. It decreases with falling temperature, as heavy

species become nonrelativistic. One can then find an approximate expression for the

WIMP density in the present day Universe,

Ωχh
2 ≈ 1.04× 109GeV−1

MPL

xFO

g
1/2
∗ (a+ 3b/xFO)

. (2.14)

Of particular interest is the annihilation rate required to reproduce the observed

relic density [96],

Ωχh
2 ≈ 3× 10−27 cm3/s

〈σχχ̄v〉
, (2.15)

where h = 0.673 is the Hubble scale factor [68] and Ωχ is the fraction of the energy

density of the universe made up of dark matter. Ωi is defined as

Ωi ≡
ρi
ρc
, (2.16)

where ρi is the energy density of i and ρc is the critical density of the universe, defined

as

ρc ≡
3H2

8πG
. (2.17)

2.4 Searches

In section 2.2, we reviewed the gravitational evidence for the existence of dark matter.

While this evidence is strong, it leaves us ignorant of the particle nature or mass of

dark matter. To learn more, we need to observe its non-gravitational interactions with

Standard Model matter. To this end, three broad search strategies are employed by

a number of experiments around the world: Direct Detection, Indirect Detection and

Collider Production. Each strategy reflects a different orientation of dark matter-

Standard Model interactions.
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2.4.1 Direct Detection

Direct detection is perhaps the most straightforward detection strategy, though by no

means a simple one to utilize. These experiments probe the dark matter parameter

space by searching for recoils from scattering interactions between halo dark mat-

ter passing through the earth and nuclei or electrons in their detector. Eventually,

these experiments might even study the dark matter-Standard Model recoil energy

spectrum.

These experiments have the advantage of being able to place relatively model inde-

pendent6 limits on the strength of dark matter interactions with SM particles, so long

as dark matter couples to leptons or baryons in some way. The sensitivity of direct

detection efforts weakens dramatically for very massive or very light dark matter. For

low mass dark matter, the dark matter’s momentum becomes correspondingly small,

as even very light dark matter is non-relativistic. For elastic scattering off nuclei, the

recoil can be calculated as [25]

Erecoil =
µ(mχ,Mnucleus)

2v2(1− cos(θ))

Mnucleus

, (2.18)

where v is the speed of the dark matter, mχ is the dark matter mass, µ(m1,m2) =
m1m2

m1+m2
and θ is the scattering angle of the nucleus. For low dark matter masses, this

quickly declines beyond the point which dark matter experiments can detect, though

they are making constant efforts to push the recoil threshold required for detection to

lower energies (see [8] for an example of large recent improvements). At high masses,

a different problem emerges in that the dark matter energy density is constant, and

the flux then scales as

Φχ ∝
1

mχ

, (2.19)

and the scattering rate naturally declines with increasing dark matter mass. These

behaviors are illustrated for dark matter masses below a few GeV and above a TeV

by figure 2.4.

While many dark matter particles are expected to pass through the earth every

second, the actual interaction rates are tiny, forcing direct detection experiments to

constantly battle against backgrounds. These experiments are frequently built deep

6The limits placed by direct detection experiments can be significantly altered if the scattering
between dark matter and Standard Model matter is inelastic. They are also highly dependent on
the local dark matter density and velocity distribution.
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Figure 2.4: Plot of direct detection limits as of 2014. The solid lines are limits already
placed by experimental analyses, and the dotted lines projected sensitivities by future
analyses. Parameter space above the curves is excluded, while that below the curves
is allowed. Shaded regions marked DAMA, CDMS and CRESST represent possible
signal regions, though note that these are directly in conflict with each other and the
exclusion limits placed by other experiments. The lines near the bottom of the plot
mark where atmospheric and solar neutrinos begin to constitute a significant back-
ground in dark matter searches, and is likely to dramatically increase the difficulty
of direct detection analyses. Reprinted from Proceedings, 13th International Con-
ference on Topics in Astroparticle and Underground Physics (TAUP 2013), Vol. 4,
Laura Baudis, WIMP Dark Matter Direct-Detection Searches in Noble Gases, 50-59,
Copyright 2014, with permission from Elsevier [2].

underground in abandoned mines and include sophisticated veto systems in order

to reduce cosmological backgrounds, but even with these measures they must still

contend with cosmic neutrino induced events and the radiation present in earth itself.

Understanding their backgrounds is essential to making an unambiguous dark matter

detection.

Fixed target experiments employ a variety of detector media and techniques, and

this diversity of approaches is advantageous to the dark matter search as a whole.

The best limits are placed by Spin-Independent (SI) dark matter searches, which are

capable of probing vector and scalar couplings between dark matter and the SM. Their

sensitivity is greatly increased by the enormous enhancement of coherent scattering
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cross sections on heavy nuclei at low energies, where the scattering rate is [25]

σA,Z = (Z + (A− Z)(fn/fp))
2 µ

2
A

µ2
p

σp, (2.20)

where σp is the dark matter-proton scattering cross section, µX = mXmDM/(mX +

MDM) is the reduced mass, Z is the number of protons, A is the number of nucleons,

fn(p) is the WIMP coupling to neutrons (protons), and a fn = fp implies an isospin

conserving interaction. By utilizing heavy nuclei with different ratios of A/Z, one

can probe the dark matter couplings to neutrons and protons. Currently, the best

SI limits are placed by CRESST-II [8], SuperCDMS [10], CDMSlite [11], XENON100

[5], LUX [12].

Another strategy is to look for Spin-Dependent (SD) scattering, which probes

axial-vector interactions. The limits from spin-dependent scattering tend to be far

weaker as they scale with the spin of the particle, ∝ J(J + 1), rather than the

number of nucleons squared. There is no great advantage from using heavy nuclei

that SI searches enjoy. The best limits on spin-dependent scattering are placed by

PICASSO [97], SIMPLE [98], and COUPP[99].

Other interesting handles available to direct detection include searches for an-

nual modulation in the dark matter signal, and the use of directionality [72]. An

annual modulation in the dark matter recoil signal is expected due to the rotation

of the earth around the sun each year. This increases (or decreases) the relative

speed between earth and the galactic reference frame, which should result in greater

(lesser) interaction rate between halo dark matter and a detector’s nuclei. The great-

est enhancement to signal is expected around June 2nd, and the greatest suppression

in December. The DAMA/LIBRA experiment is a particularly noteworthy annual

modulation experiment, as they have reported a 9.3σ annual modulation signal [100].

Whether this signal represents the discovery of dark matter or not is hotly contested,

as several direct detection experiments have reported null results directly in contra-

diction with the DAMA/LIBRA sensitivity. CoGeNT has also reported an excess at

a much lower confidence level of 1.7σ, for different combinations of nucleon scattering

cross-section and mass than DAMA/LIBRA [101]. Directionality could also play a

role in enhancing recoil rates in a given direction due to the Sun’s orbit around the

galaxy, the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, and even the rotation of the Earth itself.

DRIFT-II is currently the largest directional detection experiment in operation [102].
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2.4.2 Indirect Detection

Rather than looking for WIMP interactions with SM particles directly, it is also

possible to search for byproducts of WIMP annihilations or decays in the night sky

with an indirect dark matter search. For this section we are indebted to the excellent

set of TASI lecture notes by G. Gelmini, which provides a thorough treatment of

indirect dark matter searches [25].

Solar Capture

The nearest possible signal originates from the Sun, and to a lesser extent the planets

in our own solar system. Halo dark matter could scatter on nuclei in the Sun to a

speed lower than the escape velocity, becoming captured by the gravity of the Sun.

The capture rate is constant,

ΓC = σSnχ, (2.21)

where σS is the dark matter nucleon scattering cross section, nχ is the dark matter’s

density and σS the rate at which dark matter particles are captured by the sun, and

so we would expect the population of dark matter in the Sun to rise over time. This

dark matter population would eventually be balanced by annihilation,

ΓA = 〈σAv〉n2
χ, (2.22)

where σA is the dark matter annihilation cross section either into neutrinos directly,

or into other particles whose decays create neutrinos. These decay neutrinos could

then be observed with large scale neutrino detectors on Earth, the premier example

of which is the cubic kilometer scale IceCube detector in Antarctica [103]. It is

interesting to note that because the Sun is primarily composed hydrogen, IceCube

is also capable of placing competitive limits on Spin-Independent dark matter cross

sections. We will revisit solar dark matter trapping and annihilation in section 3.4.

Gamma rays

Looking further afield we arrive at Gamma Ray Astronomy, where we search for the

products of dark matter annihilations either directly into photons or into heavier SM

particles whose decays eventually produce photons. Gamma rays are particularly

useful because the universe is nearly transparent to them for energies less than a
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few TeV7, and so they retain information about the location of their source. Since

the annihilation rate scales as n2
χ, we are particularly interested in regions of high

dark matter density, such as the galactic core of the Milky Way, other galaxies and

galaxy clusters. These locations bring complications, in that they are also home to

the largest concentrations of baryons and the backgrounds that come with them.

Dwarf Spheroidal galaxies are also good candidates for gamma ray searches despite

their small sizes, as they are strongly dark matter dominated.

The most obvious and unambiguous dark matter signal would result from direct

annihilation into photons χχ̄ → γγ, as this would produce a monochromatic signal

with Eγ = mχ. However, dark matter is unlikely to directly couple to photons, and

this process is therefore expected to be loop suppressed. It is more likely that the

dark matter will annihilate into heavier SM particles, whose decay chains to stable

particles should produce a spectrum of photons with a cutoff at some energy m. This

does have an upper limit, as the mass spectrum of SM particles only reaches about

174 GeV with the top quark. These signals could be detected using both satellite

telescopes like the Fermi Large Area Telescope [104], or ground-based air Cherenkov

experiments like HESS [105], MAGIC [106] and VERITAS [107].

Cosmic rays

Cosmic rays in the form of high energy protons, antiprotons, electron, and positrons

provide a final dark matter probe in the night sky. Cosmic rays interact with the

magnetic fields of galaxies and rapidly lose most of their energy, and do not provide

a clear path to their production point. However, antiparticles are relatively rare in

the universe today, and dark matter annihilation would be expected to produce both

particle and antiparticle in equal numbers. We can therefore glean some interesting

hints from the energy distribution of the relative fluxes of particle and antiparticle. To

this end, an excess in the positron flux for incident energies between 10 and 100 GeV

provides a particularly promising anomaly. This was originally seen by balloon borne

experiments in the 1980’s, and was in fact called the HEAT excess at the time. This

excess was observed again by the PAMELA8 collaboration (see Fig. 2.5) [4], and later

confirmed by FermiLAT [108] and AMS [109]. Interestingly, no corresponding excess

is observed in the antiproton flux, indicating that were this signal to be the result of

7For higher energies, they tend to be absorbed by the CMB. They are able to travel freely again
once we reach energies of approximately 1010 GeV.

8Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics
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Figure 2.5: The observed excess in the positron fraction by PAMELA. The theoreti-
cally expected value is shown by the black line, adapted from [3]. A very significant
rise above the expected value for the positron fraction is visible, and was later con-
firmed by two other satellites, FermiLAT and AMS-II. Reprinted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: O. Adriani et al. [PAMELA Collaboration], “An anoma-
lous positron abundance in cosmic rays with energies 1.5-100 GeV,” Nature 458,
607-609, Copyright 2009 [4].

dark matter, it would have to be leptophilic, coupling preferentially to leptons rather

than baryons or quarks.

2.4.3 Collider Production

Collider experiments such as the LHC, the Tevatron, or LEP2 provide a third means

of searching for dark matter, by either attempting to produce the dark matter itself

in some high energy collision, or by searching for deviations in precision measure-

ments of otherwise well-understood Standard Model phenomena. These limits are by

necessity highly model dependent, requiring both specific dark matter mass ranges

and couplings.

Dark matter produced in a collider would not be easy to detect through its scatter-
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ing, by definition it interacts very weakly with SM particles and, having a lifetime on

the scale of that of the entire universe, is unlikely to decay into detectable Standard

Model particles. Instead, these experiments search for missing transverse energy, that

is, visible particles recoiling against the production of this invisible particle. When

searching for a single photon recoiling against dark matter, this is called a monopho-

ton search, and for a single gluon, a monojet. Previously, searches were performed

using effective field theories, which would have assumed that any mediator between

the dark matter and the Standard Model possessed a mass much larger than the

momentum exchange. With the advent of the LHC these searches are frequently per-

formed using simplified models, which are capable of describing all of the kinematics

involved in dark matter production, but may still not be sufficient for more complex

models that include non-dark matter candidates [110].

Dark matter can also be indirectly constrained through tests of the Standard

Model. Of some interest to this work, and an example of a missing energy signal, is

the invisible width of the Z-boson. If a dark matter candidate is sufficiently light, it

may be produced in decays of Z bosons, Z → χχ̄. The LEP2 experiment, an electron

positron collider at CERN, has placed constraints on this width, imposing the limit

ΓZ→χχ̄ < 4.2 MeV [69]. Also of interest, and as will be discussed in further detail

in section 3.2.1, is the measurement of the magnetic moment of the muon and the

electron, for which there is good agreement between theory and experiment for the

electron, but a large disagreement for the muon. Colliders have also imposed con-

straints on the masses of new charged particles, new gauge bosons, flavour changing

neutral currents, and rare B decays place further constraints on the coupling between

light dark matter and Standard Model states.
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Chapter 3

Hidden Sector Dark Matter

3.1 Introduction

There is a lower bound on the mass of a thermal relic dark matter candidate whose

interactions with the Standard Model are mediated by particles of weak scale mass

and coupling strength (such as the Z boson). Lee and Weinberg noted that the

annihilation cross section through weak scale mediators for heavy neutrinos was ap-

proximately

〈σv〉 ≈ G2
Fm

2
LNA

2π
∝ m2

L

m4
Z

, (3.1)

where mL is the mass of the heavy neutrino, NA is a fudge factor dependent on the

number of annihilation channels, and GF is the Fermi constant and mZ is the Z

boson mass. One can see that the annihilation rate declines rapidly with the mass

of the particles, and expected relic abundance would increase in turn. The limit

under which dark matter would be overproduced in the early universe and possess

an abundance larger, possibly far larger, than is consistent with our astronomical

observations is called the Lee-Weinberg bound [26]. There is a loophole in this limit,

though: it assumes that annihilation proceeds through heavy Standard Model states.

Introducing new light states neutral under the Standard Model gauge groups opens

new dark matter to SM annihilation channels [111], greatly weakening constraints

on the mass from the observed dark matter abundance. Suggesting the existence of

new hidden sector states is not particularly exotic or novel, as many particles in the

Standard Model are not charged under one or more of the Standard Model gauge

groups, and hidden sector states are common component in theories of New Physics.

Of particular interest are dark matter scenarios that provide candidates with
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Figure 3.1: Low mass direct detection constraints as of May 2016. Regions above the
curves are excluded. Results are from: XENON100 [5], XENON10 [6], CRESST-II
[7, 8], DAMIC [9], SuperCDMS [10], CDMSlite [11], and LUX [12].

masses of a few MeV to a GeV, as the previously discussed direct detection con-

straints are dramatically weakened or non-existent in this mass range (see 3.1). In

addition, low mass dark matter candidates could be produced in lower energy col-

lider experiments, such as fixed target neutrino or beam dump experiments. These

experiments possess far larger luminosities than proton colliders like the LHC or the

Tevatron, opening the possibility of probing very small couplings to the Standard

Model. In addition, there are a number of low energy anomalies which might be

explained in part or in whole by the presence of new light states, depending on their

couplings. Of particular interest in originally motivating this theoretical approach

was the INTEGRAL 511 keV line [13], shown in Fig. 3.2. This line could potentially

be explained by the annihilation of a dark matter candidate with a mass of a few MeV

to electron-positron pairs. While it now appears that the positrons creating this sig-

nal are produced by a less exotic astrophysical source than dark matter, interest in

light dark matter has not abated.

We now move onto a discussion of how a useful hidden sector containing dark

matter can be formulated. The interactions of some hidden sector, uncharged under

Standard Model gauge group, with Standard Model states can be parameterized as
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Figure 3.2: Fit of the spectrum measured by the SPI gamma-ray spectrometer aboard
the INTEGRAL satellite. The dashed and dotted lines correspond to the broad and
narrow peak components, respectively [13]. Pierre et. al., Astronomy & Astrophysics,
vol 445, pages 579-589, 2006, reproduced with permission c©ESO.

[33]

Lmediation =
k+l=n+4∑
k,l,n

O(k)
NPO

(l)
SM

Λn
, (3.2)

where O are New Physics (NP) and Standard Model (SM) operators of dimension k

and l, and Λ is some very large cut off scale. The case of the greatest importance

for this work is that of marginal n = 0 interactions. The SM operators of lowest

dimension are collectively known as portals [112, 113, 114, 115, 116], and include

F Y
µν Vector Portal

H†H Higgs Portal

LH Neutrino Portal

, (3.3)

where BY
µν is the hypercharge field strength, and H and L are the Higgs and Lepton

doublets, respectively. These operators can be used to couple the SM to new physics

without making assumptions about the mass scale of the new physics fields, and are

unsuppressed by any heavy scale. The Higgs and Neutrino portals are less suitable for

a low mass WIMP dark matter scenario for phenomenological reasons. Specifically,

the Higgs portal is rendered problematic by measurements of Kaon decays (amongst

others), while the direct coupling to neutrinos leads to unacceptable distortions of
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observed supernova spectra through the suppression of neutrino energies for dark

matter with a mass of a few MeV (See e.g. [117]).

One important concern for dark matter with sub-GeV mass is its commensurately

high number density when compared to heavier dark matter scenarios, and the effect

of this on its annihilation rate, both in the past and in the present day. Significant

effort has been made to ensure that the annihilation rate is large enough so as to

not overproduce1 our dark matter candidate in the early universe, but at later times

these annihilations could lead to noticeable changes in well measured astronomical

signals. Of particular interest to this work are temperature anisotropies in the CMB,

which are measured with great precision by satellites such as Planck, as discussed

previously in 2.2.3. The CMB was imprinted on the sky around red shift z ∼ 1000,

when free electrons and protons in the universe combined into electrically neutral

hydrogen during a process confusingly known as recombination. The presence of

dark matter annihilations after recombination can lead to distortions in the CMB

by injecting energy in the cosmic medium, which could then reionize this hydrogen

[118, 119, 120].

In light of this, a light dark matter scenario must be built in a manner that does

not create large energy injections at late times. For a thermal relic, this largely

means suppressing the annihilation rate after freeze-out. We will choose the spins of

our dark matter candidate and mediator such that annihilation proceeds through a

velocity suppressed p-wave process2. As dark matter is expected to possess a speed

in the late universe several orders of magnitude lower than it did at freeze-out, this

could be expected to dramatically decrease its annihilation rate.

3.2 Kinetic Mixing

The interaction term which links the Standard Model and this scenario is chosen such

that it is gauge invariant, and we charge the hidden sector under a U(1)′ gauge group.

The gauge boson, labelled the V , will serve as a vector mediator with the interaction

1A model which predicts the overproduction of dark matter predicts a larger dark matter density
than is observed.

2This is by no means the only option. One could also posit an asymmetric dark matter theory,
where after annihilation the number density of dark matter is far higher than that of its anti-
particle, in a manner very analogous (and perhaps connected) with the baryon asymmetry observed
in baryonic matter [121]
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term

Lint =
ε

2
VµνB

µν , (3.4)

where ε is the mixing strength, and Vµν and Bµν are the U(1)′ and hypercharge field

strengths, respectively.

For ε� 1 and before U ′ symmetry breaking, the Lagrangian takes the form

LV,χ = −1

4
V 2
µν −

ε

2
VµνB

µν + |Dµφ|2 − U(φφ∗) + |Dµχ|2 −m2
χ|χ|2, (3.5)

where χ is a scalar dark matter candidate with charge e′ under the hidden U(1)′

gauge group, mχ is the mass of the χ, and the U(1)′ covariant derivative is defined as

Dµ = ∂µ + ie′Vµ. The U(1)′ symmetry is spontaneously broken at low energies by the

Higgs′ φ, which provides a mass term for the V , the U(1)′ gauge boson. The mediator

interacts with Standard Model states charged under U(1) hypercharge through kinetic

mixing with the vector portal, Bµν . Note that due to its coupling to hypercharge,

the V will mix with the Z boson in addition to the photon, but the suppression of

most processes due to the mass of the Z will render the mixing too weak to have a

noticeable effect at the energy scales much smaller than the mass of the Z (this would

be very different at the energy scales reached by an experiment like the LHC). We

will therefore only consider its coupling to photons, and rescale the mixing factor ε

after U ′ symmetry breaking to reflect only the mixing strength between the V and

the photon

ε cos(θW )→ ε, (3.6)

where θW is the weak mixing angle. After symmetry breaking, the Lagrangian is

written as

LV,χ = −1

4
V 2
µν +

1

2
m2
V V

2
µ + εVν∂µF

µν + |Dµχ|2 −m2
χ|χ|2 + Lh′ , (3.7)

where mV is the mass of the V boson.

To summarize, the kinetic mixing scenario possesses four parameters: the kinetic

mixing strength ε, the gauge coupling e′ (normally expressed in the form α′ = (e′)2

4π
),

and the two masses mV and mχ. We briefly outline some limits on the model pa-

rameter space. α′ cannot be larger than 4π without the scenario becoming non-

perturbative, though as we have never considered α′ larger than 1 this is not a signifi-

cant issue. For values of mχ >500 MeV, the scenario will begin to run into significant

constraints from direct detection experiments, as the dark matter candidate will pos-
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×
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χ† V γ

e+, µ+

e−, µ−

Figure 3.3: Primary diagram contributing to annihilation of dark matter into SM
particles for the kinetic mixing scenario.

sess sufficient momentum produce detectable nucleon recoils in nucleon dark matter

scattering, while mχ < few MeV may run into constraints from Big Bang Nucleosyn-

thesis. Finally, if mV < 2mχ, the V will decay to SM particles (visible decays) rather

than to hidden sector particles (invisible decays), which introduces constraints that

normally apply to heavy photon models.

As we are interested in thermal relic dark matter, it is important to know the

annihilation rate of a χχ† pairs into Standard Model particles in the early universe

(see fig 3.3). The annihilation rate can be written as

〈σχχ†→SMv〉 = 〈σχχ†→e+e−v〉+ 〈σχχ†→µ+µ−v〉(1 +R(s)) (3.8)

with

〈σχχ†→l+l−v〉 =
8π

3
α′αε2

(2E2
χ +m2

l )〈v2〉
√

1− m2
l

E2
χ

(4E2
χ −m2

V )2
, (3.9)

where 〈v〉 = β ≈ 0.3 is the speed of the dark matter at freeze out, Eχ ∼ mχ is the

dark matter energy, ml is the lepton mass, the angle brackets signify averaging over

the thermal distribution and R(s) is the R-ratio[68]3,

R(s) =
σ(e+e− → γ∗ → hadrons)

σ(e+e− → γ∗ → µ+µ−)
. (3.10)

The 〈v2〉 dependence in the annihilation rate reminds us that this is a p-wave annihi-

lation process. The annihilation rate is plotted for two different values of mV in figure

3.4. It should be noted that this equation only holds for mχ < mV . In the other

regime the annihilation channel χχ† → V V is available, and should be dominant for

3We use the 2012 R-Ratio supplied by the PDG: http://pdg.lbl.gov/2012/

hadronic-xsections/rpp2012-hadronicrpp_page1001.dat

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2012/hadronic-xsections/rpp2012-hadronicrpp_page1001.dat
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2012/hadronic-xsections/rpp2012-hadronicrpp_page1001.dat
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the values of ε and α′ considered in this work. This would be solidly in the visible

V regime, where the V would be expected to decay into visible SM particles rather

than invisible hidden sector states.

mV=1 GeV

Ωχh2=0.1
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Figure 3.4: The annihilation rate 〈σχχ†→SMv〉f.o. for κ = 10−3 and α′ = 0.1. Note that
decreasing kappa moves the blue lines downward at a quadratic rate, and decreasing
α′ at a linear rate. Also plotted is 〈σv〉 = 10−36 cm2, which approximately reproduces
the observed dark matter energy density in the universe Ωχh

2 = 0.1. In order to not
overclose the universe, the annihilation rate should be above the Ωχh

2 = 0.1 line.
The large peak slightly below mV = 2mχ is due to the dark matter annihilating into
an on-shell V . Most of the other structure comes from the R-ratio.

It will also be useful to calculate the width of the V , and so we record both the
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invisible and visible components of the width below

ΓV→χχ† =
α′(m2

V − 4m2
χ)

6m2
V

√
m2
V

4
−m2

χ ×H[mV − 2mχ],

ΓV→l+l− =
4ε2

6m2
V

αEM(2m2
l +m2

V )
√
m2
V /4−m2

e ×H[mV − 2ml], l = e, µ

ΓV→hadrons = ΓV→µ+µ− ×R(s = m2
V ),

(3.11)

where H is the Heaviside function,

H[x] =

{
0 x < 0,

1 x ≥ 0.
(3.12)

All visible decay channels are suppressed by a factor of ε2 and αEM = 1
137

, while

the invisible channel is only suppressed by a factor of α′. The V preferentially decays

to a χχ̄ pair for most of the parameter space of interest, as we will find that not only

do other constraints on the model become stronger when the V decays visibly, but

the sensitivity of our experimental probes of interest weakens by a factor of ∼ α′. We

will still consider off-shell production, if only to show the fall in sensitivity.

3.2.1 Existing Constraints

In addition to the constraints and concerns which motivated much of our model

building, there are a number of important experimental results which disfavour or

entirely exclude parts of the hidden sector kinetic mixing parameters space. These

constraints will be shown using plots of two dimensional slices of the parameter space,

a technique that will later be used to compare the sensitivity of fixed target neutrino

experiments and the existing constraints.

• E137 - E137 was 20 GeV electron beam dump experiment carried out at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) from 1980-1982 [122]. A re-

cent reexamination of the experiment’s results considered the production of V

bosons via bremsstrahlung off of the electron beam. The subsequent dark mat-

ter beam could be detected through hadronic showering in calorimeter material.

The predicted number of events under the hidden sector dark matter scenario

were compared with the experiment’s null result to set stringent limits on the

hidden sector parameter space [40]. This technique of probing the hidden sector
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parameter space through electron beam dump experiments is one of the most

promising available, and modern variations are featured in several proposed

experiments (see e.g. [123]).

• LSND - The LSND experiment is a fixed target neutrino experiment with an

800 MeV proton beam, and a detector located approximately 35 m from the

target. This experiment was capable of producing low mass dark matter parti-

cles via radiative π0 decay (this will be discussed in great detail in chapter 4),

resulting in large numbers of dark matter particles intersecting their detector.

The expected scattering signal from this dark matter beam was compared to

the number of scattering events reported by an experimental analysis [124] of

elastic neutrino electron scattering [65, 41]. This result will be discussed in

more detail in chapter 6, as it demonstrates the sensitivity of fixed target pro-

ton beam experiments to hidden sector dark matter scenarios, and provides the

most straightforward example of their utility in constraining the hidden sector

parameter space.

• Missing Energy at BaBar - BaBar is an electron-positron collider which plays

a role in the study of B-physics via the production of heavy b-quark states such

as the various Υ resonances. In a hidden sector dark matter scenario (or a

hidden/heavy photon model), we would expect e+e− → γV to occur some per-

centage of the time for sufficiently light mediators, resulting in a distinct bump

in the monophoton spectrum. Limits were placed on the scenario parameter

space by performing a bump hunt on BaBar data. Despite the limited data

available for this analysis, very strong constraints are placed on the parameter

space for almost all values of mV for which V → χχ† can occur on-shell. These

limits could be dramatically improved by implementing a monophoton trigger

at the planned Belle II experiment [125, 60].

• K+ → π+νν̄ - Here we take the invisible mode to be K+ → π+V with an

approximate branching ratio of [45]

BrK→πV ≈ 8× 10−5 × ε2
( mV

100 MeV

)2

(3.13)

and compare it to limits placed by Brookhaven E949, which measured K+ →
π++invisible [126]. Note that the limits weaken dramatically in the two body
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decay region K2π, where the background process K+ → π+π0 dominates over

all other processes.

• J/Ψ →invisible - A weak constraint for most values of mV , but becomes very

strong on resonance. This constraint is provided by the limit Br(J/Ψ→invisible)<

7× 10−4 placed by the BES collaboration [127].

• π0 → γ+invisible - A limit of Br(π0 → γV ) < 5 × 10−4 has been placed by

the Brookhaven alternating gradient synchrotron. This imposes limits on the

kinetic mixing scenario through comparison with the branching ratio (4.1) [128].

• ∆mZ and EW fit - The mixing of the V with hypercharge impacts the photon

and the Z after electroweak symmetry breaking. This shift in the Z mass and

electroweak precision fits places a weak and nearly constant constraint on the

parameter space until mV ∼ mZ [129].

• CDF constraints on Monojets - Limits from searches on pp → jet+missing

energy [130, 131]. This limit is largely independent of V mass.

• Lepton g − 2 - Loop corrections to l-l-γ vertices involving V bosons can lead

to measurable shifts in the values of the anomalous magnetic moment of the

electron and muon, al = g−2
2

. The hidden sector contributions can be calculated

as [45]

aVl =
α

2π
κ2

∫ 1

0

dz
2m2

l z(1− z)2

m2
l (1− z)2 +m2

V z
. (3.14)

Electron g− 2 is well measured and in good agreement with theory, so any sig-

nificant deviation from this value excludes portions of the scenario parameter

space. Muon g − 2 is another story, as experimental measurements and theo-

retical calculations differ by approximately 3.4 standard deviations [132, 133].

The hidden sector scenario can actually improve the fit between theory and

experiment, as shown in the blue band of the parameter space (see Fig. 3.5)

where the agreement is improved to better than 3σ. We exclude parameter

space which increases the disagreement to more than 5σ [134, 135, 136].

• Direct Detection - As a WIMP dark matter model that couples to nucleons, the

hidden sector scenario is constrained by the conventional direct dark matter

detection experiments previously discussed, with spin-independent scattering

providing the best limits. The limits from direct detection experiments become
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very weak at low masses due to the difficulty of detecting the recoil from low

mass dark matter, but improve dramatically for masses about 500 MeV. See

figure 3.1 for a selection of the best limits for low mass dark matter, and sec-

tion 2.4.1 for a discussion of direct detection experiments. Electron scattering

can also be used to constrain the kinetic mixing scenario, but the constraints

imposed are weaker than those from SI-nucleon scattering [137, 138].

LSND

BaBar

K +→π++invisible

Electron/Muon g-2

J/ψ→invisible

Monojet (CDF)
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m
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Figure 3.5: Limits on the kinetic mixing hidden sector parameter space, where regions
shaded in grey are excluded. Note that while many of the limits that specifically test
hidden sector dark matter weaken when the mV < 2mχ, and thus the V can no longer
decay invisibly, the limits on dark or heavy photons, which rely on the visible decay
of the V to SM particles, apply and completely exclude much of this region of the
parameter space (see Fig. 3.6). These figures were generated by compiling all of the
limits discussed in this section. Note that many of these limits require data from the
experimental papers cited, or make use of equations in Chapter 4. Earlier versions of
this plot have appeared in [14] and [15].

We summarize the constraints on the parameter space of the hidden sector scenario

with two 2-dimensional slices of the parameter space shown in figure 3.5. We choose

some reasonably large value for the U(1)′ fine structure constant by setting α′ = 0.1,

though this can be varied quite widely so long as the theory remains perturbative.

The left-hand plot provides an analogue of the dark force or heavy photon parameter
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Figure 3.6: An example of the heavy photon/dark force parameter space in 2013,
where the dark photon is called A′. All shaded regions are excluded by experi-
ment. Many of the constraints are heavily dependent on Br(V →SM)= O(1). Re-
produced with permission from R. Essig et al., “Working Group Report: New Light
Weakly Coupled Particles”, in the Proceedings of the APS DPF Community Sum-
mer Study (Snowmass 2013), http://www.slac.stanford.edu/econf/C1307292/,
arXiv:1311.0029 [hep-ph], Copyright 2013 [16].

space (see Fig. 3.6 for a comparison plot), where some interesting value of mχ is

chosen, and the limits in ε are shown over a range of mV values. A number of the

dark force limits also appear on this plot, but are heavily suppressed due to the large

branching ratio of V →invisible.

On the right-hand side, we show a plot analogous to the direct detection limits

imposed by direct dark matter detection searches, such as fig 2.4. Constraints are

normally dependent on the kinetic mixing strength ε, but can be translated into limits

on the dark matter nucleon scattering cross section through

σN ∼ 16π

(
Z

A

)2

αα′ε2
µ2
χ,N

m4
V

, (3.15)

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/econf/C1307292/
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where Z
A

= 1
2

and µχ,N is the reduced mass

µχ,N =
mχmN

mχ +mN

. (3.16)

Many of the constraints, at least those that do not come from fixed target experiments,

vary only weakly with mχ, and most of the structure of the constraint lines reflects

the evolution of (3.15) with mV .

3.3 Leptophobic

The kinetic mixing scenario considers coupling a hidden sector to the Standard Model

through photons, but this is only one possible coupling. In order to cover a broader

range of possible couplings to which proton colliders possess unexploited sensitivity,

we also examine the possibility of hidden sector dark matter whose interactions with

the Standard Model are mediated by a vector boson which dominantly couples to

quarks. We do not wish to introduce any tree level flavour changing neutral current

interactions, and the simplest way of avoiding this complication is for the V ’s quark

couplings to be generation independent. In order to allow renormalizable Yukawa

couplings of the quarks to the SM Higgs, the V should couple to both right- and

left-handed quarks equally. Putting these pieces together, our vector mediator will

be a gauge boson of the local baryon number U(1)B, which will be referred to as VB

[139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 64].

A local U(1)B symmetry introduces gauge anomalies into the theory, and there-

fore what we will actually be formulating is a low energy effective theory with some

ultraviolet cutoff ΛUV[152]. Either at or above this cutoff scale some new states must

be introduced for the theory to remain consistent. A number of strategies for the

UV completion of this coupling are explored in the previously mentioned literature,

some of which could be probed by high energy collider data. However, we are mainly

interested in the phenomenology of the scenario at energies of at most a few GeV, we

will not overly concern ourselves with their exact implementation and focus on the

low energy effective theory.

The leptophobic Lagrangian is written

LV,χ = |Dµχ|2−m2
χ|χ|2−

1

4
(V µν

B )2 +
1

2
m2
V (V µ

B )2− ε

2
V µν
B Fµν + gBVB,µJ

µ
B + ..., (3.17)
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where Dµ = ∂µ − igBqBV µ
B , gB is the U(1)B charge of the χ, and JµB = 1

3

∑
i q̄iγ

µqi

is the baryon current. It should be noted that this Lagrangian includes the kinetic

mixing interaction, allowing it to emulate all of the phenomenology of the previous

section. In a sense, this Lagrangian generalizes the previously discussed kinetic mixing

hidden sector scenario. It is possible that there exists some interesting phenomenology

that mixes the two scenarios, but for most values of the scenario parameters either

the baryonic coupling or the kinetic mixing will dominate the phenomenology. The

leptophobic scenario is created by setting the kinetic mixing ε → 0, and it is this

parameter space that we will test.

An interesting point to note is that even when we set ε→ 0, a non-zero mixing can

be generated through loop diagrams. The generated mixing is expected to be εB ≈
gBe
16π2 , which in most cases will have a vanishingly small effect on the phenomenology

of the scenario. This does become critically important when considering parts of the

parameter space in which the VB cannot decay invisibly, mV < 2mχ, as it opens up

the VB → e+e− decay channel, preventing the VB from being long lived.

3.3.1 Existing Constraints

Though far harder to constrain, the leptophobic hidden sector scenario is not immune

to experimental probes of its parameter space.

• Angular Dependence in Neutron Scattering - A very low mass VB makes long-

range contributions to nucleon interactions. KeV neutron-Pb scattering data

imposes

αB < 3.4× 10−11
( mV

MeV

)4

for mV > 1 MeV [153, 151].

• π0 → γ+invisible - This limit is similar to the kinetic mixing limit, but we

instead compare the invisible decay width to that of π0 → γVB 4.5.

• K+ → π+νν̄ - The handling of this constraint is a bit more uncertain than it was

in the kinetic mixing case, as there are both short- and long-distance contribu-

tions. However, while the loop-induced K+−π+−γ∗ vertex can be inferred from

the measured 3-body hadronic kaon decays using Chiral Perturbation Theory,

pseudosclar mesons are uncharged under U(1)B and it is natural to anticipate
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Figure 3.7: Limits on the leptophobic hidden sector parameter space. Grey shaded
regions are excluded by experimental searches. Note that the limit from K+ →
π+invisible is shown under two possible assumptions on the value of the IR cutoff,
ΛIR = 4πfπ in solid orange and ΛIR = mρ in dashed orange. An earlier version of
these constraints appeared in [15].

that the long-distance contribution is suppressed. The short-distance contri-

bution is dominated by the GIM-suppressed VB-penguin with c- and u-quark

loops. Retaining only the leading logarithm,

Lpen'V µ
B s̄γµd× sin 2θc

GF√
2

gB
24π2

log

[
m2
c

m2
u(→Λ2

IR)

]
+h.c., (3.18)

where θc is the Cabibbo angle, and mu in the logarithm needs to be replaced

with the hadronic Infrared (IR) cutoff ΛIR, with e.g. mρ ≤ ΛIR ≤ 4πfπ. Since

we expect the long-distance contribution to be suppressed, the sensitivity to

this cutoff leads to considerable uncertainty in the result. Allowing for both the

baryonic and kinetic mixing portal couplings, the amplitude takes the form,

MK→πVB =
m2
V

(4π)2m2
K

(k + p)µεVµ × (gBWB(m2
V )− eεWκ(m

2
V )), (3.19)
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where k and p are the kaon and pion momenta, εV is the polarization vector of

VB, and W 2
ε (m2

V ) ∼ 3 × 10−12 [45], W 2
B(m2

V ) ∼ 4 × 10−13 in an approximation

where m2
V � m2

K and the logarithm is cut off in the infrared at the scale Λ ∼ mρ

[139, 46, 15].

• Direct Detection - As with the kinetic mixing scenario, the leptophobic scenario

is constrained by direct detection searches through its coupling to nucleons.

• CDF constraints on Monojets - These constraints are similar to those for the

kinetic mixing scenario, and provide the best limit over much of the higher mass

scenario parameter space.

As with the kinetic mixing parameter space, we show two slices of the parameter

space (see Fig. 3.7) in order to summarize the constraints, holding either mχ or mV

constant.

σN ∼ 16πα2
Bε

2
µ2
χ,N

m4
V

, (3.20)

where the factor of Z/A found in (3.15) has been replaced with 1 as the leptophobic

scenario couples equally to neutrons and protons in the low energy limit, and µχ,N is

the reduced mass defined in (3.16). In contrast to the hidden sector scenario, where

α′ was fixed, we now fix ε = 0, and allow αB to vary.

3.4 Solar Trapping

An additional constraint on hidden sector dark matter not included in the previous

discussions on model constraints, but mentioned in section 2.4, is a possible indirect

signal from dark matter annihilation in the sun. It is possible that dark matter could

be trapped in the sun by scattering off nuclei to speeds below the escape velocity of

the sun. This dark matter would then collect in and around the center of the sun

at a far higher density than would be found elsewhere in the solar system, though

this statement is less accurate for dark matter masses below a GeV. The trapped

dark matter would then annihilate into baryons, mesons and leptons, whose decays

to neutrinos could produce a visible signal in earth-based cosmic and solar neutrino

detectors. In this section, we will lay out some of the steps for performing this

calculation, following the treatment of Busoni et. al. [154] and Bernal et. al. [155]

(which are in turn based upon the original derivations by Gould [156, 157, 158]),
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paying particular attention to dark matter masses below a GeV and assuming that the

sun is optically thin to dark matter4. In this section we will only consider kinetically

mixed hidden sector dark matter.

The evolution of the dark matter population trapped in the sun is governed by

three competing processes: capture, evaporation, and annihilation. Capture occurs

when a dark matter particle incident on the sun scatters to a speed below the escape

velocity, vesc(r), where r is the distance from the center of the sun. Evaporation is

the inverse process, in which a dark matter particle trapped inside the sun scatters

to velocity greater than the escape velocity of the sun, and its calculation is very

similar to that of capture. Annihilation should be self-explanatory. The change in

the number of dark matter particles can be written in terms of these three processes

as follows,
dNχ(t)

dt
= C� − E�Nχ(t)− A�Nχ(t)2, (3.21)

where Nχ is the total number of dark matter particles captured by the sun, C�, E�,

and A� are the capture, evaporation and annihilation coefficients, respectively. Note

that C�, E�, and A� are rates, and therefore possess units of inverse time, s−1. Each

of these coefficients must be calculated in turn. Integrating (3.21), one finds the total

number of dark matter particles trapped in the sun,

N(t�) =

√
C�
A�

tanh(kt�/τ)

k + 1
2
E�τ tanh(kt�/τ)

= Nχ (3.22)

where τ ≡ 1/
√
C�A� and k ≡

√
1 + (E�τ/2)2. So long as kt�/τ � 1, the number of

dark matter particles in the sun has reached its equilibrium value and the hyperbolic

functions go to 1. This is expected to hold for the hidden sector dark matter sce-

nario. The evolution of dark matter in the sun can be largely classified into either an

evaporation dominated regime, where capture goes into equilibrium with evaporation,

or an annihilation dominated regime, where annihilation goes into equilibrium with

capture. If the regime is strongly evaporation dominated such that E� � N(t�)A�,

then a much simpler form can be adopted

N(t�) =
C�
E�

(
1− e−E�t�

)
. (3.23)

4For ε = 10−3, it appears that we should be on the very edge of an optically thick sun, but
the suppression of the evaporation rate from this regime would not be large enough to affect our
conclusions.
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Low mass dark matter tends to be evaporation dominated, as the dark matter requires

a smaller momentum transfer in a collision with a nucleus to reach the escape velocity5

and (3.23) is expected to be sufficient.

The annihilation coefficient is defined as,

A� ≡ 〈σvχ〉�
∫

Sun
nχ(r)2d3r(∫

Sun
nχ(r)d3r

)2 , (3.24)

where 〈σvχ〉� is the thermally averaged dark matter annihilation rate and nχ(r) is the

dark matter number density at radius r. Note that this assumes that the annihilation

rate is the same for dark matter at all solar radii, which may be a poor assumption

for p-wave annihilation. The dark matter number density can be written as,

nχ(r) = n0e
−mχφ(r)/Tχ , (3.25)

where n0 is the dark matter density at the center of the sun, φ(r) is the gravitational

potential with respect to the sun’s core and Tχ is the temperature of the dark matter

distribution. The gravitational potential can be written as

φ(r) =

∫ r

0

GNM�(r′)

r′2
dr′, (3.26)

where M�(r) is the solar mass inside of a radius r. This requires the use of a density

profile from a solar model, and we have chosen to use AGSS096 [159]. Tχ is set equal

to the solar temperature at the mean DM orbit radius,

Tχ = T�(〈rχ〉). (3.27)

The mean dark matter orbit is calculated by the following expression,

〈rχ(mχ)〉 =

∫
Sun

rnχ(r)d3r∫
Sun

nχ(r)d3r
. (3.28)

It is evident that these definitions are circular, as nχ is dependent on Tχ, and is itself

5Evaporation is inconsequential for heavy dark matter for much the same reason, as it rarely gains
enough energy from collisions to reach the escape velocity. Additionally, it is heavily concentrated
in the center of the sun, where the escape velocity is larger.

6See http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~aldos/SSM/AGSS09/model_agss09.dat for a table of
solar properties generated by the AGSS09 solar model over a range of solar radii.

http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~aldos/SSM/AGSS09/model_agss09.dat
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used in the evaluation of Tχ. For most mχ this can be solved iteratively. If we pick

some arbitrary value for 〈rχ(mχ)〉, use it to find Tχ, and then use that Tχ to find a

new value for 〈rχ(mχ)〉, the values will rapidly converge on the physical solution. For

mχ ∈ [0.5, 2] GeV, the physical solution becomes unstable, and this process becomes

slow or fails entirely. It is slower, but safer, to search the parameter space of 〈rχ(mχ)〉
for a value that, when iterated on as above, returns a value of 〈rχ(mχ)〉 that is very

close to the starting mean radius.
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Figure 3.8: The annihilation coefficient for hidden sector kinetically mixed dark mat-
ter with ε = 10−3 and α′ = 0.1. The left-hand plot scales mχ with mV , maintaining
a constant ratio between the masses, while the right-hand plot fixed mV and changes
mχ. These values of the annihilation coefficient are incredibly small, and would re-
quire very dark matter numbers in the sun to produce a detectable dark matter
annihilation signal. The one possible exception when mV = 2mχ, as the annihila-
tion rate spikes dramatically, though the dark matter is still strongly evaporation
dominated.

The capture coefficient can be written as

C� =
∑
i

∫
Sun

d3r

∫ ∞
0

du
fv�(u)

u
w(r)

∫ vesc(r)

0

dvR−i (w → v)|Fi(w, v)|2 (3.29)

where fv�(u) is the velocity distribution of the dark matter halo in the sun’s rest frame

(averaged over angles), w(r) =
√
vesc(r)2 + u2 is the speed of free dark matter in the

sun and u is the speed of free dark matter at infinity. R−i (w → v) is the probability

of a DM particle scattering off a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of nuclei i from

a larger speed w to a smaller speed v per unit time and Fi(w, v) is a form factor

that suppresses dark matter scattering when there is a large mismatch between mχ

and mNi , see Busoni [154] or Gould [156, 158] for more explicit definitions of these

quantities. The sum is over the different species of nuclei found in the sun, as provided
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by the AGSS09 solar model.
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Figure 3.9: The capture coefficient for hidden sector kinetically mixed dark matter
with ε = 10−3 and α′ = 0.1.

The evaporation coefficient is very similar in form to C�,

E� =
∑
i

∫
Sun

d3r

∫ ∞
0

dwf�(w, r)

∫ ∞
vesc(r)

dvR+
i (w → v), (3.30)

where f�(w, r) is the velocity distribution of WIMPs trapped in the sun, and R+
i (w →

v) is the probability of a DM particle scattering off a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

of nuclei i from a smaller speed w to a larger speed v per unit time. f�(w, r) should

be a truncated velocity distribution, though exactly where to cut off the distribution

is less clear. At the very least, it should be truncated at vesc(r), though Gould argues

for one at or below 80% of vesc(r), depending on the exact location in the sun [157].

With all three coefficients in hand, the number of DM particles trapped in the

sun can be calculated using (3.22), and the DM annihilation rate can be expressed as

ΓA =
1

2
A�N

2
χ. (3.31)

We would be concerned primarily with dark matter annihilation into charged pions

and charged muons, though perhaps heavier charged mesons will also provide signal

of some interest. Charged pions and muons will come to a stop in the sun before

decaying, producing low energy neutrinos of a few tens of MeV, the signal of which

could be observed by underground neutrino observatories such as Super Kamiokande.

This has already been discussed in some detail by Bernal et. al., though for much

heavier dark matter [155]. It should be noted that the regime of interest for this dark

matter scenario is strongly evaporation dominated and the dark matter will be spread
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Figure 3.10: The evaporation coefficient for hidden sector kinetically mixed dark
matter with ε = 10−3 and α′ = 0.1. The inverse of the evaporation coefficient
indicates the time scale over which the number of dark matter particles will reach
equilibrium. For the parameters shown in these plots, this ranges from as little as a
few hours to as long as a year.

throughout the sun rather than collecting in the center as heavier dark matter would.
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Figure 3.11: The equilibrium number of trapped dark matter particles in the sun
for hidden sector kinetically mixed dark matter with ε = 10−3 and α′ = 0.1. This
generally increases with mass as the evaporation rate drops far more rapidly than the
capture rate.

We show the calculated annihilation (Fig. 3.8), capture (Fig. 3.9), and evapo-

ration coefficients (Fig. 3.10) for kinetically mixed hidden sector dark matter with

ε = 10−3 and α′ = 0.1, along with the equilibrium number of trapped dark matter

particles in the sun (Fig. 3.11). All of the coefficients scale as κ2, so decreasing κ

would keep N� constant while increasing the time required for the trapped dark mat-

ter to reach its equilibrium value. The captions of each set of figures provide some

observations on the calculated coefficients. The simple conclusion is that N� is so

strongly evaporation dominated that the annihilation signal would be far too weak to
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be observed by any earthbound experiment. Even were every annihilated dark matter

particle to produce a neutrino, with mV = 2mχ to optimize the annihilation rate, we

would still expect a neutrino flux of a few thousand dark matter produced neutrinos

per square meter on Earth per year. It is therefore highly unlikely that solar trapping

would provide constraints of any significance on low mass hidden sector dark matter.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we laid out the motivations for low mass dark matter scenarios, and

described how one might build such a model. Two possible variants on the low mass

dark matter scenario, kinetic mixing and leptophobic dark matter, were proposed.

All the existing limits on these scenarios were discussed and overlaid on plots of

the parameter space. We finished the chapter with an in-depth discussion of solar

trapping of dark matter, and whether this could result in a neutrino signal on earth

for the kinetically mixed hidden sector scenario. The population of trapped dark

matter was calculated for the kinetic mixing scenario, and determined to be far too

small to result in a detectable neutrino signal. In the next chapter, we will discuss

how these hidden sector dark matter scenarios can be probed at fixed target neutrino

experiments.
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Chapter 4

Fixed Target Signatures

4.1 Introduction

Fixed Target Neutrino Experiments have the potential to impose some of the best

constraints on hidden sector dark matter scenarios over much of their viable pa-

rameter space. These experiments impact thick targets with high intensity proton

beams in order to produce large numbers of neutrinos that then propagate to one or

more neutrino detectors located tens of meters to hundreds of kilometers away. It is

expected that alongside these neutrinos one could also produce copious numbers of

hidden sector dark matter particles.

We will calculate the distribution and production rate of dark matter particles

expected from a set of the most promising dark matter production channels available

to proton colliders, and the possible signal channels by which the presence of dark

matter could be detected in the detector of a Fixed Target Neutrino Experiment.

Separate treatments must be given to both the kinetic mixing and leptophobic sce-

narios, though several channels are only considered for the former scenario as they

are suppressed in the latter.

4.2 Production Modes

Within the hidden sector scenarios described in the previous chapter, there are a

number of processes which could result in the production of the dark matter for suf-

ficiently small values of mV and mχ. We will calculate the contribution to a dark

matter beam of the dominant processes in each mass range for mV below a few GeV.
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Many of these processes are not significant contributors to the neutrino signal or back-

ground at fixed target neutrino experiments and have not been studied in any great

detail as a result. By necessity, these calculations contain several approximations and

estimates, and we will emphasize the main sources of uncertainty in our production

estimates.

We will consider production through:

• Pseudoscalar meson decays, which are expected to make large contributions to

the dark matter production rate due to the ubiquitous production of pions and

η’s at fixed target experiments of all energies and their large radiative branching

fractions.

• π− capture resulting in photon emission, an important production channel at

the low energies of fixed target experiments that should produce dark matter

with a largely isotropic angular distribution.

• Proton Bremsstrahlung, highly competitive at V masses above that of the η,

and likely to produce dark matter with a very small angular spread relative to

the beam direction.

• Partonic V production, most important at masses above that of the ρ.

• Vector mixing, now largely superseded by proton bremsstrahlung, this channel

provided initial estimates of the X∗ → V → χχ̄ for X = ρ, ω, φ.

The baryonic state ∆(1232) was also considered as a possible contributor to a

dark matter beam, as its decays are one of the primary sources of pions at fixed

target neutrino experiments, and should therefore be produced at a comparable rate.

Its branching ratio to a single photon, while small, is not so small as to render it

completely insensitive to the hidden sector scenario. We chose not to pursue this

avenue of inquiry primarily because the η decay mode could access a significantly

larger range of V and χ masses than the ∆(1232) and should decay to dark matter

with greater frequency.

4.2.1 Pseudoscalar Meson Decay

Kinetic Mixing

The decays of pseudoscalar mesons X = π0, η are the primary source of dark matter

for scenarios with small mV , that is mV ∈ [few MeV,mX), where mX is the mass
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of the pseudoscalar meson. The decay π0 → V γ proceeds through kinetic mixing

between the photon and the V . Dark matter is produced through the chain:

1. p+ p/n→ Y + π0, η

2. π0, η → V (∗) + γ

3. V (∗) → χχ†

where Y refers to all the products of p+ p/n interactions that are not the mesons of

interest, and V (∗) allows for the possibiltiy of an off-shell V .

As the π0 and η both have decay lengths of a few nanometers (cτπ0 = 25.1 nm,

cτη ' 0.2 nm), the first two steps of the decay chain can be expected to take place

inside of the target. The decay lifetime of the V is strongly dependent on the model

parameters, but should always be quite short for the parameter space of interest,

where the invisible decay channel dominates. The vast majority of dark matter par-

ticles from this production mode will be produced by decays in flight.

For the on-shell case, in which mV < mX , and mV > 2mχ, we can use the narrow

width approximation to calculate a simple, if only approximate form for the branching

ratio [33]:

Br(X → χχ†) = 2ε2Br(X → γγ)

(
1− m2

V

m2
X

)3

Br(V → χχ̄), (4.1)

where Br(π0 → γγ) = 0.988 and Br(η → γγ) = 0.3941 [68].

π0

V (∗)

χ

χ̄

γ

Figure 4.1: π0 decay to γχχ̄ through an off-shell V .
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The expression for the branching ratio becomes more complicated when the V is

produced off-shell (see Fig. 4.1), as it must be written in the form of an integral [41]

Br(π0 → γV ∗ → χχ†γ) =
1

Γπ0

× 1

4πmπ

∫
dΠπ0→γV dΠV→χ†χdq

2|M|2, (4.2)

where dΠπ0→γV = sin(θπ0)dθπ0dφπ0 with all angles in the π0 rest frame, dΠV→χ†χ =

sin(θV )dθV dφV with all angles defined in the V rest frame, and the amplitude is

defined as

|M|2 =
ε2α2

EMα
′

πf 2
π [(s−m2

V )2 +m2
V Γ2

V ]

[
(s− 4m2

χ)(mπ0
2 − s)2 − 4s(p · k1 − p · k2)2

]
,

(4.3)

where q = k1 + k2 is the virtual V momentum, s = q2 is the off-shell mass of the V , p

is the γ momentum, and k1 and k2 are the dark matter momenta. Evaluating some

of the integrals, we can find a simpler form:

Br(π0 → γV ∗ → χχ†γ) =

∫
dθdsαDε

2 sin3(θ)

√
1− 4m2

χ

s
(mπ0

2 − s)3
(s− 4m2

χ)

8m6
π0π ((s−m2

V )2 +m2
V Γ2

V )
,

(4.4)

where θ is the angle between the V momentum in the π0 rest frame and the χ

momentum in the V rest frame. This integral must be evaluated numerically. A

similar expression holds for η, but with mπ0 → mη and an additional factor of Br(η →
γγ).

Leptophobic

The leptophobic case uses the same distributions, but the branching ratio formula is

slightly different from (4.1) (see [15] for more details),

Br(X → γVB) = 2
(
cX
gB
e
− ε
)2
(

1− m2
V

m2
X

)
× Br(X → γγ), (4.5)

where cπ = 1 and cη = 0.61, where the coupling between the V and the neutral

mesons arises due to the axial anomaly [15]. While the production of off-shell V ’s via

meson decays are possible in this mode, they tend to be far more heavily suppressed

than in the kinetic mixing case. The reason for this is simple, in both cases going

off-shell imposes a penalty on the production rate of approximately α′. In the kinetic

mixing case we are most interested in values of that are within an order of magnitude
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of α′ ≈ 0.1. In the leptophobic case, the regions of the parameter space of interest

often possess values of α′ ≡ αB < 10−4, which eliminates any possible sensitivity.

Meson Production

The decay of a pseudoscalar meson to a pair of dark matter particles (and a photon)

is well understood and contains very little ambiguity. Unfortunately, the previous

statement does not hold for estimates of the production rate and distribution of

those mesons. The majority of neutrinos at fixed target experiments are produced

through the decays of charged pions, with the kaons contributing to a lesser but still

important extent. As a result the production rates and distributions of these particles

are studied through both simulation and dedicated experiments that recreate some

approximation of the target setup.

The π0’s and η’s in which we are interested primarily decay via radiative channels

and do not contribute to the neutrino signal or background of fixed target neutrino

experiment. As a result, these particles attract less experimental study and obtaining

information on their production can be difficult. Calculating NX , the total number of

mesons produced in a neutrino experiment, by simulating interactions with the target

would be a daunting task, and would still suffer from large uncertainties without access

to the beamline simulation maintained by the experimental collaboration1.

An alternative approach is to estimate the π0 production distribution using charged

pion data. Nπ0 should be very similar to Nπ± , and so we will make the estimate

Nπ0 ≈ Nπ−+Nπ+
2

. We will maintain the same approach for the momentum and angu-

lar distribution of produced π0’s,

d2σpN→π0+Y

dθπ0dpπ0

≈ 1

2

(
d2σpN→π++Y

dθdpπ+

+
d2σpN→π−+Y

dθdpπ−

)
, (4.6)

where θπ0 is the emission angle of the pion relative to the beam axis, and pπ0 is

the momentum of the pion. This approach seems reasonable, as the production of

pions proceeds through strong processes, and electromagnetic effects related to their

charges should lead to minor corrections. The experimental literature lends support

to this method, as production cross sections between the three pion flavours are

broadly similar [160], and previous experimental studies have approximated the π0

1Even access to the beamline simulation might not be sufficient. While these simulations are often
calibrated with experimental data for charged meson production from replica targets, the same does
not necessarily hold for π0 or η production.
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momentum distribution by the mean of the charged pion distributions with some

success [161, 162]. Estimates of η production and momentum distribution are, if

anything, even harder to find than those of π0. We will use the same distributions

for the eta as were used for the π0 for lack of a better alternative.

Three distributions are used in this analysis, each suited to a different energy

range. For the lowest energies, those below a GeV, we adopt the π+ production

parameterization formulated by Burman and Smith [163]. This fit can be scaled to

any atomic number and interpolates between beam kinetic energies of 585 MeV and

730 MeV, though it appears to scale comfortably to energies as large as 1 GeV. The

angular fit is performed using spline functions, and is well defined for production

angles as large as 180◦ relative to the beam direction. This distribution is used for

experiments with sub-GeV kinetic energy proton beams such as LSND and COHER-

ENT. See Fig. 4.2.1 for a sample distribution.

Moving to moderate beam energies, a Sanford-Wang distribution fit has been

prepared specifically for the MiniBooNE experiment [164]. As such, this fit is only

applicable to the MiniBooNE beam energy of 8.9 GeV. It was calibrated using data

from a thin beryllium2 target, and so it does not include the secondary interaction

effects that would be expected from thicker targets such as the 71 cm of beryllium

(one nuclear interaction length) used by the MiniBooNE experiment itself. See Figs.

4.2.1 and 4.2.1 for plots of the distribution. The distribution is somewhat peaked

in the forward direction, and falls off to an almost isotropic distribution at large

angles. The distribution is not well defined for angles above π/2 relative to the beam

direction, but is approximately isotropic at large angles and so we take

d2σpN→π0+Y

dθdpπ0

(θ > π/2) =
d2σpN→π0+Y

dθdpπ0

(π/2) (4.7)

when required to sample angles larger than π/2.

Finally, for large energies we look to a parameterization by Bonesini, Marchionni,

Pietropaolo and Tabarelli de Fatis [165], which will be called the BMPT distribution.

This distribution is similar to the Burman-Smith distribution in that it can be scaled

to energies as low as 10 GeV and as high as several hundred GeV such as those found

at MINOS or SHiP. See Figs. 4.2.1 and 4.2.1 for plots of the distribution.

2This is a replica target, and therefore must be made of the same material as the MiniBooNE
target.
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Figure 4.2: A density plot of 106 sample π0’s generated using the Burman-Smith
distribution for a beam kinetic energy of 800 MeV incident on a carbon target (Z=6).
Production exhibits a very large angular spread.

4.2.2 π− Capture

π− capture on protons can provide a significant source of relatively low energy dark

matter particles through a Panofsky-like process

π− + p→ n+ V ∗ → nχ†χ. (4.8)

The π− capture results in the emission of an isotropic and approximately monochro-

matic distribution of photons, and therefore we expect the same to hold true for V

mediators produced through kinetic mixing. The isotropic nature of the decay channel

is particularly relevant for experiments with detectors located at large angles relative
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Figure 4.3: Slices of the double differential Sanford-Wang distribution. Note that
while the MiniBooNE detector subtends ≈ 0.1 rad, π0’s from larger angles still make
significant contributions to the signal.

to the beam axis, as their sensitivity to meson decay in flight is heavily penalized by

the forward boost. Experimental data indicates that the photon emitted during the

de-excitation of a nucleon following a π− capture interaction peaks with an energy of

129 MeV, with a width of approximately six percent [166].

4.2.3 Proton Bremsstrahlung

The emission of V mesons through proton bremsstrahlung,

p+N → V + p′ +N,

could produce a significant number of dark matter particles with very little angular

spread. The treatment here follows and elaborates upon previous work on vector

boson production in proton bremsstrahlung[167, 168]. In this process, we define the

four-vectors for the incident proton and emitted V as

p = (Ep = P +
m2
p

2P
, 0, 0, P ), (4.9)

pV = (EV = zP +
p2
⊥ +m2

V

2Pz
, p⊥ cos(φ), p⊥ sin(φ), zP ), (4.10)

where p is the momentum of the incident proton, pV is the momentum of the outgoing

V boson, z is the fraction of the forward beam momentum carried by the outgoing V

and p⊥ is the V momentum perpendicular to the beam axis.
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Figure 4.4: A density plot of 106 sample π0’s generated using the Sanford-Wang
distribution. Note that the distribution becomes almost isotropic at largest angles.
The number of π0’s at very small angles is suppressed by a factor of sin(θ).

Kinetic Mixing

In the kinetic mixing scenario the differential V production rate per nucleon inter-

action is calculated using an analogue of the improved Weizsäcker-Williams approx-

imation [169, 170, 171, 172]. The calculation factorizes the more complicated 2 → 3

bremsstrahlung process of (4.9) into inelastic proton-nucleus scattering p + A → X

and the 2→ 2 scattering p+ b→ p′ + V . The V production rate per incident proton

is written as
d2NV

dzdp2
⊥

=
σpA(s′)

σpA(s)
F 2

1,p(q
2)wba(z, p

2
⊥), (4.11)
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Figure 4.5: Slices of the double differential BMPT distribution for a 400 GeV proton
beam incident on a Tungsten (A=184) target.

with s′ = 2mp(Ep − EV ), s = 2mpEp. The photon splitting function providing the

probability density for the subprocess p→ p′ + V is written as

wba(z, p
2
⊥) =

ε2αEM

2πH

[
1 + (1− z)2

z
− 2z(1− z)

(
2m2

p +m2
V

H
− z2

2m4
p

H2

)

+ 2z(1− z)(z + (1− z)2)
m2
pm

2
V

H2
+ 2z(1− z)2m

4
V

H2

]
,

(4.12)

with

H = p2
⊥ + (1− z)m2

V + z2m2
p. (4.13)

We use a timelike form factor F1,p(q
2) defined in Faessler et. al. [17] as

F1,p(q
2) = F

(v)
1 (q2) + F

(s)
1 (q2). (4.14)

Under the extended Vector Meson Dominance model employed by Faessler et. al.,

the nucleon form factors are defined in terms of their couplings to the ground and

excited states of the vector mesons ρ and ω3. The isovector F
(v)
1 and isoscalar F

(s)
1

3In this model it is destructive interference between these terms that results in the asymptotic
behavior F1,p(Q

2 →∞) ∼ 1
Q4 .
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Figure 4.6: A density plot of 106 sample π0’s generated using the BMPT distribution
for a 400 GeV proton beam incident on a Tungsten (A=184) target.

components4 are defined as

F
(v)
1 =

fρNN1

gρ

m2
ρ

m2
ρ − imρΓρ − q2

+
fρ
′NN

1

gρ′

m2
ρ′

m2
ρ′ − imρΓρ′ − q2

+
fρ
′′NN

1

gρ′′

m2
ρ′′

m2
ρ′′ − imρΓρ′′

,

(4.15)

4In Faessler et. al. these are written as F ρ1 and Fω1 .
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Figure 4.7: The timelike form factor F1,p(q
2) from [17].

and

F
(s)
1 =

fωNN1

gω

m2
ω

m2
ω − imωΓω − q2

+
fω
′NN

1

gω′

m2
ω′

m2
ω′ − imωΓω′ − q2

+
fω
′′NN

1

gω′′

m2
ω′′

m2
ω′′ − imωΓω′′

,

(4.16)

with the parameters defined as in [17]. It should be noted that our region of interest

includes a resonance peak at mρ for which there is little to no data, and is by neces-

sity poorly constrained. While the inclusion of this form factor is necessary to make

the best possible estimate of the V production rate, it appears likely that it overes-

timates production near the peak of the resonance region, and introduces significant

uncertainty into the overall production rate at this point (see Fig. 4.7).

Note that due to the assumption that the incoming fermion is relativistic, and

emits V at a small angle, several kinematic conditions must hold to make use of these

results, summarized in [168] as

Ep, EV , Ep − EV � mp,mV , |p⊥|. (4.17)

In order to calculate the total V production rate, and therefore the dark matter

signal χ, 4.11 must be integrated over z and p⊥ with ranges chosen such that 4.17 is

satisfied. These conditions are easily satisfied by z ∈ [0.1, 0.9] and |p⊥| < 1 GeV for

high energy experiments such as SHiP, but we must be a bit more careful at lower

energies. For MiniBooNE energies, the energy of the incident and outgoing proton,
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as well as EV , the energy of the emitted V , must be much larger than 1 GeV, though

exactly what this means in this case is unclear. We have chosen a range z ∈ [0.3, 0.7]

for MiniBooNE and |p⊥| < 0.2 GeV, which should allow for some margin for error.

Leptophobic

The treatment of proton bremsstrahlung in the leptophobic scenario is nearly identical

to that of kinetic mixing, with changes to only the overall scaling of (4.12) and the

timelike form factor. In (4.12) we make the substitution ε2αEM → (4π)−1, moving all

couplings into the form factor. The form factor F p
1 itself is replaced with F̃ p

1 , defined

later in (4.39). Note that for ε = 0, the isovector component drops out as expected.

4.2.4 Vector Meson Mixing

This channel estimates the production of dark matter due to the decay of vector

mesons X = ρ, ω, φ to DM pairs, X → χχ̄. In order to avoid double counting, this

channel has largely been deprecated in favor of proton bremsstrahlung production,

as it provides a better estimate of the production rate from ρ and ω decays for most

masses. The φ → χχ̄ channel can still be used alongside the proton bremsstrahlung

channel, but has a negligible effect on the observed signal when mV 6= mφ. This

treatment is drawn from [15].

It will be convenient to normalize the branching ratios to Br(X → e+e−), which

occurs due to X − γ mixing. Consider the generic couplings

L ⊃ gXYXµY
µ + gFYµF̄ γ

µF + igSYµS
∗←→∂µS, (4.18)

where X is a vector meson, Y is either the photon or baryonic vector VB, F is the

electron or Dirac fermion DM, and S is the complex scalar DM. The partial decay

widths for X → F̄F and X → S∗S are given by

Γ(X → F̄F ) =
g2
Fg

2
XYmX

12π

1

(m2
X −m2

Y )2 +m2
Y Γ2

Y

(
1 +

2m2
F

m2
X

)(
1− 4m2

F

m2
X

)1/2

,

Γ(X → S∗S) =
g2
Sg

2
XYmX

48π

1

(m2
X −m2

Y )2 +m2
Y Γ2

Y

(
1− 4m2

S

m2
X

)3/2

. (4.19)
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The X-photon mixing Lagrangian under Vector Meson Dominance is

L ⊃
√

2e

g
Aµ
(
m2
ρρµ + 1

3
m2
ωωµ −

√
2

3
m2
φφµ

)
. (4.20)

We therefore identify the photon-X mixing parameter gXA, defined via Eq. (4.18), as

gXA =
√

2e
g
m2
XaX , aX = (1, 1

3
,−
√

2
3

), where g is fixed phenomenologically. The X−VB
mixing Lagrangian is

L ⊃
√

2

g
V µ
B

[
(−εe)m2

ρ ρµ + 1
3

(2gB − εe)m2
ω ωµ −

√
2

3
(−gB − κe)m2

φ φµ

]
. (4.21)

The X − VB mixing parameter gXV is thus gXV =
√

2
g
m2
XaX(cXgB − εe), where

aX = (1, 1
3
,−
√

2
3

), cX = (0, 2,−1).

We then obtain the branching ratio for X → χχ̄:

Br(X → χχ̄)

Br(X → eē)
= rχ

(
cX
gB
e
− ε
)2 (gBqB

e

)2 m4
X

(m2
X −m2

V )2 +m2
V Γ2

V

×
(

1 + aχ
m2
χ

m2
X

)(
1− 4m2

χ

m2
X

)1/2

,

(4.22)

where rχ = (1, 1
4
), aχ = (2,−4) for a Dirac fermion and complex scalar DM. We have

taken gS = gBqB for the DM coupling to VB.

4.2.5 Direct production

Direct production corresponds to parton level processes such as

pN → V ∗ → χ†χ (4.23)

as shown in fig 4.8. For this calculation we will use the narrow width approximation

and produce the V on-shell. As with the on-shell meson production processes, the

production cross section for a DM pair can be written as

σ(pN → V ∗ → χ†χ) = σ(pN → V )Br(V → χ†χ). (4.24)
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Figure 4.8: Direct production of scalar dark matter via the vector portal. The leading-
order process is shown on the left, which is helicity suppressed in the forward direction.
The process on the right is higher order in αs, and also phase space suppressed, but has
less helicity suppression in the forward direction. Only the leading order contribution
is included.

The direct production cross section of a vector mediator is

σ (pp(n)→ V ) =

∫ 1

τ

dx
dσ (pp(n)→ V )

dx

=
4π2ακ2

m2
V

∑
q

e2
q

∫ 1

τ

dx

x
τ
[
fq/p (x) fq̄/p(n)

(τ
x

)
+ fq̄/p (x) fq/p(n)

(τ
x

)]
,

(4.25)

where eq is the charge of quark q in units of the positron electric charge, τ = m2
V /s,

and
√
s is the hadron-level center-of-mass energy. For the leptophobic case, the cross

section is similar, but we use eq = 1
3

as the model couples to baryon number rather

than charge.

The parton distribution function (PDF) fq/p(n)(x) gives the probability of extract-

ing the quark q with momentum fraction x from a proton (neutron) and similarly for

fq̄/p(n) (x). We have omitted the scale, Q, at which the PDFs are evaluated. To ob-

tain estimates, we use CTEQ6.6 PDFs [173] and set Q = mV . Varying Q in between

mV /2 and 2mV resulted in an uncertainty in the production cross section of less than

∼ 30% for mV > 1 GeV at beam energies of 30 GeV and 120 GeV. Higher-order QCD

corrections are large, introducing an error that can potentially be O(1).

The production cross section as a function of the DM lab frame energy, Eχ, and

the angle between its lab frame momentum and the beam direction, θ, can be related
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to the differential cross section in Eq. (4.25) through

dσ (pp(n)→ V → χ̄χ)

dEχd cos θ
=

[
∂(x, cos θ̂)

∂(Eχ, cos θ)

]
dσ (pp(n)→ V )

dx
Br (V → χ̄χ) g

(
cos θ̂

)
,

(4.26)

where θ̂ is the angle between the momentum of χ and the beam in the V rest frame

and the quantity in square brackets is the Jacobian associated with this variable

change. The function g describes the angular distribution of the DM in the V rest

frame. For scalar DM produced through a vector mediator, this is

g
(

cos θ̂
)

=
3

4

(
1− cos2 θ̂

)
. (4.27)

4.3 Detection Signatures

Now that we have estimates of the number and distribution of dark matter particles

produced under the hidden sector scenarios, we need to determines how their presence

in a fixed target neutrino experiment’s detector could be observed. Four scattering

channels were considered:

1. Neutral Current-like Elastic Electron Scattering χe→ χe,

2. Neutral Current-like Elastic Nucleon Scattering χN → χN ,

3. Neutral Current-like Coherent Nuclear Scattering χA→ χA,

4. Neutral Current-like Inelastic π0 Production χN → ∆χ, ∆→ π0N .

Only Neutal Current-like Elastic (NCE) Nucleon and Coherent Nuclear Scattering

will be considered for the baryonic case, while all four will be considered for the

kinetic mixing scenario.

4.3.1 NCE Electron Scattering

Neutral current-like elastic electron dark matter scattering was the signal channel

used at LSND to impose constraints on low mass hidden sector dark matter, and is

also quite effective when employed at very high energy experiments due to its low
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Figure 4.9: The neutral current-like elastic dark matter-electron scattering diagram,
where we have labeled the energies of all external legs.
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Figure 4.10: The left plot shows the differential scattering cross section given by 4.29
for Eχ = 1 GeV, mχ = 10 MeV, ε = 10−3, α′ = 0.1 and three values of mV . On the
right we have plotted the total cross section given by 4.30 for a range of incident dark
matter energies Eχ, while using the same model parameters as in the left plot.

angular spread. The amplitude of differential scattering cross section for neutral

current-like elastic dark matter electron scattering (see Fig. 4.9) can be written as

M = iee′(pχ + pχ,R)µ

(
gµν − qµqν

m2
V

m2
V − q2

)
ū(pe, s)γνu(pe,i, r), (4.28)

where pχ and pχ,R are the initial and final state χ four-momenta, and pe,i and pe are

the initial and final state electron four-momenta. Utilizing this amplitude in the lab

frame, we can find the differential scattering cross-section:

dσeχ→eχ
dEe

= 4πε2α′αEM

2meE
2
χ −

(
2meEχ +m2

χ

)
(Ee −me)

(E2
χ −m2

χ)(m2
V + 2meEe − 2m2

e)
2
, (4.29)
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Figure 4.11: The differential nucleon-dark matter scattering cross section of equation
4.33 with mχ = 10 MeV, mV = 100 MeV and Eχ = 1 GeV. Note that the neutron
scattering cross section falls to zero at q2 = 0 because F1.N(q2 = 0) = 0

where Ee and me are the energy and mass of the recoiling electron, and Eχ is the

energy of the incident dark matter particle. Unlike many of the cross sections that

follow, (4.29) can be integrated analytically to find

σeχ→eχ(Ee) =4πε2αEMα
′

×
4E2

χm
2
e+2Eχmem2

V +m2
Vmχ

2

2EemE−2m2
e+m

2
V

+ (2EχmE +m2
χ) log(2Eeme − 2m2

e +m2
V )

4m2
e(E

2
χ −m2

χ)
,

(4.30)

where the total cross section is found by evaluating σtotal
eχ→eχ = σeχ→eχ(Ee,max) −

σeχ→eχ(Ee,min). The recoil energy as a function of scattering angle θ is given by

Ee(θ) = me

(Eχ +me)
2 + (E2

χ −m2
χ) cos2(θ)

Eχ +me)2 + (E2
χ −m2

χ) cos2(θ)
, (4.31)

where Ee,max = Ee(θ = 0) and Ee,min = Ee(θ = π/2).

4.3.2 NCE Nucleon Scattering

NCE nucleon-dark matter scattering is a channel of great interest for MiniBooNE,

T2K and, to a lesser extent, coherent neutrino scattering experiments like COHER-

ENT and CENNS. This channel is less useful for very high energy experiments such
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as SHiP, where inelastic scattering channels would be expected to dominate due to

the large momentum transfers possible.

χ(Eχ) χ(Eχ,R)
V

γ
N(mN) N(ER)

χ(Eχ) χ(Eχ,R)

VB

N(mN) N(ER)

Figure 4.12: The neutral current-like elastic dark matter-nucleon scattering diagram
in both the kinetic mixing (left) and leptophobic (right) models, where we have labeled
the energies of all external legs.

Kinetic Mixing

The NCE nucleon-dark matter scattering amplitude in the kinetic mixing case is

M = iee′(pχ + pχ,R)µ

(
gµν − qµqν

m2
V

m2
V − q2

)
ū(pR, s)

(
γνF1,N +

iσµνq
ν

2mN

F2,N

)
u(pp,i, r),

(4.32)

where we use the same convention as in the electron case, but with the outgoing

nucleon four-momentum labeled as pR. The differential scattering cross section was

calculated in [65] to be

dσNχ→Nχ
dEχ,R

= 4πα′αEMε
2
F 2

1,N(q2)AN + F 2
2,N(q2)BN + F1,N(q2)F2,N(q2)CN

(m2
V + 2mN(Eχ − Eχ,R))2(E2

χ −m2
χ)

, (4.33)

where Eχ,R is the energy of the outgoing χ and AN , BN and CN are the following

functions

AN =2mNEχEχ,R −m2
χ(Eχ − Eχ,R), (4.34)

BN =(Eχ,R − Eχ)
(
(Eχ,R + Eχ)2 + 2mN(Eχ,R − Eχ)− 4m2

χ

)
, (4.35)

CN =(Eχ,R − Eχ)(mN(Eχ − Eχ,R) + 2m2
χ). (4.36)

The Dirac and Pauli form factors Fi,N , i = 1, 2, N = n, p used in this work are the
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BBA-03 form factors for neutrino-nucleon scattering from [174]. These were largely

chosen due to their adoption by a number of MiniBooNE analyses. More recent form

factors exist, and have in fact been used, but do not have a noticeable effect on the

results given the other much larger uncertainties present in this analysis.

The minimum dark matter recoil energy is given by

MIN(Eχ,R) =
2mNm

2
χEχ(m2

N +m2
χ)

2EχmN +m2
N +m2

χ

, (4.37)

while the maximum recoil is equal to Eχ.

Leptophobic

The scattering cross section in the leptophobic scenario is identical to that of the

kinetic mixing case up to the form factors and the coupling constants,

dσNχ→Nχ
dEχ,R

= αB
F̃ 2

1,N(q2)AN + F̃ 2
2,N(q2)BN + F̃1,N(q2)F̃2,N(q2)CN

(m2
V + 2mN(Eχ − Eχ,R))2(E2

χ −m2
χ)

, (4.38)

where F̃i,N are defined as

F̃i,p =
1

2
(gu − gd)F (v)

i +
3

2
(gu + gd)F

(s)
i + (gu + 2gd)F

S
i , (4.39)

F̃i,n = −1

2
(gu − gd)F (v)

i +
3

2
(gu + gd)F

(s)
i + (gu + 2gd)F

S
i (4.40)

with i = 1, 2 and we have couplings

gu =
gB
3
− 2κe

3
,

gd =
gB
3

+
κe

3
,

ge = κe.

(4.41)

We can write the isovector and isoscalar form factors F
(v,s)
i in terms of the Dirac and

Pauli form factors used in the previous section,

F
(v)
i = F p

i − F n
i ,

F
(s)
i = F p

i + F n
i .

(4.42)
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The strange form factors F Si are consistent with zero[175]. Note that the scattering

cross section scales as α2
B, as it picks up two factors of gB from the form factors.

4.3.3 Coherent Nuclear Scattering

At low energies, dark matter can scatter coherently with the nucleus as a whole. This

dominates for low momentum exchange, as it can add an enormous enhancement to

the scattering rate for large target nuclei. The differential scattering rate scales as

dσχA→χA
dEχ,R

=
∑
N=n,p

fN(q2)
dσχN→χN
dEχ,R

. (4.43)

where q2 = 2mN(Eχ − Eχ,R)

fN(q2) =

{
nN q2 > (50 MeV)2,

n2
N |FHelm(

√
q2)| q2 < (50 MeV)2,

(4.44)

where np = Z, nn = (A − Z). For the kinetic mixing scenario only np contributes,

while for U(1)B we add both np and n. The Helm Form Factor is defined as [176]

FHelm(q) =
3j1(qR(A))

qR(A)
e−qs, (4.45)

where j1 is a Bessel function, s ≈ 0.9 fm is a suppression constant, and R(A) calculates

the radius of the nucleon based on the number of nuclei,

R(A) =

√
c2 +

7

2
π2a2 − 5s2, (4.46)

with a ≈ 0.52 fm and

c ≈ 1.23A1/3 − 0.6 fm. (4.47)

4.3.4 Inelastic π0 Production

The final detection signature considered in this work is inelastic π0 production (see

Fig. 4.13). In this process a dark matter particle excites a nucleon N to the ∆(1232)

resonance, which subsequently decays via ∆→ Nπ0 with a branching ratio of 2
3

[68].

While the calculation of the scattering rate itself is straightforward, assembling the

theory required from the literature can be time consuming, so the relevant formulae
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χ(p) χ(p′)V (q)

γ(q)
N, u(pN) ∆, ūν(p∆)

Γµν(P, q)

e′κ(p + p′)µ

Figure 4.13: Inelastic dark matter-nucleon scattering, leading to the production of a
∆. The four-momenta of the external legs have been labeled.

will be reviewed here for the reader’s convenience. The ∆ is a spin-3/2 particle,

the handling of which in Feynman diagram calculations is not routinely covered in

particle physics texts. Spin-3/2 particles are represented by the product of both a

vector particle’s polarization and a spin-1/2 spinor component,

ψµ3/2(p, s) = ψ1/2(p, s)εµ(p), (4.48)

where ψµ3/2 is called a Rarita-Schwinger spinor [177].

The ∆− γN vertex can be written as a combination of magnetic dipole, electric

dipole and coulomb quadrupole terms [178]:

Γβµ(P, q) = G∗M(q2)HM
βµ +G∗E(q2)HE

βµ +G∗C(q2)HC
βµ. (4.49)

It can be shown that for transition between an S-wave nucleon and ∆, G∗E(q2), G∗C(q2)→
0 [179]. For G∗M , the magnetic dipole form factor, we adopt a spectator quark model

[179, 180, 181]. Including higher orbitals in the calculation allows for non zero electric

and coulomb quadrupole contributions, but these are expected to add corrections of

only a few percent. The magnetic dipole vertex is given by

HM
βµ = − 3(m∆ +mN)

2mN ((m∆ +mN)2 − q2)
εβµστPσqτ × e

√
2

3
, (4.50)
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Figure 4.14: The differential pχ→ ∆χ scattering cross section of equation 4.59 with
mV = 500 MeV, κ = 10−3, α′ = 0.1 and Eχ = 1 GeV for three dark matter masses.
Note that the ∆ cannot be produced at rest due to momentum conservation.

where q = pN − p∆ is the momentum transfer and

P =
pN + p∆

2
. (4.51)

Note that the factor of e
√

2
3

appended to the end of the magnetic dipole covariant is

required to adhere to accepted normalization conventions [182].

The amplitude of the scattering process is

M = iee′(p+ p′)µ

(
gµν − qµqν

m2
V

m2
V − q2

)
ūρ(p∆, s)Γ

ρν(P, q)u(pN , r) (4.52)

=
iee′(p+ p′)µ
m2
V − q2

ūρ(p∆, s)Γ
ρµ(P, q)u(pN , r). (4.53)

where we have used (p+ p′) · q = 0.

Squaring and averaging over initial spins,

1

2

∑
r,s

|M|2 =
(iee′)2(p+ p′)µ(p+ p′)ν

2 (m2
V − q2)

2

∑
r,s

[ūρ(p∆, s)Γ
ρµ(P, q)u(pN , r)]

× [ū(pN , r)Γ
σνuσ(p∆, s)] (4.54)

The spin sum over the Rarita-Schwinger spinors can be expressed in a several equiv-
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alent forms. This work will follow the convention employed by [183],

∑
s

uµ(p, s)ūν(p, s) = −(/p+m∆)

(
gµν − γµγν

3
− 2pµpν

3m2
∆

+
pµγν − pνγµ

3m∆

)
(4.55)

= P µν
∆ (p) (4.56)

Note that this expression is only valid for spin-3/2 particles with positive parity, a

category which includes the ∆. Cleaning up the amplitude expression and evaluating

the spin-sums leaves

1

2

∑
r,s

|M|2 =
(iee′)2(p+ p′)µ(p+ p′)ν

2 (m2
V − q2)

2 Tr
[
P ρσ

∆ (p)Γρµ(P, q)( /pN +mN)Γσν(P, q)
]

(4.57)

=
4π2αα′κ2G∗M(−t)2(m∆ +mN)2

m2
N(m2

V − t)2

× [((m∆ +mN)2 − t)(−2m2
N(m2

∆ + t)(4m2
χ − t) +m4

N(4m2
χ − t)

+ t(t(4m2
χ − t) + (s− u)2) + 2tm2

∆(t− 4m2
χ) +m4

∆(4m2
χ − t)], (4.58)

where t, s, and u are the standard Mandelstam variables. The final differential cross

section in the lab frame is

dσ

dER
= − 1

8π

mN |M|2
λ(s,m2

χ,m
2
N)
, (4.59)

where ER is the energy of the recoiling ∆, and λ is

λ(m1,m2,m3) = m2
1 +m2

2 +m2
3 − 2m1m2 − 2m2m3 − 2m1m3. (4.60)

We plot both an example of the differential cross section in Fig. 4.14 and a comparison

of the total cross section with NCE nucleon scattering in Fig. 4.15.

This process produces a ∆+ (∆0) for proton (neutron) scattering. The produced

∆’s decay to πN nearly 100% of the time, but we must refer to the isospin of the

∆+, ∆0 and that of their possible decay products to calculate the π0 production rate

[184]. Conveniently, both the ∆+ and ∆0 produce a π0 with a branching ratio of 2
3
.

When plotting the scattering rates for χN → χ∆ resulting inelastic pion production,

this branching fraction is included.
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Figure 4.15: A comparison of the integrated cross section for neutral-current elastic
nucleon scattering and inelastic delta production with mχ = 0.01 GeV, mV = 0.1
GeV, κ = 10−3 and α′ = 0.1.
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Chapter 5

The BdNMC Simulation

5.1 Introduction

The earliest version of the BdNMC1 software was written by Brian Batell, who

implemented basic kinematics and electron scattering, and was revised and expanded

by the author of this dissertation, with work beginning in late 2013. The initial

objective of the software package was to provide the MiniBooNE collaboration with a

means of simulating the expected hidden sector dark matter signal distribution over a

range of model parameters. It has expanded beyond the scope of that initial objective,

and can now be configured for a wide array of different fixed target geometries, and

over a dozen production channels at a variety of energies. In addition, it supports four

possible scattering interactions between hidden sector dark matter and the material

in fixed target neutrino detectors..

In this chapter, we will document the most important features of the BdNMC

software and their usage. We begin with a simple example set-up and an overview of

code. A guide to formatting the parameter files used to customize a run of the code

follows in Section 5.2, with documentation of all of the options available. Following

this are further sections detailing the structure of the code and the simulation loop.

These are not required reading for use of the code, but should be some assistance if

you wish to modify the code. Section 5.3 covers the dark matter four-vector gener-

ation process, 5.4 briefly looks at signal calculation, 5.5 provides a schematic of the

simulation loop, 5.6 documents the calculation of the total event rate and 5.7 docu-

ments the formatting of the simulation’s output. We end with an overview of some

1Available at https://github.com/pgdeniverville/BDNMC

https://github.com/pgdeniverville/BDNMC
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numerical implementation details in Section 5.8 and the detector geometry handling

in Section 5.9.

5.1.1 An Example Experiment

Fixed target neutrino experiments generate neutrino beams by impacting high inten-

sity proton beams into thick targets. The interactions of the protons with the nuclear

material of the target produce enormous numbers of secondary particles, with pions

chief among them. These secondary particles then decay, producing a beam of neu-

trinos. The interactions of these neutrinos are detected some distance away through

their scattering off of nucleons and electrons. We provide a very simple example setup

for one such experiment in Fig. 5.1.1 and Table 5.1.1, and will refer to this setup for

examples while introducing the code. Note that while we call the experiments fixed

target neutrino experiments in this section, our discussion could also be applied to a

beam dump experiment such as SHiP.

In Chapter 4, we discussed the many means by which these experiments could both

produce and subsequently detect a beam of dark matter particles. In our example,

interactions between the target and the proton beam could lead to production of π0’s,

whose radiative decays lead to the production of V ’s that rapidly decay to a pair of

Proton Beam

Target

Dark Matter Trajectory

Detector

5m

500m

Scattered Particle

1 2 3

Figure 5.1: A diagram of dark matter production at a very simple fixed target neutrino experiment
with geometry and beamline similar to that found at the MiniBooNE experiment. The detector is
a sphere with a radius of 5 m filled with CH2, located 500 m from the centre of the target. Most
of the 500 m between the target and the detector is expected to be filled with dirt and other dense
materials. Dark matter and neutrinos are produced through the interactions of an 8.9 GeV pr1oton
beam impacting on the target. Integer labels refer to steps found in Fig. 5.1.2.
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Parameters of the Example Experiment
Protons on Target 2× 1020 Beam Energy 8.9 GeV
Production Channel π0 → χχγ π0’s per POT 0.9
Production Distribution Sanford-Wang Signal Channel Nχ→ Nχ

Table 5.1: Alongside Fig. 5.1.1, this table provides a minimal set of parameters
describing a simple fixed target experiment and the hidden sector dark matter scenario
to be tested.

Example Model Parameters
ε 10−3 α′ 0.1
mχ 10 MeV mV 100 MeV

Table 5.2: A sample set of model parameters for use with our example experiment
setup.

dark matter particles. All of this occurs on a time scale many orders of magnitude

smaller than a nanosecond, the best timing resolution we could reasonably expect

from a fixed target neutrino experiment, so we can assume that the initial π0 and

intermediate V do not propagate a significant distance before decaying, and the entire

chain of events occurs within the target. The dark matter particles then propagate

along straight-line trajectories, some of which will intersect with the neutrino detector.

As the dark matter possesses very weak interactions with Standard Model matter,

the number which scatter during this propagation is negligible compared to the total

number produced. These particles could then interact in the neutrino detector by

scattering off of nuclei or electrons, producing detectable scattering signals.

The most basic goal of the code is to calculate the number of dark matter signal

events that would be observed over the lifetime of an experiment. One could perhaps

calculate this with a series of integrals, but the complexity of the kinematics would

make this quite difficult. For example, in the case of dark matter production via π0’s,

one would need to account for the distribution of the initial angle of emission and

momentum of the produced π0’s, the multistep decay chain resulting in the production

of dark matter particles, and then place appropriate cuts on the domain of integration

to account for the acceptance of the neutrino detector.

An alternative solution is to simulate the production and scattering of dark mat-

ter using Monte Carlo methods. In a Monte Carlo simulation, we randomly generate

events from the underlying distributions (such as the momentum and angle distribu-

tion of the produced π0’s, or the differential cross section of neutral current elastic
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dark matter nucleon scattering), and by aggregating large numbers of such events

we can calculate an approximate signal rate. Furthermore, by generating individual

dark matter production and scattering events, our code will be far easier to integrate

with the simulations maintained by experimental collaborations. It is likely, for ex-

ample, that an experimental collaboration possesses their own beamline simulation

for the production of pions, and instead of generating pions from some phenomeno-

logical parameterization, we could use a list of pions supplied by the experimental

collaboration, improving the accuracy of our signal calculation.

We will now move onto a high level overview of the components of the code. The

code is written in C++ and makes significant use of inheritance in the implementation

of the different production modes, scattering channels and detector geometries. Li-

brary data structures (e.g. <vector> and <list>) are used where possible. It employs

the C++11 standard in order to take advantage of several libraries formerly found

in the Boost C++ Libraries, in particular the random number generator supplied by

<random> and memory management of <memory>.

5.1.2 Overview

A The simulation is run by calling the Source/main program. It accepts a single

argument, a file path denoting the location of a parameter file. If no argument

is provided, a default parameter file, parameter.dat, is loaded instead. The

parameter file contains a list of parameters describing the desired run config-

uration. A comprehensive list of the arguments that may be provided in the

parameter file will be given in Section 5.2, and we provide an example parameter

card for our example setup at the end of that section. All of the valid parame-

ter arguments are stored as variables in a Parameter object. After reading the

parameter file, the code initializes variables describing the run (e.g. the number

of events to generate, the output file to which events are to be written), the

physics model (e.g. the mass of the dark matter candidate and vector mediator)

and Detector. For our example experiment, our Detector would be a sphere

with a radius of 5 m located 500 m from the center of target (also our origin).

1 Next, a list of the production channels is created, each element comprising an

initial momentum distribution of primary beam products, Distribution, and

a DMGenerator to decay those particles into dark matter pairs. In addition, a

Scatter object is initialized to handle the interactions between the dark matter
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Source/main

A. Initialize run
variables 5.2

Parameter

parameter.dat

1. Calculate pro-
duction rate 4.2, 5.3

2. Generate Dark
Matter Par-
ticles 4.2, 5.3

3. Generate DM-
Detector Inter-
actions 4.3, 5.4

nevents≥
samplesize

B. Write to-
tal signal 5.6

C. Record Scat-
tering Events 5.7

Distribution

DMGenerator
Detector

Scatter

summary.dat Events/events.dat

true

false

Figure 5.2: Schematic outline of the simulation code.

and the detector material. At this time, we calculate the total number of dark

matter particles that is expected to be produced for a number of Protons on

Target (POT) through each production channel in the list. The exact equations

differ by production channel, and are described in 5.3.

In the example experiment, our list of production channels would have only one

element. We would need to create a Sanford-Wang Distribution for an 8.9

GeV proton beam and a DMGenerator to simulate the decay chain π0 → γV →
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γχχ̄. The total number of dark matter particles produced would be equal to

Nχ = POT× pi0 per POT× Br(π0 → χχ†γ), (5.1)

where pi0 per POT is the number of π0’s produced per POT. For a MiniBooNE-

like experiment, this is approximately 1. The Scatter object is created to han-

dle neutral current-like elastic scattering between a nucleon and a dark matter

particle with no cuts imposed on the outgoing energy and angle of the nucleon.

2 The simulation loop begins by selecting a production channel from the list gener-

ated in the previous step. Each channel has a probability of being chosen equal

to fraction of the total number of dark matter particles that would be produced

through the channel. The Distribution corresponding to that production

channel generates the four-momentum of a meson or V produced by the inter-

actions of the proton beam with the target. This generation is accomplished

through rejection sampling using some differential particle production cross-

section or by iterating through a pre-generated list of particle four-momenta.

This initial particle is decayed by the DMGenerator, outputting a pair of dark

matter particle four-momenta. The length of the intersection between these

dark matter trajectories and the detector are calculated (see 5.9), and if either

are found to be non-zero, then the initial meson or V and the intersecting dark

matter particle(s) four-momenta are stored in a list and the code continues to

step 3. More commonly, no intersection is found, and we return to the beginning

of step 2 to choose another production channel.

In our example, we only have a single production channel to choose from, π0

decay. The Distribution generates a momentum and emission angle for a

π0 from the Sanford-Wang distribution using rejection sampling (see 5.8.1).

This initial 4-momentum is handed off to our DMGenerator, which decays this

particle into a photon and a V , and then decays the V into two dark matter

particles. A list of the initial π0 and all the products is returned. All of these

processes are assumed to occur at the origin, which defaults to the centre of the

target. Only the dark matter particles will propagate outward. The two dark

matter trajectories are passed to the spherical Detector object’s Ldet member

function, which uses the algorithm described in Section 5.9.1 to check for the

length of intersection between their trajectories and the detector geometry.
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3 Once a dark matter four-momentum is found to intersect with the detector, it is

passed to the Scatter object’s probscatter member function. The code first

determines whether a dark matter scatters at all by calculating the ratio of the

interaction probability of this particular dark matter particle to the maximum

possible interaction probability,

R =
σ(Ei)× Li × n

MAX(σ × L× n)
, (5.2)

where σ(Ei) is the interaction cross section for an incident dark matter particle

with some energy Ei, Li is the length of the intersection between the dark mat-

ter trajectory and the detector, and n is the number density of the particle with

which our dark matter is interaction. The denominator is the largest interac-

tion probability encountered thus far. A uniform random number u ∈ [0, 1] is

generated, and if u < R, no interaction occurs and the dark matter particle is

discarded. If an interaction does occur, then an acceptance-rejection algorithm

is used to generate a final state four-momentum by sampling from a differential

distribution of the interaction cross section. This particle is added to the list

generated in step 2, and the number of recorded interactions is incremented.

Continuing with our example, dark matter particles that intersect with the

detector are passed on to the Scatter object, which first determines whether

an NCE nucleon dark matter scattering event occurs at all, followed by the

generation of an outgoing nucleon by selecting an energy from the differential

nucleon dark matter scattering cross section through rejection sampling (The

scattering angle is uniquely determined by the outgoing energy). If a scattering

event occurred, the outgoing nucleon is added to list of particles generated in

step 2.

B After the requested number of sample signal events have been generated, the total

event rate is calculated as detailed in 5.6. This, along with other details of the

run described in 5.7, is appended to the summary file.

C For each successful interaction, the four-momentum of the recoil particle is recorded

in an events file with the format described in 5.7.
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5.2 The Parameter File

The parameters of the experimental setup and the dark matter scenario to be studied

are set in a parameter file supplied to the main code at the beginning of the run.

Parameters are supplied in <parameter name> <value> pairs, where valid values

may be keywords, real numbers or integers. There is some basic error handling to

catch improperly formatted parameters and notify the user, but as it has not been

extensively tested, parameter files should be written with care. The simulation uses

meters, seconds and GeV, except where otherwise noted, and all parameters should

be supplied in these units. Any line that begins with # is treated as a comment, and

is ignored by the parser. Note that many parameters possess default values that are

used if they are not explicitly defined.

5.2.1 Metaparameters

These describe details of the run itself, as well as where to record the results.

burn max The number of scatterings to perform during burn-in. Default is 1000.

burn timeout The simulation will perform burn max×burn timeout burn-in loops

before terminating the burn-in phase and moving on to the simulation run. This

should probably be combined with a max trials to ensure that a run will termi-

nate in a reasonable amount of time. Default is 2× 104.

max trials An optional upper limit on the number of times the main simulation

loop will run as counted by the trials variable. Default is -1, which causes the

code to act as if there is no maximum.

output file The filepath to which the event summary should be written when the

simulation is set to comprehensive mode.

output mode This determines what should be written to files during and after the

run. Can be set to comprehensive or summary. Defaults to comprehen-

sive.

run Every run is labelled by a string. If no run name is supplied, an integer run

number will be generated from the current time.
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samplesize The number of scattering events to generate before terminating the run.

The code will throw an error if this is not set.

seed Choose the seed to supply to the random number generator. A seed based on

the current time is generated if no seed is supplied.

summary file The filepath to which a summary of the run should be appended.

5.2.2 Experiment setup

Parameters describing the target and proton beam of the experiment.

atomic mass target Not currently used for any physics.

beam energy The total energy of the proton beam. Defaults to 8 GeV.

dm energy resolution The step size to use when creating an interpolation function

for the scattering cross section. Should be varied before starting a large batch

of runs to check if it sufficiently small. Defaults to 0.1 GeV, which may not be

small enough for low energy experiments like LSND.

efficiency This is an overall factor which accounts for the percentage of signal events

the experiment successfully detects and for any differences between the detec-

tor’s fiducial volume and the geometry used in the simulation. Defaults to 1.0.

e num target The number of electrons per atom in the target. Not currently used.

pi0 per POT The number of π0’s expected per proton on target. As many of the

other meson production estimates are scaled relative to that of the π0, it is

important to have a good estimate of this quantity. Defaults to 0.9, which is

appropriate for MiniBooNE on-target.

max dm energy Used in creating interpolation functions for scattering cross sec-

tions. This can be safely set equal to the beam energy as an upper limit,

at the cost of slowing the initialization of the simulation slightly. Defaults to

beam energy.

max,min scatter angle Cuts on the scattering angle of the outgoing particle in an

interaction event. This defaults to 2.1π radians and 0.0 radians respectively,

which amounts to no cut on the angle.
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max,min scatter energy Place cuts on the energy of the outgoing particle in an

interaction event. Defaults to 109 GeV and 0.0 GeV, respectively.

n num target The number of neutrons per atom in the target. Defaults to 0.

n density target The number density of atoms in the target. Defaults to 0.

p num target The number of protons per atom in the target. Defaults to 0.

POT The total number of protons on target over the duration of the experiment.

This value must be supplied or an error will be thrown.

proton target cross section The total scattering cross section of protons on the

target. Used to normalize the V production rate for partonic V production.

Defaults to 0.

signal channel Which scattering channel to use. Choose one from: NCE nucleon,

NCE nucleon baryonic, NCE electron and pion inelastic2.

target length The length of the target in meters. Default is 0.

timing cut The length of the time delay required to register as an event. This

currently calculates a timing efficiency

tefficiency,i =

{
1 tdelay,i ≥ tcut,
tcut−tdelay,i

tcut
tdelay,i < tcut,

(5.3)

where tdelay,i is the delay between the travel time of a neutrino moving between

the target and the detector at c and a dark matter particle. The mean of

5.3 over all dark matter particles i produced by a given production channel is

used to calculate the timing efficiency of that channel, and the total signal is

multiplied by this efficiency to determine the event rate after timing cuts. The

default value is 0.0, which results in a timing efficiency of 1.0.

2Note that coherent nucleon scattering is not currently supported in the code. This was added
in a fork of the code specifically built for a coherent dark matter scattering paper[22], and was not
folded back into the primary code. This should be added again at a later date.
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5.2.3 Model

The model itself is determined largely by the choice of production and signal channels.

A few overall parameters must be set no matter which production or signal channel

is chosen.

alpha D The dark sector coupling strength α′ = e′2

4π
, or in a baryonic model, αB.

dark matter mass The mass of the dark matter candidate χ

dark photon mass The mass of the V mediator.

epsilon The mixing constant ε between the V mediator and the photon.

kappa See epsilon.

5.2.4 Production Channels

Any number of production channels may be specified in the parameter file. A produc-

tion channel declaration begins with production channel <channel name>, where

the channel names currently supported are:

• pi0 decay, pi0 decay baryonic,

• eta decay, eta decay baryonic,

• omega decay, omega decay baryonic,

• rho decay,

• phi decay, phi decay baryonic,

• pi-minus capture,

• parton production, parton production baryonic,

• V decay, V decay baryonic.

Note that rho decay, omega decay, and omega decay baryonic should not be

used with either of the proton bremsstrahlung production channels, as this would

result in double counting due to the significant overlap in V production sources. All
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non-π0 decay channels require that meson per pi0 be defined. This quantity is

dependent both on the originator meson and the beam energy.

Following the production channel declaration, an optional production distribu-

tion can also be specified using production distribution <distribution name>.

Several of these distributions accept additional parameters, which must follow the

production distribution declaration in the parameter file. We now list the cur-

rently accepted distributions along with any additional parameters they accept.

• pi0 sanfordwang,

distribution parameter file This is the filepath to a parameter file listing

new values for variables c1 through c9 and d1 through d9, as well as the

Beam Energy (which overrides any beam energy listed in the main pa-

rameter file) and maximum pi momentum. This should be formatted

in the same manner as the initial parameter file. Note that the c parame-

ters are for the π+ fit, and the d parameters are for the π− fit, where the

variable names correspond to those found in the MiniBooNE paper on the

topic [185]. This file is parsed in the same manner as the main parameter

file and any parameter names that it does not expect will be saved with

their values, but otherwise ignored.

sanfordwang parameter file Alternative parameter name for

distribution parameter file.

• k0 sanfordwang

distribution parameter file This is the filepath to a parameter file listing

new values for variables e1 through e8 for the K0 fit in [185], where we

have switched c from the paper for e. Otherwise handled identically to

pi0 sanfordwang.

sanfordwang parameter file Alternative parameter name for

distribution parameter file.

• particle list,

particle list file The file path to a text list of particle four-momenta in the

format px py pz E. Optionally, each can be appended with an additional

four-vector describing the space-time starting position for each particle,
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resulting in the format px py pz E x y z t. Note that the z-axis is ori-

ented parallel to the beam direction.

particle list position Supply true to indicate to the parser that particle po-

sitions should be expected. Any other argument will default to false.

• burmansmith, this channel requires some target parameters to be set, specif-

ically p num target and n num target.

• bmpt, this channel also requires p num target and n num target to be set.

• parton V, parton V baryonic

parton V neutron file A file path to a text list of pairs of V momenta and

differential V production cross sections
dσpn→V+X

dEV
listed in microbarns per

GeV. Note that the V momenta must be supplied with a constant step

size.

parton V proton file As parton V neutron file, but for
dσpp→V+X

dEV
.

• proton brem, proton brem baryonic. These channels should be paired

with V decay and V decay baryonic respectively, as they produce on-shell

V ’s which decay isotropically.

ptmax The maximum transverse momentum which a produced V mediator

may possess. The minimum is assumed to be 0.

zmin The minimum value of z =
pV,z
P

, where pV,z is the momentum of the V

parallel to the z axis, and P is the total momentum of a beam proton

incident on the target. See 4.2.3 for details on choosing these parameters.

zmax The maximum value of z, defined as in the zmin.

5.2.5 Detector Parameters

The detector parameters describe the location, size, and material of the detector. In

the current version of the code, only one detector may be declared. The detector dec-

laration begins with detector <shape>, where <shape> can be sphere or cylinder.

After this command, the parameter parser will expect the dimensions of the detector

to be supplied, as well as a list of materials which reflect its composition. It will

accept further commands describing the detector until it encounters a non-detector
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variable, at which point it will return to regular parsing. For a spherical detector,

the center of the detector needs to be supplied using x-position, y-position, and

z-position, as well as the radius. For a cylindrical detector, the length must also

be defined, as well as its orientation. The orientation defaults to the length of the

cylinder aligned parallel to the z-axis, and it is rotated to other orientations by an

angle θ by rotating about the x-axis, and then an angle φ by rotating about the

y-axis, supplied using det-theta and det-phi, respectively.

A material is defined by providing a material <name>, and then providing the

number density in particles per cm3 (Note that this is one of the few areas where

we do not use meters), proton number, neutron number, electron number and

mass in GeV.

5.2.6 Parameter File Example

We provide here a simple parameter card for out MiniBooNE-like example experiment

detailed in 5.1.1. For a more complicated card that implements a run with multiple

production channels, see Appendix B.

#Parameter Card

#A l l masses shou ld be prov ided in GeV, a l l l e n g t h s in meters .

#Lines preceded by a # are ignored by the parser .

#Model Parameters

e p s i l o n 1e−3

dark matter mass 0 .01

dark photon mass 0 .1

alpha D 0 .1

#Run parameters

POT 2e20

pi0 per POT 0.9

sample s i z e 2000

beam energy 8 .9

#Production Parameters
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product ion channe l p i0 decay

p r o d u c t i o n d i s t r i b u t i o n pi0 sanfordwang

#S c a t t e r i n g Parameters

s i g n a l c h a n n e l NCE Nucleon

output mode comprehensive

#Where to w r i t e e v e n t s and summary in format ion .

o u t p u t f i l e Events/ events . dat

summary f i l e Events/summary . dat

#Detector Parameters

de t e c t o r sphere

x−p o s i t i o n 0 .0

y−p o s i t i o n 0 .0

z−p o s i t i o n 500 .0

rad iu s 5 .0

#Mater ia l parameters

mate r i a l Carbon

number density 3 .63471 e22

proton number 6

neutron number 6

e lectron number 6

mass 11 .2593

mate r i a l Hydrogen

number density 7 .26942 e22

proton number 1

neutron number 0

e lectron number 1

mass 0 .945778
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5.3 Dark Matter Production

Dark matter production involves the generation of some initial particle from a produc-

tion distribution (handled by the Distribution class), and its decay to dark matter

and subsequent propagation to a detector (handled by the DMGenerator class). As

multiple production channels often contribute to dark matter production simultane-

ously, a list of production channels is prepared, each with its own Distribution and

DMGenerator, and the number of dark matter particles produced by each channel,

vnum[i] (see 5.3.2), is calculated in advance. This process can be broken into a few

steps:

• A production channel i is chosen randomly from the previously mentioned list

with a probability

Prob(i) =
vnum[i]

vnumtot
, (5.4)

where vnumtot=
∑

ivnum[i].

• Some initial particle must be generated from a sample distribution that de-

scribes particle production in proton-target collisions. This is handled by the

Sample Particle member function supplied by Distribution, which assigns

a Particle object a four-momentum drawn from some internal production dis-

tribution using rejection sampling, or from a list of four-momenta supplied from

some text file. This initial particle becomes the first element of a list of particles.

• The list of particles containing the initial particle created by the Distribution

is passed to the DMGen member function of the DMGenerator object. This func-

tion will decay the initial and all subsequently produced particles until the

four-momenta for dark matter particles are generated. These dark matter four

momenta are checked for intersection with the detector using the LDet member

function of the Detector defined during initialization. If non-zero intersection

is found, all of the produced particles are added to the supplied list of parti-

cles and the function returns true, indicating that the simulation should now

attempt to generate a scattering.

The Particle Class

The Particle class encodes all of the salient details about a particle and provides

a number of methods to calculate and set useful quantities. The most important
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variables are:

• px, py, pz, E, the four-momentum.

• m, the particle mass

• name, a string identifying the particle. During the simulation loop, the code

will look for particles named “DM” in order to propagate them to the detector

and attempt to scatter them.

• origin coords, end coords, two double[4] arrays which record the origin

point and time of the particle and where and when it was destroyed, either

by decaying or scattering. The position is stored in the elements 0 to 2, and

the time in element 3. This is only truly important for the dark matter at

the current time, as end coords records where in the detector and the time at

which it scattered.

The most important methods include:

• void Lorentz(Particle& part), perform a Lorentz boost on the Particle

from the rest frame of part to the lab frame.

• void Set Time(double t), calculate the end coords by propagating from origin coords

in the direction of the four-momentum of the Particle for t-origin coords[3]

seconds.

• void ThreeMomentum(double PX, double PY, double PZ), set the three-momentum

px, py, pz of a Particle with mass m to the supplied momenta, and then cal-

culates the energy E.

5.3.1 Production Distributions

The Distribution Class

All of the distributions in the code inherit the Distribution class, which requires

the implementation of a single function:

• sample particle(Particle& part) generate a four-vector for some initial par-

ticle produced through the interactions of the proton beam and the target, ide-

ally according to some distribution function or a supplied list of four-vectors.
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The implementation of this is entirely dependent on the distribution selected.

An estimate of the maximum value of the distribution is required for rejection-

sampling, and as this is normally not known before run-time, each distribution

will perform a short burn-in run by generating ∼ 104 sample particles upon ini-

tialization. The sample particle method automatically updates its estimate

of the maximum value of the production cross section each time it generates an

acceptable four-momentum3.

In addition, as it is not guaranteed that a Distribution object will know the

mass of the particle it is generating, we can indicate this at a later time by using the

set mass(double) member function.

Pion Distributions

The Sanford Wang and BMPT distributions both generate a pair of candidate angle

θi and momentum pi variables using a uniform random number drawn from the kine-

matically allowed regime. The differential production cross section sin(θ) d2σ
dθdpπ

(θ, pπ)

is compared with MAX
(

sin(θ) d2σ
dθdpπ

)
for use in rejection sampling. Once a particle

has been accepted, an angle φ is generated by drawing a uniform random variable

from the range [0, 2π). The Burman-Smith distribution is used in a similar manner,

but samples π kinetic energy instead of momentum.

Direct V production

The partonic V distribution produces V mediators directly from quark level interac-

tions in the colliding nuclei rather than through intermediate particles. This calcu-

lation requires knowledge of Parton Distribution Functions that are not included in

the simulation, and is currently handled by an external code written by David Mc-

Keen [66]. This code supplies two csv files containing
dσpN→V
dpV

for proton-proton and

proton-neutron collisions for a given beam energy and V mass. The parton V gen

class constructs interpolation functions based on these files, and uses acceptance rejec-

tion sampling to generate V momenta. The total V production cross section σpN→V+X

can be calculated by summing over the numerical data. As described earlier in 4.2.5,

each V is created with a momentum parallel to the proton momentum (likely along

the z-axis).

3This does not apply to Particle Lists, which simply iterate through the list of particle 4-momenta
that have been supplied.
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The proton brem distribution samples V four-momenta from the proton

bremsstrahlung equation 4.11, where the maximum value is known to be

MAX

(
d2NV

dzdp2
⊥

(z, p⊥)

)
=

d2NV

dzdp2
⊥

(zmin, 0). (5.5)

Particle Lists

One final option is to use a particle list distribution. Rather than sampling from

a distribution, this reads a list of four-vectors from a text file, and stores it in a

list. Each time sample particle is called, it iterates one step through the list,

constructs a particle based on the four-momentum, and returns it. A position and

timing distribution can also be supplied by appending a four-vector to each four-

momentum in the supplied text file. This is especially useful when particles are

supplied by a beamline simulation, as different portions of the target and surrounding

materials are likely to exhibit different momentum distributions.

5.3.2 Dark Matter Generation

The DMGenerator Class

Once a Distribution has returned an initial particle, a DMGenerator object is tasked

with simulating the chain of decays which will result in the production of dark matter.

Each dark matter production channel is implemented through a class is derived from

DMGenerator. The most important member variables of DMGenerator are:

• mv, mx, kappa, alphaD, the parameters describing the hidden sector dark

matter scenario.

• chan name, a string storing the name of the production channel. As an example,

the π0 → γχχ̄ channel is called “pi0 decay”.

• branchingratio, the probability that the decay process will occur. For direct

V production channels this will be nearly 1 so long as invisible decays dominate.

Classes that are derived from DMGenerator must implement two member func-

tions:

• bool DMGen(list<Particle>& plist, function<double(Particle)>

det int, Particle& initial part) uses the initial part supplied by
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Distribution to generate a pair of dark matter particles through some chain

of decays. The produced dark matter particles (always a pair in the current

code) are checked for intersection by det int, the function Ldet supplied by

the detector class (see 5.9). If a non-zero intersection is recorded, all of the

particles involved in the production of the dark matter particle are saved, and

the function returns true.

• void Evaluate Branching Ratio() calculates the branching ratio for the pro-

duction channel and stores it in branchingratio. This is called automatically

at initialization of DMGenerator.

The DMGenerator must be able to calculate the branching ratio for dark matter

production, though the exact chain of processes is highly dependent on the production

channel. Each production distribution is responsible for returning a branching ratio

or some equivalent value which can be used to calculate vnum, the total number of V

mediators produced by POT protons that will decay into dark matter particles. In

a formula,

vnum = NV × Br(V → χχ†), (5.6)

where NV is the number of V bosons generated.

Meson Decays

The most thoroughly studied production channel is that of pseudoscalar meson decay,

in which we have some pseudoscalar meson X that decays radiatively as X → χχ̄ +

γ. These production channels should be paired with one of the meson production

distributions: Sanford-Wang, BMPT or Burman-Smith. For the on-shell case, in

which mV > 2mχ and mV < mX , the decay is performed in two steps, first by

decaying the meson, X → V + γ, and then decaying the mediator, V → χχ̄. The

total branching ratio is a product of that of the two processes

Br(X → χχ̄+ γ) = Br(X → V + γ)Br(V → χχ̄), (5.7)

where Br(X → V +γ) possesses an analytic form shown in 4.2.1 and Br(V → χχ̄) ≈ 1

for large α′. The total vnum is calculated by

vnum = Br(X → χχ̄γ)meson per pi0× pi0 per POT××POT, (5.8)
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where meson per pi0 = 1 for π0. Each decay is isotropic in the parent particle’s

rest frame, and the momentum of the child particles is determined by

λ(m1,m2,m3) =
1

2m1

√
m4

1 +m4
2 +m4

3 − 2m2
1m

2
2 − 2m2

2m
2
3 − 2m2

3m
2
1, (5.9)

where m1 is the parent particle, and m2,3 are the daughter particles. After performing

the X → V + γ decay, the V is Lorentz boosted from the X rest frame to the lab

frame, and this process is repeated for the V and its daughter χχ̄ particles.

The process becomes more complicated in the off-shell case, as the decay can

no longer be decomposed into two simple two-body decay processes. The branching

ratio Br(X → χχ̄+ γ) does not possess an analytically form, and must be integrated

numerically. The branching ratio is calculated as∫ m2
X

4m2
χ

ds
dBr

ds
(X → V ∗ + γ → χχ̄+ γ), (5.10)

where s is the center of mass energy of the V , and the integral is performed using

Sinh-Tanh quadrature. At this point it should be noted that the previous paragraph

on the handling of the on-shell case was not quite correct, as near threshold the

off-shell contributions become competitive with the on-shell expression. As a result,

the complete off-shell branching ratio is always calculated, and if off-shell corrections

are found to be sufficiently large (as defined by Br(X → χχ̄ + γ) ≥ 1.3 × Br(X →
V + γ)Br(V → χχ̄)), the off-shell machinery will be used.

The simulation of the off-shell decay uses rejection sampling on d2Br
dsdθ

(X → V ∗ +

γ → χχ̄ + γ) to generate an (s, θ) pair, where θ is the angle between the χ and the

z-axis in the rest frame of the V . The z-axis of this rest frame is aligned such that

it is parallel to the V ’s momentum in the X’s rest frame. In order to boost to the

X rest frame, we first boost along the z-axis to match the V ∗ momentum, and then

rotate the z-axis to be parallel to the V momentum in the X rest frame.

The simulation of vector meson oscillation is quite similar to that of the pseu-

doscalar meson decays, but the calculation of vnum is slightly different,

vnum = Br(X → χχ̄)meson per pi0× pi0 per POT××POT. (5.11)

The kinematics of this process are simulated as an off-shell vector meson X oscillating

into an on-shell V , which then decays normally into a χχ̄ pair. This channel is nor-
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mally paired with a pion production distribution to generate a somewhat reasonable

set of three-momenta from which to sample.

Direct V Production

The handling of partonic V production is quite a bit simpler, as we have only to

decay the vector particle supplied by the distribution. The only complication is that

the decay is not isotropic, but is instead drawn from4

g(θ̂) =
3

4
(1− cos2(θ̂)), (5.12)

where θ̂ is the angle between the dark matter momentum and the beam direction

[15]. The V production rate is calculated using the assumption that experiments are

designed to have the majority of their beam protons interact with target material, and

so NV should be proportional to the ratio of the total proton-material cross section

to the V production cross section,

NV =
σpA→V+X

σpA
×POT, (5.13)

where σpA is the total proton scattering cross section with some material of mass

number A.

Proton bremsstrahlung is handled in a similar manner, but the V mediators are

decayed to dark matter isotropically. The total number of V ’s produced is calculated

as

NV = POT

∫ ptmax2

0

dp2
⊥

∫ zmax

zmin

dz
d2NV

dzdp2
⊥
, (5.14)

where d2NV
dzdp2⊥

is defined in 4.11.

5.4 Signal Channels

Once a dark matter particle’s four-momentum has been found to intersect with the

experiment’s detector, it is passed on to the Scatter object through the probscatter

member function. The Scatter object determines whether an interaction occurs, and

if so, generates the final state particles produced by the scattering.

4In the case of fermionic dark matter, this would be
(

cos θ̂
)

= 3
8

(
1 + cos2 θ̂

)
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The Scatter class

Dark matter signal calculations are handled by the Scatter class. Each signal channel

is implemented as a class derived from Scatter, and they all share the following

variables

• MDP, mdm, alD, kap5, the model parameters.

• pMax, the maximum scattering probability encountered.

• Escatmax, Escatmin, min angle, max angle, kinematic cuts on outgoing par-

ticles. The range of acceptable angles defaults to [0, 2π) unless otherwise indi-

cated.

Scattering is handled by:

• probscatter(shared ptr<detector>& det, list<Particle>& partlist,

list<Particle>::iterator& DMit), where det is a pointer to a detector

object, partlist is the list of particles produced by DMGenerator (see 5.3.2)

and DMit is an iterator pointing to the dark matter particle that is being checked

for scattering. Should a scattering occur, a final state particle is generated and

inserted into partlist as the element following the dark matter. More details

are provided below.

For NCE nucleon scattering and inelastic π0 production, the total interaction cross

section includes one or more integrals which must be evaluated numerically. Upon

initialization these Scatter objects will generate an interpolation function of its in-

teraction cross section on both neutrons and protons over Eχ ∈ [0,max dm energy],

where Eχ is the incident dark matter energy. Any cuts on the recoil energy for the

NCE nucleon channels are implemented as limits on the range of integration during

this step. This is unnecessary for NCE electron scattering, as a closed form exists for

its scattering cross section. In addition, an interpolation function of the maximum

value the differential cross section is found for both neutron and proton scattering

over the same incident dark matter energy range using the minimization algorithm

described in 5.8.2.

5This naming convention is not consistent with DMGenerator.
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The probability that an elastic scattering will occur for dark matter particle χi is

calculated by

pi = σχN,e→χX(Eχ,i)× LDet,i × nN,e, (5.15)

where σχN,e→χX is the integrated interaction cross section, LDet,i is as defined in 5.31

and nN,e is the number density of nucleons or electrons. The formula for inelastic

pion production is similar,

pi =
2

3
σχN→χ∆(Eχ,i)× LDet,i × nN , (5.16)

where the factor of 2/3 reflects the branching ratio of ∆→ π0 as opposed to ∆→ π+.

An interaction is deemed to have occurred if the inequality pi > u×pmax, where as

before u is a uniform random number drawn from [0, 1].

Once a scattering has occurred, a final state particle observable by the detector

must be generated. In every signal channel, an outgoing energy is generated through

rejection sampling on the differential scattering cross section, with the enveloped set

by the maximum value of the differential cross section. This maximum was calculated

for all possible dark matter energies during initialization. Should it pass, a scattering

angle θ relative to the incoming dark matter’s momentum is generated for the scat-

tered particle, followed by φ ∈ [0, 2π). While this particle is ready for output in the

case of elastic scattering, there is one additional step in the inelastic π0 channel: the

decay ∆→ π0γ. This is handled in the same manner as the π0 → γV decay channel,

but with different masses for the parent and massive daughter particles. Note that

all scatterings are handled as if the dark matter was traveling parallel to the z-axis,

all output particles are rotated to the lab frame after the scattering occurs.

For the elastic scattering channels, the particles generated through this process are

guaranteed to pass any energy cuts as those cuts are included in the calculation of the

total scattering cross section. This is not the case for inelastic π0 production, as the

end state is not as deterministic, and so any cuts on the outgoing π0 momentum must

be checked separately. In all cases, angular scattering cuts are checked afterwards by

the main code before being accepted as scattering events.
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5.5 The Simulation Loop

Before the simulation loop proper begins, a burn-in run is conducted for each produc-

tion channel to estimate pmax. This is very similar to the simulation loop, but the

end state interaction results are not generated, and the variable nburn is incremented

each time. The burn-in run is conducted until burntrials is equal to BURNMAX. We

provide a schematic of the loop here.

1. Set trials=0, nevents=0, ninteractions = zeros(chan count).

2. While nevent ≤ samplesize:

(a) trials++.

(b) Generate a uniform random number vrnd ∈ [0,vnumtot].

(c) Set i = 0, scatterswitch=False.

(d) While i < chan count:

i. If vrnd < vnum[i] then break

ii. Else set vrnd = vrnd - vnum[i].

(e) Initialize Particle part with four-momentum p=0.

(f) Set the four-momentum of part using Distribution’s Sample Particle

method.

(g) Initialize an empty list of Particles partlist.

(h) Append part to partlist.

(i) Generate a list of decay product Particles of part using DMGeneratori’s

DMGen member function and store them in partlist.

(j) For each dark matter Particle j in partlist:

i. If Ldetj == 0 then continue

ii. Else

A. Simulate an interaction using Scatter’s probscatter method.

B. If probscatter returns true, then insert the end state Particle gen-

erated by probscatter after j in partlist, and set

scatterswitch=True.
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(k) If scatterswitch, then write all the particles in partlist to output file,

nevent++ and ninteractioni++.

3. end while loop

5.6 Calculating the Number of Signal Events

Signal events are particle interactions which pass all experimental cuts and are suc-

cessfully identified (the later condition is represented by efficiency factors). The

number of signal events reported by the code is an estimate of the total number of

signal events that the experiment would observe given some number of protons on

target, POT. The number of signal events is different from the number of sample

events requested, as these are mere representative events generated to estimate the

total signal. The signal rate from a given production channel i is calculated as

signal events[i] =
ninteractions[i]

trials
× vnumtot× pmax× efficiency, (5.17)

where ninteractions and trials are discussed in 5.5, vnumtot is found in 5.3.2,

pmax is discussed in 5.4 and efficiency is a parameter mentioned in 5.2.2. The total

signal rate is given by the sum

total signal events =
chan count−1∑

i

signal events[i]. (5.18)

Only the total signal number is required to estimate an experiment’s discovery po-

tential for a given new physics scenario.

5.7 Output

In all modes, the simulation will append a summary of the results to the file path

supplied for summary file after completing a run. Each entry begins with Run run,

and is followed by a number of lines equal to chan count with the results for each

channel in the format:

channel name dark photon mass dark matter mass signal events[i] ep-

silon alpha D signal channel POT Efficiency samplesize vnum[i]

The summary output terminates with one final line with the format:
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Total dark photon mass dark matter mass total signal events epsilon

alpha D signal channel POT Efficiency samplesize vnumtot

The output expected for our example setup from 5.1.1 is provided here:

Run 1470677009

p i0 decay 0 .1 0 .01 4137.09 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 2000

Total 0 . 1 0 .01 4137.09 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 2000

As a further example, we show a few runs for NCE nucleon scattering with al-

pha D=0.1, epsilon=10−3, dark matter mass=5 MeV and

dark photon mass=0.4 GeV:

Run 1446004457

p i0 decay 0 .4 0 .005 0.00365517 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

eta decay 0 .4 0 .005 0.996236 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

proton berm 0 .4 0 .005 0.0154329 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

Total 0 . 4 0 .005 1.01532 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

Run 1446086551

p i0 decay 0 .4 0 .005 0.00195789 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

eta decay 0 .4 0 .005 0.93881 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

proton brem 0 .4 0 .005 3.95397 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

Total 0 . 4 0 .005 4.89474 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

Run 1446086747

p i0 decay 0 .4 0 .005 0.00120486 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

eta decay 0 .4 0 .005 0.490378 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

proton brem 0 .4 0 .005 1.51652 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

Total 0 . 4 0 .005 2 .0081 0 .001 0 .1 NCE nucleon 2e+20 1 5000

In summary mode, the summary file is the only output produced, discounting

various status reports written to the terminal. While in comprehensive mode,

the code also writes a report of all the particles which took part in each event to

output file. This file begins with the run name in the format Run run. Each event

output is preceded by event nevent, where nevent is the number of events at the

time which it was recorded. Next, each particle in the partlist for the given event

writes a report of its four-momentum and, if it was the final endstate particle, the

position where the signal interaction occurred in the format

particle name px py pz E x y z t

Where x y z t are the optional position and time coordinates only shown for the

signal particle. The particle reports are followed by the line endevent nevent.

Once again, we provide a sample output:
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Run 1462311643

event 1

pion 0.285398 −0.0544237 5.54369 5.55294

V 0.204215 −0.0118137 4.14206 4.14832

DM −0.00377294 −0.00148947 0.658276 0.658307

proton −0.185011 0.235048 0.134491 0.993941

−2.82029 −1.11338 492.064 1.64143 e−06

endevent 1

event 2

pion 0.0252685 0.113951 1 .771 1.77997

V 0.039564 0.105479 1.71365 1.72026

DM −0.00213871 −0.000317347 0.733531 0.733551

proton 0.205311 −0.208192 0.118041 0.989841

−1.42464 −0.21139 488.618 1 .6299 e−06

endevent 2

event 3

pion −0.0597918 −0.0244405 5.17368 5.17585

V −0.0199172 −0.0266187 4.24083 4.24214

DM −0.0127331 −0.0416011 4.10137 4 .1016

neutron −0.305361 −0.15944 0.0761656 1.00362

−1.53362 −5.01059 493.984 1.64785 e−06

endevent 3

Two of the scattering events occurred between dark matter and a proton, while

the last one was a rare scattering off of a neutron. All three originated with relatively

low energy π0’s.

5.8 Numerical Techniques

5.8.1 Rejection Sampling

The primary method used to sample cross-sections or momentum distributions is

rejection sampling, also known as acceptance-rejection (see e.g. [186]). To draw sam-

ples from some distribution f(x), we find some easily sampled enveloping distribution
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g(x) for which

g(x) ≥ εf(x)∀x, (5.19)

where ε is some real number chosen such that 5.19 is satisfied. We then execute the

following loop:

1. Generate a uniform random number u ∈ [0, 1] and an array of random numbers

x from g.

2. If u > εf(x)/g(x), return x.

3. Else goto to step 1.

The simplest version of this algorithm, which is employed by the simulation code, is

to set g(x) = MAX (f(x)), which allows us to generate x’s using uniform random

numbers over the domain of f . While crude, this sampling regime is quite effective

for distributions of low dimensionality that are not sharply peaked. The code does

sometimes encounter issues with peaked distributions, and a more adaptive sampling

algorithm could be implemented to tackle them more efficiently if required, but it has

thus far not been a significant issue.

In our example experiment, we use rejection sampling to generate a momentum

pπ0 and an emission angle θπ0 for a π0 created in the target. For the Sanford-Wang

distribution, this would be done by generating a random pπ0 ∈ [0, 7] GeV and θπ0 ∈
[0, π/2] rad, as well as a uniform random number u ∈ [0, 1]. We then check

SW (pπ0 , θπ0) > u× SWmax, (5.20)

where SWmax is the maximum possible value of the Sanford-Wang distribution. Should

5.20 hold true, we return the pπ0 and θπ0 that we found6. If it fails, we try again with

a new set of numbers pπ0 , θπ0 , and u, and repeat until 5.20 is satisfied.

5.8.2 Function Extrema

Rejection-sampling requires knowledge of the extrema of the sampled functions. This

is often difficult to predict ahead of time. For example, the maximum value of the

dark matter interaction with the detector is dependent on detector geometry, position

and composition, beam energy, dark matter production mode and distribution, and

6We might also want to generate an azimuthal angle φ ∈ [0, 2π] at this point
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experimental cuts on the recoil momentum and angle of an outgoing particle. In

these cases the relevant maxima are initially set to zero, and then updated over

time. A short burn-in period, where numbers, particles, or entire scattering events

are generated but not used, precedes regular running to obtain a realistic estimate of

the maximum of the distribution.

There are other cases, particularly in sampling the differential scattering cross

sections, where this is far less feasible, as the differential scattering cross section’s

shape and maximum vary with the wildly with incident dark matter energy. For one

dimensional distributions such as differential cross sections dσ
dER

, the simulation code

employs Golden Section Search [187]. This is not the fastest routine available, but

it is straightforward, makes few assumptions about the shape of the function, and is

sufficiently efficient to avoid noticeably slowing the simulation. Note that this is a

minimization algorithm, so we will be minimizing the value of f(x = ER) = − dσ
dER

,

and setting f(x) = 0 for all x outside of the kinematically allowed domain of the

differential scattering cross section.

In our example case, we could use this algorithm to find the maximum value of the

differential NCE nucleon dark matter scattering cross section7. This maximum value

can then be used with rejection sampling by Scatter to generate a recoil energy for

a scattered nucleon.

It should be noted that the minimum must be bracketed before a Golden Section

minimization can be attempted, that is, we find two points a and c for which there

exists some b such that a < b < c and f(b) < f(a), f(c). The bracketing algorithm

accepts two valid x values, and then begins taking ever growing steps downhill until

it successfully brackets the minimum, using a parabolic fit to target likely points for a

minima, or failing that, to choose the size of the next step. The golden section search

itself takes the three points returned by the bracketing algorithm and repeatedly finds

new brackets for the minimum by bisecting the search region into a pair of golden

sections. The algorithm terminates once it has narrowed the range to a set tolerance.

These algorithms only find a local minimum, but as the functions in which we are

interested are all concave and possess only a single minimum, this is not an issue.

7For this cross section, the maximum always occurs for minimum recoil, so while it is possible
to determine numerically, it is not necessary. This algorithm is much more useful for NCE electron
dark matter scattering or inelastic π0 production, which both possess minima not located at the
extreme of the kinematically allowed regime.
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5.8.3 Integration Techniques

We will frequently need to perform numerical integrals for functions which are difficult

or impossible to integrate analytically. For example, we do not possess an analytic

expression for the the total NCE nucleon-dark matter cross section,

σNχ→Nχ(Eχ) =

∫
dEr

dσNχ→Nχ
dEr

(Eχ), (5.21)

where Er is the recoil energy of the nucleon and Eχ is the energy of the incident

dark matter particle. We need to calculate the total cross section to calculate the

probability of the dark matter interacting with the neutrino detector.

One-dimensional integrals in the code are handled using Sinh-Tanh Quadrature

[188], also called double exponential integration. This integration scheme is particu-

larly good for dealing with singularities at the edges of the integration regime, which

were encountered when performing integrals to calculate Br(π0 → V ∗Bγ → χχ̄γ). The

technique remaps an integral of some function f(x) on x ∈ [−1, 1] to an integral on

g ∈ (−∞,∞), where g(x) = tanh(π/2 sinh(x)), and then breaking it into an Euler-

Maclaurin sum. This is quite effective, largely because this transformation tends to

reshape the integrand into a bell curve. The change of variable goes as follows

F =

∫ 1

−1

f(x)dx =

∫ ∞
−∞

f(g(t))g′(t)dt ≈ h
N∑

j=−N

wjf(xj), (5.22)

where xj = g(hj) and

wj = g′(hj) =
hπ
2

cosh(hj)

cosh2
(
π
2

sinh(jh)
) . (5.23)

In the simulation code itself, this is adapted somewhat to increase N and decrease

h until a specified fractional accuracy goal is achieved. In the code we continue to

iterate until
∣∣∣Fn+1−Fn

Fn+1

∣∣∣ ≤ 10−3, where n and n + 1 indicates two sequential estimates

of the integral.

Two dimensional integrals are handled using Simpson Cubature (see [189]). The

algorithm itself is a long series of sums and not terribly enlightening, and so it will

not be reproduced here. This algorithm is currently only used to calculate the total

production rate of V ’s in Proton Bremsstrahlung (see 4.2.3).
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5.9 The Detector Class

The detector class exists to hold details about the detector’s physical characteris-

tics (the parameters discussed in 5.2.5), and to return the length of the intersection

between a ray representing a particle’s trajectory and the detector geometry, which

we will call Ldet. We discuss the algorithms in detail for each case in the following

sections.

5.9.1 Spherical Geometry

For this algorithm, we define pχ to be the dark matter three-momentum, Rdet to be

the radius of the fiducial volume8 of the detector and

o = rdet − rχ, (5.24)

where rdet is a vector pointing from the origin to the center of the detector, and rχ is

a vector from the origin to the creation point of the dark matter particle. If a position

distribution is not supplied to modify the momentum distribution, then rχ = 0. We

also define a few scalar quantities

A =pχ · pχ, (5.25)

B =− 2o · pχ, (5.26)

C =o · o−R2
det. (5.27)

These scalars are the coefficients of the quadratic equation Ax2 + Bx + C = 0 that

we solve to determine the points of intersection between the dark matter trajectory

and the spherical shell of the detector. These intersection points exist if the following

conditions are satisfied:

B2 − 4AC > 0, (5.28)

A 6= 0 (5.29)

We now define

L± =
−B ±

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
, (5.30)

8This defines the volume in which we accept signal events. Events originating too close to the
outer shell of the detector are often difficult to resolve efficiently.
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where L−(+) is the entrance (exit) point along the dark matter trajectory. These

points are stored for later use in generating an event position inside the detector.

One final ambiguity exists in that the particle’s trajectory extends both forwards and

backwards in time. If an intersecting particle’s three-momentum were reversed, this

algorithm would still find an intersection. We can check for this by verifying that

L± ≥ 0. If either is less than zero, we set it to 0. The length of the intersection is

calculated by

Ldet = (L+ − L−)
√
A. (5.31)

5.9.2 Cylindrical Geometry

The geometry of a cylindrical detector is more complicated to handle, but uses many

of the tricks we employed in 5.9.1. When creating a cylindrical detector object, we

store a new vector l which points from the center of the detector to the center of one

of the circular faces,

lx = length/2 cos(det-phi) sin(det-theta), (5.32)

ly = length/2 sin(det-phi) sin(det-theta), (5.33)

lz = length/2 cos(det-theta), (5.34)

where we are using the variables defined in 5.2.5.

There are four possible intersection points for a line through a cylinder: one

through each face and two possible crossings on the circular surface. We will check

each in turn, and append each intersection found to a list of crossing points L. The

algorithm terminates and returns a length of intersection as soon as two points of

intersection are found.

We begin by checking for intersection with the faces of the cylinder. This amounts

to calculating the intersection point with a plane parallel to the face, and then check-

ing that it is within Rdet of the center of the face. If pχ · l = 0, then the trajectory is

parallel to the cylinder faces, and this step can be skipped. The points of intersection

with planes parallel to the cylinder are given by

B± =
(o + l) · l

pχ · l
. (5.35)

We next find the vector pointing from the center of each circular face to the point of
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intersection on the plane

rintersect,± = B±pχ ∓ l− o, (5.36)

and check that r2
intersect,± ≤ R2

det. If so, then B± is added to the list of intersection

points.

Calculating the points of intersection with the circular surface is very similar to

the spherical case, in that we define three coefficients of a quadratic equation

X =− (pχ · l)2 + p2
χl

2, (5.37)

Y =2(pχ · l)(o · l)− 2(o · pχ)l2, (5.38)

Z =− (o · l)2 −R2
detl

2 + o2l2, (5.39)

and solving the quadratic equation XC2 +Y C +Z = 0 one finds C± = −Y±
√
Y 2−4XZ
2X

.

If the argument of the square root is imaginary, no intersection occurs and we skip

to the next step. To check that the intersection occurred in the region of the surface

bounded by the two circular faces, we define

D± =
C±pχ · l− o · l

l2
. (5.40)

If |D±| < 1, then an intersection occurs, and the point C± is added to the list of

intersection points.

The final step of this process is almost identical to that of the spherical case. Each

member of L is set to 0 if negative and the entrance and exit points are defined as

L− =MIN(L[0], L[1]), (5.41)

L+ =MAX(L[0], L[1]). (5.42)

Substituting L± into 5.31 returns the length of intersection.

5.9.3 Generating Interaction Positions

The distribution of positions of interaction events within the detector can also be use-

ful information for experimentalists. As these dark matter events occur very rarely,

the event rate is roughly equal at any given point along the trajectory, and an in-

teraction point can be generated by selecting a random number u ∈ [L−, L+]. The
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four-vector of the position and time of the interaction event can then be calculated

using

tint =
u‖pχ‖
‖vχ‖

+ t0, (5.43)

rint = (t− t0)vχ + rχ, (5.44)

where t0 is the creation time of the dark matter particle and vχ the velocity.

5.10 Summary

This chapter provided detailed instructions on the writing of parameter files which

configure the operations of the BdNMC hidden sector dark matter simulation code

for fixed target experiments, as well as a listing of all the essential and most useful

customizable parameters. We gave a broad outline of the structure of the code, and

discussed in more detail the most important aspects of the simulation, particularly

how particle generation is handled from the production of secondary particles from a

distribution, their decay path into dark matter, and the dark matter signal generation

in an experimental detector. We also listed all of the algorithms used in integration,

sampling distributions, minimization and calculating the intersection between particle

trajectories and detector geometry.
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Chapter 6

Sensitivity Limits

Name Energy POT Mass Distance Angle
LSND 800 MeV 1.8× 1023 167 tonnes 35 m 31◦

MiniBooNE 8 GeV 1.2× 1021 400 tonnes 545 m on-axis
MiniBooNE-Beam Dump 8 GeV 2× 1020 400 tonnes 490 m on-axis
ND280 30 GeV 5× 1021 6.1 tonnes 280 m 2.5◦

Super-K 30 GeV 5× 1021 50 kilotonnes 295 km 2.5◦

SHiP 400 GeV 2× 1020 2.5 tonnes 100 m on-axis
COHERENT 1 GeV 1023 1 tonne 20 m 90◦

CENNS 8 GeV 1021 1 tonne 20 m 90◦

Table 6.1: A summary of relevant characteristics of the experiments considered. The
listed masses are for the fiducial mass, when available. Note that several of these
experiments are in the proposal or planning stages, and their design has not been
finalized.

Fixed target neutrino experiments operate with the objective of studying neutrino

properties: confirming the existence of neutrino oscillations, measuring numerical

properties of the neutrino sector such as the mixing angles between different flavours,

and precision measurements of their interactions with Standard Model baryons and

leptons. These experiments generate neutrino beams by impacting a nuclear target,

often composed of graphite or beryllium, with a high intensity beam of protons with

energies ranging from below a GeV to a few hundred GeV. This creates enormous

numbers of secondary mesons, whose decays result in the production of an equivalently

large number of neutrinos.

Studying neutrino oscillations requires an accurate determination of the number

of neutrinos of each flavour produced at the target through a combination of simu-
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lation and theory, or by a measurement using a near detector. Often, this involves

running smaller scale experiments with replica targets to calibrate the simulations.

This target (near-detector) flux is then compared with the flux observed in the (far)

detector, where an absence or excess of neutrinos of a particular flavour is indicative

of neutrino oscillations. A good understanding of cosmic and beam related back-

grounds is necessary, often requiring careful choice of detector position and design.

Many experiments use magnetic focusing horns to focus the secondary mesons in the

direction of the detector before they decay, creating a more tightly collimated beam

of neutrinos. In addition, some experiments can use their magnetic focusing horns to

select for a neutrino (or anti-neutrino) beam, defocussing the mesons that decay into

anti-neutrinos (neutrinos).

In this chapter, we will show the predicted sensitivity to hidden sector dark matter

for a series of fixed target neutrino and beam dump experiments, given the dark

matter production and signal channels discussed in chapter 4. Some details of the

setup for each experiment will be provided, as well as a brief discussion of how these

sensitivities could be turned into exclusion limits. A summary of the main properties

of each experiment required for the sensitivity calculations is provided in table 6. All

of the sensitivity predictions were produced using the simulation software described

in chapter 5, and the other constraints listed on plots for comparison are discussed in

section 3.

6.1 LSND

Experimental Details

The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector was a fixed target neutrino experiment

at Los Alamos Neutron Science Center that ran from 1994 to 1995 with a water

target, and then from 1996 to 1998 with a target of high-Z metal [190, 124]. Over

the lifetime of the experiment, they delivered 1.8×1023 POT with a kinetic energy of

798 MeV, of which 9.23× 1022 was impacted on the water target, and the remaining

8.22× 1022 on the high-z metal. LSND made a non-zero measurement of excess anti-

electron neutrino events, theoretically due to neutrino oscillations, and attempted to

place a bound on one of the neutrino’s masses [191]. The LSND experiment has the

largest POT delivered over the course of its lifetime of any experiment which will be

considered, and as such is capable of extraordinary sensitivity for values of mV below
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the LSND experiment. Reprinted from Nucl. Instrum.
Meth., Vol A388, Athanassopoulos, C. and others, The Liquid scintillator neutrino
detector and LAMPF neutrino source, Pages 149-172, Copyright 1996, with permis-
sion from Elsevier.
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Figure 6.2: The number of NCE electron dark matter scattering events expected
at LSND. We show three sensitivity contours, each representing a different range of
events after cuts and efficiencies have been applied. The lightest green is the region
where we expect 1-10 events, in the medium green 10-1000 events, and the darkest
green (obscured on this plot) we expect more than 1000 events. Here we show the
change in the LSND limits and sensitivity with a factor of 2 difference in the dark
matter mass. The LSND limit corresponds to 110 expected events. The grey region
is excluded by other experimental limits, and the blue region is favoured by muon
g-2. More details on these limits can be found in Section 3.2.1. The sensitivity curves
were generated with the code detailed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.3: The number of NCE electron dark matter scattering events expected at
LSND. This plot demonstrates how LSND’s sensitivity changes with mχ. The sudden
drops are due to the V being forced off-shell.

the π0 mass.

The detector itself is an 8.3 meter long cylinder with a diameter of 5.7 meters. The

detector is filled with 167 tonnes of mineral oil, which we approximate as CH2, with a

small amount of added scintillator material. Event detection is performed through a

combination of Cherenkov radiation and scintillation light. The center of the detector

is located 30 meters downstream, and 4.6 meters below the target (see Fig. 6.1). Most

of the neutrino production occurs via π+ → µ+νµ and µ+ → e+νeν̄µ, where the decays

largely occur at rest in the target. Most π− are stopped and captured in the beam

stop without decaying. The off-axis positioning of the detector allows the experiment

to take advantage of the isotropic neutrino emission while avoiding much of the beam

related background.

Production

For dark matter production at LSND, we are most interested in π0 decays (see Section

4.2.1). As usual, Nπ0 is expected to be within a factor of O(1) of Nπ+ . This rate can

be estimated by taking advantage of the isotropic neutrino signal expected, and then
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Figure 6.4: The number of NCE nucleon dark matter scattering events expected at
LSND. See Fig. 6.2 for details of formatting. The optimistic expected event rates
are in the left-hand plot are severely undermined by the lack of energy cuts. A
more realistic estimate is made in the right-hand plot, where we implement a lower
energy cut on the recoil energy of the outgoing nucleon of 18 MeV. As backgrounds
are expected to be worse than in the NCE electron scattering case, a better lower
energy cut would be required to improve on the limits achieved by the NCE electron
scattering analysis.

LSND
eχ→ eχ

Efficiency 0.16
Electron Recoil Cut [0.015,0.053] GeV
Event Limit 110

Table 6.2: Summary of cuts and efficiencies for the LSND signal

working backwards from the neutrino flux observed in the detector over the lifetime

of the experiment

Nπ+ ≈ Φν × Adet

(dΩlab/4π)ν
∼ 1022, (6.1)

where Φν = 1.3× 1014 ν cm−2 is the neutrino flux over the lifetime of the experiment,

Adet ' 2.5× 105 cm2 is the area of the detector facing the target, and (dΩlab/4π)ν '
3 × 10−3 is the fraction of the solid angle subtended by the detector relative to the

target. We will find later that this is not too far off the production rate expected for

COHERENT, an experiment with similar beam energy. As the π0’s decay extremely
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rapidly, and are not stopped or reabsorbed as with the charged pions, these decays

are expected to occur in flight, and so we use Burman-Smith distribution to estimate

the π0 momentum distribution.

Signal

At LSND we will be particularly interested in NCE-like DM-electron scattering in

the detector, as this can easily be compared to an existing experimental analysis of

NCE neutrino electron scattering [124]. They accepted electron scattering events for

which Ee ∈ [18, 50] MeV, where Ee is the electron recoil energy. Events that were less

than 35 cm from the face of the detector, as well as those near the bottom (more than

120 cm below the center of the detector) were vetoed in order to reduce backgrounds.

The experiment observed 55 non-standard scattering events after all cuts (and an

efficiency factor of 0.19) were applied. A very conservative limit of 110 events was

adopted to account for significant uncertainties in the pion production rate, and all

parameter space that was shown to generate more than 110 dark matter electron

scattering events is excluded. This limit was first demonstrated in [65] and expanded

in [41].

Even without making any cuts on kinematics to differentiate DM from neutrino

events, this number can be used in a counting experiment to exclude a large portion

of the dark matter parameters space (see Fig. 6.2). There are large uncertainties

which are difficult to quantify in the event rate estimate, largely linked to the π0

production estimate. In order to address this, we will allow for the event rate to be

off by as much as factor of 2 when calculating the exclusion limit.

It may be possible to dramatically improve this limit by analyzing nucleon scat-

tering, as at low energies one would naively expect the NCE nucleon-χ scattering rate

to scale as

σNχ→Nχ ∼
mN

me

σeχ→eχ.

The gain does not appear to be quite this strong in practice (see fig 6.4), though the

gain in number of expected events when cuts on the recoil energy are not included

is several hundred fold. This weakens dramatically if we include a cut on the kinetic

energy similar to that placed on the electron, indicating that most of the expected

scattering events possess extremely small momentum transfers (See Fig. 6.4). In

order to make a significant gain in sensitivity over the electron limit at LSND, one

would need to be able to detect very low energy recoils. The backgrounds are expected
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to be at least an order of magnitude larger than in the electron case, which further

diminishes the prospects for this approach.

6.2 MiniBooNE

Experimental Details

MiniBooNE - the Mini Booster Neutrino Experiment - is a fixed target experiment

located at Fermilab that was run, in part, to check the results of LSND. The experi-

ment generates a neutrino beam by impacting an 8.9 GeV proton beam provided by

the Fermilab Booster onto a 70 cm long beryllium target. Following the target is a 50

m decay pipe leading to a large block of iron that serves as a beam stop. The target

is surrounded by a set of magnetic focusing horns which focus the mesons, and sub-

sequently the neutrino beam, towards the MiniBooNE detector, as well as allowing

the experiment to choose between neutrino and anti-neutrino running modes. The

detector itself is a 6.1 meter sphere filled with 650 tonnes of mineral oil, which, as

with LSND, we represent by CH2 (see Fig. 6.5). We exclude the outer 0.35 meters

of the detector from the fiducial volume to match MiniBooNE fiducial volume cuts.

The center of the detector is located 541 meters downstream of and 1.9 meters below

the target.

MiniBooNE ran from 2002 to 2012 with several short breaks, and over the course

of its experimental program received a total of 17.8×1020 POT, with 6.5×1020 POT

in neutrino mode and 11.3 × 1020 POT in antineutrino mode [192]. As with LSND,

they observed antineutrino excesses. In order to better understand the MiniBooNE

oscillation signal, it became desirable to conduct additional running in a beam dump

configuration. It soon became apparent that MiniBooNE, by running in a beam dump

configuration, would become highly sensitive to light kinetically-mixed hidden sector

dark matter.

The primary background in a dark matter search at a fixed target neutrino ex-

periment is the neutrino signal itself, as their neutral-current elastic interactions are

quite similar to each other. In a beam dump run, the proton beam is directed around

the target and directly into the beam stop at the end of the decay pipe. Most pro-

duced charged mesons are stopped, if positively charged, or absorbed, if negatively

charged, rather than decaying in flight, dramatically reducing the neutrino flux on

the detector. In the case of MiniBooNE, directing the proton beam into the beam
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of the MiniBooNE Detector. Reprinted figure with permission
from Cheng, G. and others, Physical Review, Vol. D86, pg. 052009, 2012. Copyright
(2012) by the American Physical Society.

WIMP beam travels ∼ 491m

50m decay pipe

Proton Beam

50m Fixed Beam Dump

Be Target

Figure 6.6: Schematic of the MiniBooNE experiment running in beam dump mode.
Another possible configuration included the deployment of an additional beam stop
at 25 meters down the decay pipe to further decrease neutrino background, though
this ultimately was not adopted.

stop was expected to reduce the neutrino flux by a factor of approximately 40. A

proposal for beam dump running was written in 2012 with the dark matter search

serving as the primary motivation. After a short engineering run which served to test

the concept, approximately 2 × 1020 POT were collected from December of 2013 to

November of 2014 [14].
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Production

The larger energy of the MiniBooNE proton beam opens up the full range of produc-

tion channels discussed in Chapter 4. We use the mean of MiniBooNE’s Sanford-Wang

fits for π+ and π− to estimate π0 production, and their K0 distribution for the η [185].

It should be noted that this distribution was fitted for a thin beryllium target, and

not a block of steel many nuclear interaction lengths thick1 Additionally, simulated

production occurs at the beam dump, or 491 meters from the detector.

We estimated the total number of π0’s produced per POT to be≈0.9 by comparing

with simulated multiplicities from MiniBooNE’s neutrino flux analysis [185]. We

conservatively set Nη = Nπ0/30 based on a comparison of their production cross

sections in pp collisions[160]. For mV > m0
π, it is also important to consider proton

bremsstrahlung. Satisfying the kinematic assumptions are a little tricky, as the beam

energy is not orders of magnitude larger than the proton mass. In order to satisfy

these constraints, we force z ∈ [0.3, 0.7] and p⊥ < 0.1 GeV. We also consider parton

level production for mV > 1 GeV, though its contribution to MiniBooNE sensitivity

is minimal.

Signal

Unlike LSND, MiniBooNE is sensitive to NCE electron and nucleon scattering, as

well as pion inelastic scattering. We will consider all three interaction channels, and

attempt to compare them to existing analyses in order to estimate kinematic cuts

and expected neutrino backgrounds. The shown results will be targeted at the beam

dump setup and number of POT, as the dramatic decline in neutrino background

more than compensates for the drop in total dark matter production.

For NCE nucleon dark matter scattering, we take our energy cuts on the nucleon

recoil ER from discussions with members of the MiniBooNE collaboration and their

1Simulated π0 production data generated using MiniBooNE’s GEANT-4 target simulation was
supplied by Tyler Thornton and compared with π0’s generated from the Sanford-Wang distribution,
and significant differences in the distributions were observed. Qualitatively, the simulated steel
distribution was much broader, with a significant number of nearly isotropic low energy π0’s. While
the π0’s with significant forward momenta made up a much smaller fraction of the total π0 sample,
there were more than three times as many π0’s produced in total. This significantly larger production
rate compensated for the more diffuse and lower energy emission distribution, and the final predicted
dark matter event rates agreed to within O(20%). Confirming some of our assumptions, the π0 and
the charged pion production rates were very similar, and their distributions did not differ to a
great extent. In addition, some production still occurs in the target and decay pipe. For a true
experimental analysis of the scenario to be performed, the simulated data would have to be used
rather than the Sanford-Wang distribution.
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MiniBooNE
eχ→ eχ

Efficiency 0.35
Electron Angle Cut cos(θbeam) > 0.99
Event Limit ≈ 3

Nχ→ Nχ
Efficiency 0.35
Nucleon recoil cut KER ∈ [0.35, 1] GeV

Nχ→ Nχπ0

Efficiency 0.35
Event Limit O(10)

Table 6.3: Summary of cuts and efficiencies for possible MiniBooNE signals

neutral current elastic scattering analysis paper[193]. We select cuts on the recoil

nucleon’s kinetic energy of KER ∈ [0.035, 1] GeV, and assign an overall efficiency

to the signal rate of εeff = 0.35. It is also possible to implement a timing cut for

scenarios with mχ > 100 MeV, as MiniBooNE possesses sufficient timing resolution

to differentiate the time delay2 between the arrival of the neutrino bunch and the

dark matter, though this analysis requires some significant additional work on the

experimental side. We plot the results in Fig. 6.7. The same cuts are employed for

the leptophobic scenario, and the results are shown in Fig. 6.11.

For inelastic π0 production, no cuts are imposed as it appears that π0’s of all

momenta can be detected by the MiniBooNE collaboration, and again assign an

overall detection efficiency of εeff = 0.35 [18]. The total number of events observed

was 24164 over the course of the MiniBooNE beam on target run. As a rough estimate,

we would expect the neutrino flux, and therefore the total number of π0 production

events, to decline by a factor of ≈ 213 for the beam dump run as compared to

on-target operating mode. This is a product of the decline in POT by a factor

of 5.1, and the 42 fold reduction in neutrino flux per POT due to the beam dump

configuration. Therefore, during the beam dump run a total of ≈ 113 events would be

expected, and any significant deviation from this number (which could be defined as

O(
√

113 ∼ 10) events) could be attributed to the new, hidden sector dark matter (see

Fig. 6.10). It is encouraging that it is possible to impose a limit through a counting

experiment alone, as it appears difficult to differentiate dark matter and neutrino

induced π0’s, as their momentum distributions are quite similar (see figs. 6.8 and

2For mχ = 0.1 GeV and Eχ = 1 GeV, the time delay would be O(10 ns).
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Figure 6.7: The number of NCE nucleon scattering events expected at MiniBooNE.
See figure 6.2 for more details on formatting of the plots. MiniBooNE may be capable
of placing new limits on the parameter space for V masses of a few hundred MeV.
Note that the sharp peak where mV approaches the ρ and ω masses arises from a
peak in the form factor used for bremsstrahlung production (see Fig. 4.7).
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Figure 6.8: The momentum and angular distribution of recoil π0’s produced in
χN → χNπ0 inelastic scattering interactions for 2 × 104 sample events generated
with mV = 0.2 GeV and mχ = 0.01 GeV. The momentum distribution is quite sim-
ilar to that found by the MiniBooNE experiment, and would be fairly difficult to
differentiate [18]. The angular distributions are quite different, with the dark matter
induced π0 production far more focused in the forward direction. The MiniBooNE
distribution includes more advanced nuclear modeling with final state effects that
may serve to broaden the π0 distribution, so this difference may be decreased under
a more complete analysis.
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Figure 6.9: The momentum and angle distributions of π0’s produced via neutral-
current interactions in the MiniBooNE detector. Reprinted figure with permission
from Aguilar-Arevalo, Alexis A. and others, Physical Review, Vol. D81, 013005,
2010. Copyright 2010 by the American Physical Society. [18]

6.9). Should further analysis find some good means of differentiating the angular

and momentum distributions (it is possible that the inelastic pion distribution could

change dramatically for some mass parameters) or by imposing good timing cuts,

then these limits could be further improved.

The NCE electron dark matter scattering analysis is still in the early stages, but

preliminary estimates of backgrounds and sensitivity were made in the beam dump

proposal[14]. Much of the NCE electron scattering background can be removed by

placing a cut on the recoil electron scattering angle of cos(θe) > 0.99. With this cut

in place, the dark matter signal could have a significant and noticeable effect with

as few as three events. We plot the sensitivity curves in Fig. 6.12. The MiniBooNE

sensitivity is just barely better than currently available limits for mV < 400 MeV.

The constant mV = 300 MeV slice also demonstrates a small improvement on current

limits for all values of mχ < mV /2.

6.3 T2K - ND280 and Super-K

Experimental Details

T2K - Tokai to Kamioka - is a fixed target off-axis neutrino experiment that began

operation in 2010, whose primary goal was the measurement of the neutrino mix-
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Figure 6.10: The number of inelastic pion events expected at MiniBooNE. See the
caption of figure 6.2 for more details on formatting of the plots. While the number of
events is lower than in the nucleon scattering case, the backgrounds sufficiently low
that a limit could be placed on the parameters space predicting as few as O(10) dark
matter scattering events.

ing angle θ13. It generates a muon neutrino beam at J-PARC3, located on the east

coast of Japan, by impacting a 30 GeV proton beam on a 91.4 cm graphite target

[19]. T2K actually possesses two detectors of interest to this analysis, a near detector

located 280 meters from the target named ND280, and a far detector called Super

Kamiokande[194] located 295 kilometers to the west in Kamioka. ND280 is a mul-

ticomponent near detector that studies the properties of the neutrino beam before

significant oscillations have occurred, which can then be compared with the signal at

Super-K, a 50 tonne cylindrical water Cerenkov detector. T2K’s detectors are actually

located at 2.5◦ relative to the beam axis, in order to select for a neutrino distribution

with its peak energy at 0.6 GeV, which in turn maximizes the oscillation signal at

Super-K. Over the course of its planned operations the T2K experiment is expected

to receive approximately 5× 1021 POT[195].

We are most interested in a single component of ND280, the Pi-zero Detector or

PØD[196]. The PØD measures the rate of neutral current π0 production, νµN →
νµNπ

0, on water in order to constrain this rate in the Super-K detector, where it

represents a significant background to νe appearance measurements. We represent the

3Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
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Figure 6.11: The number of NCE nucleon-dark matter scattering events expected
at MiniBooNE in the leptophobic scenario. See the caption of figure 6.2 for more
details on formatting of the plots. MiniBooNE is well positioned to greatly improve
the limits on the leptophobic parameter space, even should the backgrounds amount
to thousands of events. The sharp drop in the signal at mV = 1 GeV is non-physical,
as we turn off the proton bremsstrahlung channel at this point in order to continue to
satisfy the assumptions made in 4.17. This condition can be relaxed at higher energy
experiments. We do not generate events for mV < 2mχ.

PØD by a fiducial mass of 6.1 tonnes of mixed brass, water and plastics approximately

280 meters from the target. Note that this is a bit optimistic, as the water is sometimes

removed from the PØD in order to more precisely measure the π0 production rate on

water4. Super-K is represented by a 41 m tall cylinder with a 39 m diameter (see Fig.

6.13) filled with water.

Production

Production at T2K is very similar to that at MiniBooNE, utilizing all of the same

channels. We adopt the BMPT distribution[165], a more general pion momentum

4By removing the water, they can compare the π0 production rate with and without its presence
in the detector. The difference between the two rates provides a precise measurement of the cross-
section on water while eliminating production from other detector materials.
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Figure 6.12: The number of NCE electron-dark matter scattering events expected at
MiniBooNE. We plot a 3 event line, where preliminary estimates of backgrounds indi-
cate limits could be placed. Were an analysis performed, it appears that MiniBooNE
is well placed to beat all current limits on the hidden sector scenario for low masses
of V . See the caption of figure 6.2 for more details on formatting of the plots.

Figure 6.13: Art of ND280 (left) and Super-K (right). Reprinted from [19] with
permission from Elsevier.

distribution suitable for a variety of materials and beam energies that was discussed

previously in section 4.2.1, for both π0 and η production. For proton bremsstrahlung,

the much higher energies of the T2K beam allows us to relax the limits on z to

z ∈ [0.2, 0.8], and allow p⊥ < 1 GeV. Finally, parton-level production becomes far

more important, and the region of at least marginal sensitivity is pushed beyond
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Figure 6.14: A histogram of time delays for 5000 Super-K events generated with mχ =
0.1 GeV and mV = 0.4, 1 GeV. The distribution peaks at 250 ns for mV = 0.4 GeV,
well above the timing cut, and the timing cut efficiency of greater than 95% reflects
this. For the heavier mV = 1 GeV, the median is 58 ns and the efficiency falls to
88%. A large part in the difference between the two cases is due to the change in
the behavior and relative importance of the production channels. At low masses, η
production is still a significant contributor, while at larger masses the higher energy
partonic and bremsstrahlung channels strongly dominate.

mV ≈ 1 GeV.

Signal

We will make projections for inelastic π0 production in both Super-K the PØD, and

will also consider NCE nucleon-dark matter scattering in Super-K.

The number of dark matter scattering events at Super-K will necessarily be very

small due to the enormous geometrical suppression the long beamline provides. How-

ever, by careful cuts on energy and timing, the majority of beam related backgrounds

can be removed. Specifically, we are only interested in out-of-time scattering events,

those which occur outside of the regular neutrino bunches. Neutrinos take approxi-

mately 984µs to reach the Super-K detector, with a spill length of about 5µs, while

the dark matter experiences a time delay on the order of 100 ns to 1 µs (see Fig. 6.14).
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Figure 6.15: The number of NCE nucleon scattering events expected at Super-K. See
figure 6.2 for more details on formatting of the plots. Super-K is capable of some
sensitivity up to mV ≈ 1 GeV, but it is very difficult to beat the limits imposed by
BaBar. The signal rate gradually increases with increasing dark matter mass relative
to the other constraints in the right-hand plot.

Super-K
Nχ→ Nχ

Efficiency 0.66
Momentum Transfer Q2 > (0.05) GeV2

Timing tdelay > 50 ns
Event Limit O(10)

Nχ→ Nχπ0

Efficiency 0.66
Timing tdelay > 50 ns

ND280
Nχ→ Nχ

Efficiency 0.5

Table 6.4: Summary of cuts and efficiencies for the Super-K and ND280 PØD signals.
It is difficult to make cuts or estimate backgrounds on the latter without access to
an analysis.

These spills contain 8 50 ns long neutrino bunches, and any dark matter events occur-

ring outside of these bunches would be nearly free of neutrino background5. For the

5These details of the T2K beam structure were provided by Akira Konaka
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Figure 6.16: The number of NCE nucleon scattering events expected at Super-K in
the leptophobic scenario. See figure 6.2 for more details on formatting of the plots.
Super-K has far greater mass reach in the leptophobic scenario due to the weakness
of existing constraints.

purposes of the simulation, we assume that any dark matter event occurring outside of

its bunch will be recorded as an out-of-time event. We also impose a minimum energy

transfer of Q2 > (0.05 GeV)2. We show results for nucleon scattering for the kinetic

mixing case in Fig. 6.15 and for the baryonic case in Fig. 6.16. Both cases exhibit

good potential for sensitivity, should the backgrounds be as low as expected. As in

the MiniBooNE case, the signal expected from inelastic π0 is down by about an order

of magnitude (see Fig. 6.17), but as it lacks an equivalent decline in backgrounds, is

unlikely to be useful in constraining the dark matter scenario.

At this point, we have come to the end of our study of existing experiments. We

have neglected some fixed target neutrino experiments such as MINOS and NOvA,

but this is due to a combination their relatively low fiducial masses, POT and small

angular acceptances. These factors combine to render their sensitivity to hidden
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Figure 6.17: The number of neutral current inelastic π0 events expected at Super-K.
See figure 6.2 for more details on formatting of the plots. Pion-Inelastic scattering
does not appear to be a viable probe of the dark matter parameter space at SuperK, as
we expect that nucleon scattering backgrounds will not be much higher, and possess
much stronger sensitivity.
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Figure 6.18: The number of inelastic pion events expected at ND280. See figure 6.2
for more details on formatting of the plots.

sector dark matter scenarios too low to beat existing constraints.

We will now provide some sensitivity estimates for hypothetical experiments that
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are currently somewhere in the planning process. We hope that by making a case

for their symbiotic sensitivity to hidden sector dark matter scenarios during normal

running, we can improve their physics case and help them to move forward, as well as

providing guidance on how these experiments can improve their sensitivity to hidden

sector states.

6.4 COHERENT and CENNS

Experimental Details

Recent developments in detector technology have resulted in two similar propos-

als, COHERENT[197, 20] and CENNS[21], for fixed target neutrino experiments

that could study coherent neutral-current neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS). This

would provide an interesting test of Standard Model physics, as well as being impor-

tant both for detecting supernovae signals and understanding the role of neutrinos

in the evolution of core collapse supernovas. Both of these experiments are in the

planning stages and have not finalized their designs, so we will adopt the most ad-

vantageous setup for dark matter detection for use in our projections.

The CENNS proposal is for an off-axis experiment using the MiniBooNE target

and the 8.9 GeV proton beam from the BNB. The reuse of the target simplifies our

analysis considerably, as we have already established a dark matter production model.

We will take this detector to be one tonne of liquid argon located 20 meters from the

target, at an angle of 90◦ relative to the beam axis, which should dramatically reduced

any decay in flight neutrino signal. In addition, we will consider a perhaps optimistic

POT of 5× 1021, equivalent to about five years running time.

COHERENT plans to use the 1 GeV Spalation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oakridge

National Laboratory. The majority of neutrinos from SNS come from stopped pion

decays, which leads to a well studied neutrino distributions with a maximum energy

of 52.6 MeV. As with CENNS, we will consider a one tonne target located 20 meters

away and 90◦ relative to the beam axis, though this target would be composed of

Cesium Iodide or Xenon. Note that COHERENT has a multi-phase experimental

plan, beginning with smaller targets and building up to a tonne scale experiment in

phase-3. We will consider 1023 POT, which corresponds to a year’s running time at

SNS.
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Production

We will consider both π0 decay in flight and π− capture for COHERENT and CENNS.

At COHERENT, the π0 momentum distribution will be modeled by the Burman-

Smith distribution used previously for LSND, as it should be appropriate for the 1

GeV beam. The number of charged pions produced at the SNS is Nπ− = 0.05×POT

and Nπ+ = 0.17 × POT[20]. At CENNS, we will use MiniBooNE’s Sanford-Wang

distribution and target multiplicities Nπ+ = Nπ− ≈ 0.9×POT. π− capture results in

an isotropic decay distribution, so no extra modeling should be required apart from

choosing an emission energy (129 MeV) for the photon emitted during de-excitation.

Finally, we will also consider η decay in flight at COHERENT, which extends the

mass range to greater values of mV .

Signal

We primarily consider coherent scattering off of Argon atoms at CENNS, and off of

a mixture Cesium and Iodine atoms at COHERENT. Though we also accept NCE

nucleon scattering forQ2 > 50 MeV2, these events only make a significant contribution

to the larger V masses and energies possible with the CENNS signal. Once again,

neutrino scattering provides the primary background to our dark matter search, but

use of timing and energy cuts can do much to differentiate the signals. The dark

matter is expected to be produced promptly, due to the rapid decay of the π0, η

and absorption of π−’s, and only the prompt neutrino signal will act as background.

At COHERENT, this means only accepting events for which Erecoil > 16 keV, and

at CENNS, Erecoil > 50 keV. Note that these results are generated with a detection

efficiency of 0.5, which is only a rough estimate based upon preliminary estimates

and is comparable to that seen at other neutrino experiments.

Aχ→ Aχ
COHERENT CENNS

Atomic Nuclei A Cs/I Ar
Efficiency 0.5 0.5
Nuclear Recoil Erecoil ≥ 15 keV Erecoil ≥ 50 keV

Table 6.5: Summary of cuts and efficiencies for the COHERENT and CENNS signals.

Results are shown in figures 6.21 and 6.22. Firm backgrounds are not known at

this point, but with the selected energy cuts they could be as low as O(10) events.
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Figure 6.19: The expected neutrino-nucleus recoil spectrum expected for the COHER-
ENT detector 20 meters from the target. Note that the νµ’s are emitted promptly
with an energy of about 30 MeV, while the production of other neutrino species is de-
layed. The prompt neutrino background disappears almost entirely for nuclear recoil
energies greater than 15 keV. Reprinted from [20] with permission from Elsevier.

These experiments possess enormous potential sensitivity in the leptophobic scenario,

and are capable of probing large regions of the parameter space for which mV < mπ0,η.

In the kinetic mixing scenario, the sensitivity is competitive with LSND, but unlikely

to improve on the limits already set by a significant margin.

6.5 SHiP

Experimental Details

SHiP - the Search for Hidden Particles - is the only dedicated beam dump experiment

we will consider [67, 198]. It is still in the early planning stages and may not receive

the funding needed to move forward, but it has the potential to provide one of the

most interesting and high energy probes of hidden sector dark matter. SHiP would

make use of a beam of 400 GeV protons from SPS, the Super Proton Synchrotron,
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Figure 6.20: The expected neutrino-nucleus recoil spectrum expected for a far off-axis
CENNS detector 20 meters from the target. The prompt signal disappears almost
entirely for recoils above 50 keV. Reprinted figure with permission from Brice, S. J.
and others, Phys Rev, D89, 072004, 2014. Copyright (2014) by the American Physical
Society [21].

on some high-Z metal beam stop, which we will take to be Tungsten. A number

of possible detector designs have been suggested, but we will consider 2.5 tonnes of

liquid argon situated about 100 meters down the beamline from the target. The exact

material and shape are not important at this stage, as we are mostly interested in

the existence of some fiducial mass with which dark matter can interact. We perform

our sensitivity estimates for a run of 2× 1020 POT.

Production

SHiP’s high energies make it particularly sensitive to higher mass χ and V particles,

in the range of hundreds of MeV for the χ and several GeV for the V . We still

include production from pseudoscalar mesons, and take the expected number of π0’s

to be 1.8 per POT. This is a very rough estimate of multiplicity from the scaling of

π0 production with energy. Also included are bremsstrahlung, where we loosen the

limits on the kinematics to z ∈ [0.1, 0.9] and p⊥ < 1 GeV, and direct parton level

production. In addition to these production channels, we also consider resonant V

production from mixing with the φ(1020).
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Figure 6.21: Sensitivity contours for COHERENT. The left panel shows sensitivity to
the leptophobic scenario, while the right is for kinetic mixing. Also plotted is the line
4παB/m

2
V = G2

F , where the baryonic interaction is of comparable coupling strength
to the weak exchanges. These plots originally appeared in [22]. Note that for these
plots we use κ instead of ε, but they are equivalent.
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Figure 6.22: As with 6.21, but for CENNS.

Signal

For signal, we currently only include elastic scattering with electrons (see Fig. 6.23).

Conversations with Walter Bonivento have led to cuts on the electron recoil distribu-
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eχ→ eχ
Efficiency 0.5
Electron Recoil Ee ∈ [2, 20] GeV
Scattering Angle θe ∈ [10, 20] mrad
Event Limit ≈ 300

Table 6.6: Summary of cuts and efficiencies for the SHiP signal.

tion:

Ee ∈ [2, 20] GeV, θe ∈ [10, 20] mrad,

where Ee and θe are the energy and angle of the recoiling electron, respectively. This

cuts the expected beam related backgrounds to approximately 300 electron scattering

events, while preserving much of the dark matter signal. SHiP possesses the potential

to provide great sensitivity to the higher mass regions of the scenario parameter space,

but will require a detector to be built which is actually sensitive to hidden sector dark

matter scenarios.
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Figure 6.23: Sensitivity estimates for a possible version of the SHiP experiment. The
small spike at mV = 1020 MeV corresponds to resonant φ production. SHiP could
potentially impose constraints on the parameter space for predictions of more than
300 events. The SHiP experiment is capable of placing limits on comparatively large
dark matter masses, and its reach in the parameter space is complimentary with the
limits placed by the CRESST-II direct detection experiment.

Our current treatment of nuclear scattering is not appropriate for the high energies
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expected at SHiP, as this is firmly in the regime of deep-inelastic scattering.

6.6 Other Experiments

DUNE

DUNE - the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment6 is a fixed target neutrino ex-

periment that is planned to have the longest baseline in the world, sending a neutrino

beam from the NUMI beamline at Fermilab to SURF, the Sanford Underground Re-

search Facility, 1300 kilometers away in South Dakota[42]. The current design calls

for a near detector in addition to the far detector, but the near detector designs under

consideration are unlikely to be appropriate for a hidden sector dark matter search.

A large liquid argon beam monitor in front of the near detector has also been consid-

ered, but would only be able to operate during low-intensity running modes. The far

detector under consideration would be made of four 10-tonne liquid argon modules,

for a total fiducial mass of 40 kilotonnes, which is a little smaller than Super-K.

The currently suggested experimental setup for the DUNE experiment seems un-

likely to yield any interesting sensitivity that is not more easily attainable by Super-K

or SHiP. If there was serious interest in using the DUNE beamline for a hidden sector

dark matter search, one would have to propose some new off-axis detector (see [64]

for one such possibility), or perhaps add a beam dump component to the experiment.

SBND

The Short-Baseline Neutrino Detector is a proposed liquid argon time projection

chamber (LArTPC) located at the BNB. Its goal is to record and study very large

numbers of unoscillated neutrino interactions in order to assist the Fermilab Short-

Baseline Program, acting as a near detector for ICARUS and MicroBooNE7. Its cur-

rent design specifies that it would be located 110 meters from the MiniBooNE target,

and possess a fiducial volume of 112 tons. Purely from its detector size and loca-

tion, it would possess a larger dark matter event rate than MiniBooNE, but it seems

likely that neutrino backgrounds would be significant unless a run were conducted in

a beam dump mode.

6Also known as LBNE, the Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiment, and LBNF, the Long-Baseline
Neutrino Facility.

7See http://sbn-nd.fnal.gov/ for more details.

http://sbn-nd.fnal.gov/
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6.7 Summary

In this chapter we have considered the possible dark matter signals at a variety of

proton beam fixed target experiments, some of which already exist while others are

only in the planning stages. All of the experiments considered are capable of placing

new limits on the hidden sector parameter space, but most require additional analysis.

For the kinetic mixing scenario, the best limits on lower mass (mV < mπ0) regions

of the parameter space come from LSND. A MiniBooNE NCE electron-dark mat-

ter scattering analysis is capable of improving on all current low mass limits, while

the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering experiment COHERENT appears capable

of placing the best limits on the same parameter space. For moderate masses of a

few hundred MeV, the MiniBooNE π0 inelastic scattering channel seems well placed

to impose new constraints. For the largest masses, defined as mV > mη, an NCE

nucleon scattering analysis using out of time data at Super-K seems like the surest

option, as this is an existing experiment and the analysis has garnered some inter-

est from members of the T2K collaboration. The signal efficiency actually increases

with mχ, as the timing cut becomes more effective as the time delay grows. The

only experiment that shows promise of greater mass reach than Super-K is an NCE

electron-dark matter scattering analysis at the SHiP experiment.

Many of the same experiments can place limits on the variant leptophobic pa-

rameter space, but signals from the inelastic π0 production and NCE electron-dark

matter scattering channels are heavily suppressed. COHERENT is capable of placing

great limits on the low mass parameter space, while CENNS extends the sensitivity

of coherent neutrino experiments to mV ≈ mη. In the absence of a theory framework

for a deep inelastic scattering at SHiP, Super-K provides the best tool for probing

higher V and χ masses.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The program of research presented in this work aimed to survey the sensitivity of

fixed target proton colliders to hidden sector dark matter. We chose to focus on

a scalar dark matter candidate with a vector mediator as it is straightforward for

this scenario to satisfy relic density constraints without being heavily constrained or

outright eliminated by other cosmological or particle physics limits. Keeping in mind

the goal of maximizing the parameter space covered, two possible means of coupling to

the Standard Model were considered, kinetic mixing between the the vector mediator

and U(1) hypercharge, and coupling to baryon number without kinetic mixing, where

the former has been referred to as the kinetic mixing scenario and the latter as the

leptophobic scenario.

A large number of possible dark matter production channels were considered in

order to make the best possible estimate of the dark matter production rate for

scenarios with dark matter and mediator masses spanning three orders of magnitude,

ranging from a few MeV to a few GeV. Finally, four possible dark matter signals have

been considered: NCE electron-dark matter scattering, NCE nucleon-dark matter

scattering, coherent nuclear-dark matter scattering and dark matter induced inelastic

pion production. Missing from this list is deep inelastic scattering, which becomes

very important at the highest energy fixed target experiments. While this was not

complete at the time of writing, the calculation is in progress and should be complete

before the publication of this dissertation.

The MiniBooNE collaboration took advantage of the growing interest in low mass

hidden sector dark matter scenarios to motivate a dedicated beam dump run. To

properly tailor an analysis to the hidden sector scenario would require far more than

simply a signal estimate. Knowledge of the energy, angle, timing and position distri-
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butions in the MiniBooNE detector would all be invaluable tools for differentiating

between a dark matter and neutrino induced scattering event. In order to allow the

MiniBooNE collaboration to generate this data, and provide it to any other exper-

iment which should request it, a fixed target Dark Matter Monte Carlo code was

created. The BdNMC code is capable of efficiently generating dark matter events

for any of the signal channels considered in this work in both the leptophobic and

kinetic mixing scenarios. Perhaps most useful to experiments, and as has been used

in the MiniBooNE analysis, it can accept meson momenta and positions generated by

their own beamline simulation in the place of a conventional production distribution

parameterization.

In order to fully explore the parameter space, we have studied multiple proton fixed

target experiments, as the different combinations of detector geometry, production

energies and signal sensitivities enhanced the sensitivity of each to different mass

ranges and couplings. While only LSND data has been used to place solid constraints

on the scenario parameter space thus far, a dedicated NCE nucleon-dark matter

scattering analysis is underway by the MiniBooNE collaboration using data from

their aforementioned beam dump run, and is expected to place new limits on the

hidden sector parameter space. The T2K experiment is also well placed to conduct

a dark matter analysis using their Super-K far detector, and place new limits on

the high mediator and dark matter mass regions of the parameter space. Several

proposed fixed target experiments, such as SHiP, CENNS and COHERENT all show

great promise as probes of hidden sector scenarios, and their collaborations have

expressed varying levels of interest in pursuing such an analysis.

In summary, we have explored the sensitivity of all the most promising proton fixed

target experiments both existing and in development to low mass hidden sector dark

matter scenarios. Many possess the potential to place new limits on unconstrained

regions of the parameter space, but will require dedicated experimental analyses to

fully exploit their sensitivity. In order to render assistance in these analyses, we

have written a Monte Carlo code capable of both simulating the production of dark

matter and its interactions with Standard Model matter in a detector. With the

cooperation of experimental collaborations, fixed target proton colliders are poised to

significantly improve limits on both hidden sector scenarios considered over a wide

range of scenario parameters.
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Appendix A

MiniBooNE Beam Dump Running

Early work on the sensitivity of fixed target neutrino experiments to light dark mat-

ter attracted the interest of the MiniBooNE collaboration. Collaboration members

indicated that MiniBooNE could be run in a beam off-target mode by redirecting

the proton beam around the target and directly into the beam dump at the end of

the decay pipe. This would allow MiniBooNE to become a beam dump experiment,

reducing the neutrino backgrounds by one to two orders of magnitude. I provided

assistance in writing a proposal for a new MiniBooNE run presented to the Fermilab

Physics Advisory Committee, “Low Mass WIMP Searches with a Neutrino Experi-

ment: A Proposal for Further MiniBooNE Running,” [14] contributing to the earliest

versions of several plots shown in chapter 6. The proposal was eventually accepted,

and I joined the collaboration shortly before the beam dump run began. The Mini-

BooNE experiment operated in beam dump mode from November 2013 to September

2014.

The current objective of the collaboration is to produce a measurement of neutral

current elastic nucleon scattering events. Any excess in this scattering rate could

indicate the presence of hidden sector particles such as low mass dark matter. The

collaboration will produce a model independent analysis, providing counts of excess

scattering events over a number of nucleon recoil energy bins, as well as performing

their own in-depth analysis of the data to place limits on kinetically mixed hidden

sector dark matter. My contributions since joining the collaboration are summarized

below:

• Worked 18 twelve-hour detector monitoring shifts.

– In order to become an author on MiniBooNE papers, each collaboration
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member must work a minimum number of detector monitoring shifts. A

MiniBooNE shifter monitors the operation of the MiniBooNE detector, tar-

get and beamline. Their main responsibility is to act as a point of contact

for the Fermilab Main Control Room (MCR) and to watch for anomalous

behavior, such as a significant drift in the beam spot, automated detector

alarms or loss of beam. Should anomalous behavior persist, they contact

the appropriate experts by phone for further instructions. Shifters act as

filters for transient self-correcting issues that would lead to unnecessary

calls for the attention of the experts. They also document the running of

the beamline and detector during their shift, recording any loss of beam or

unusual behavior and producing beam summary plots at the end of their

shift.

• Wrote the MiniBooNE dark matter Monte Carlo with Brian Batell.

– I am the primary maintainer of the code, and updated it with features

requested by the MiniBooNE collaboration. I instructed MiniBooNE col-

laboration members on its use, and provided technical support.

• Attended the weekly MiniBooNE collaboration meetings.

– At these meetings I answered questions about dark matter theory and

phenomenology and provided feedback on conference talks and posters

produced by members of the collaboration. On occasion, I have presented

talks of my own in order to update the collaboration on new features

of the simulation or theory developments of interest to the MiniBooNE

collaboration.

• Contributed to the MiniBooNE beam dump run related paper in preparation.

– I wrote portions of the theory section of the paper, as well as preparing

short descriptions of the dark matter simulation used.

• With Brian Batell, tested MiniBooNE’s model independent neutral current elas-

tic nucleon-dark matter scattering limits by performing our own statistical anal-

ysis. This will act as a cross check on MiniBooNE’s own analysis.
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Appendix B

Sample Parameter Card

This card implements a run for the MiniBooNE experiment in beam off-target running

mode. It showcases correct formatting for a somewhat complicated run with multiple

production modes and a series of cuts on the kinematics of the end state nucleon.

#Parameter Card

#A l l masses shou ld be prov ided in GeV, a l l l e n g t h s in meters .

#Lines preceded by a # are ignored by the parser .

#Seed wi th which to i n i t i a l i z e the RNG.

seed 114234

#Give your run a name . I f no name i s s u p p l i e d , one w i l l be

#genera ted from the current time .

run 14506

#Model Parameters

e p s i l o n 1e−3

dark matter mass 0 .01

dark photon mass 0 .2

alpha D 0 .1

#Run parameters

POT 2e20

pi0 per POT 0.9
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sample s i z e 20000

burn max 1000

burn timeout 20000

beam energy 8 .9

#Production Parameters

#Dec lar ing a product ion channel

product ion channe l p i0 decay

#Choosing a product ion d i s t r i b u t i o n i s o p t i o n a l , but i t must

#be grouped wi th the r e l e v a n t p r o d u c t i o n c h a n n e l en try

p r o d u c t i o n d i s t r i b u t i o n pi0 sanfordwang

#Choose your own f i t f o r the sanfordwang d i s t r i b u t i o n .

#An example s e t i s prov ided .

#I f t h i s i s not se t , the d e f a u l t v a l u e s w i l l be used .

s a n f o r d w a n g f i l e sanfordwang parameters . dat

#Here we a l s o c a l l a second product ion mode .

product ion channe l e ta decay

p r o d u c t i o n d i s t r i b u t i o n k0 sanfordwang

#Opt iona l l y , you may s p e c i f y a number o f p i 0 s per meson

meson per pi0 0 .0333

#This i n v o k e s the bremss trah lung product ion channel .

product ion channe l V decay

p r o d u c t i o n d i s t r i b u t i o n proton brem

ptmax 0 .2

zmin 0 .3

zmax 0 .7

#S c a t t e r i n g Parameters

s i g n a l c h a n n e l NCE nucleon
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e f f i c i e n c y 0 .35

#F i l e p a t h to w r i t e e v e n t s .

o u t p u t f i l e Events/ events . dat

#F i l e p a t h to w r i t e a summary o f the run wi th number o f e v e n t s

#and paramaters

summary f i l e Events/summary . dat

#In comprehensive mode , a l l p a r t i c l e s t h a t make up an event

#are w r i t t e n to the output f i l e . This o v e r w r i t e s the output

#f i l e .

output mode comprehensive

#Cuts on the k i n e t i c energy o f ou tgo ing nucleon or e l e c t r o n .

#These d e f a u l t to min=0 and max=1e9 GeV

max scat te r energy 0 .9

min s ca t t e r ene rgy 0 .035

#Decreasing the r e s o l u t i o n i n c r e a s e s se tup time but improves

#accuracy o f s c a t t e r i n g c r o s s s e c t i o n .

dm energy re so lu t i on 0 .01

#Detector Parameters

de t e c t o r sphere

x−p o s i t i o n 0 .0

y−p o s i t i o n −1.9

z−p o s i t i o n 491 .0

rad iu s 5 .0

#Mater ia l parameters

#Mass i s s e t in GeV.

#anyth ing not d e f i n e d w i l l be s e t to zero .

mate r i a l Carbon

number density 3 .63471 e22

proton number 6

neutron number 6
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e lectron number 6

mass 11 .2593

mate r i a l Hydrogen

number density 7 .26942 e22

proton number 1

neutron number 0

e lectron number 1

mass 0 .945778
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